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Disclaimer
This document has been prepared for the purpose of providing entertainment and general
information on the aerodynamics of racing cars. The author cannot and does not claim that the
document is without technical errors, or that the document will not be subject to future
amendments.
This is not a design manual. The document does not provide high-level technical discussion
suitable for those involved in the design of racing cars. If you own a race car or manage a race
team, then you should seek your own expert advice.
Specifically, reading this document will not allow you to:


design a Formula One race car



design a car that could win the 24 Hours of Le Mans, the Indianapolis 500, the 24 Hours of
Daytona, or the Bathurst 1000



design a car that could lap the Nürburgring Nordschleife in under 6 minutes



design wind-deflection vanes that will prevent your windshield wipers from lifting off the
windscreen of your race car while travelling down the Mulsanne Straight at 300 kph



design a car that could drive inverted along the roof of a stormwater pipe while evading the
Italian police force after robbing their Treasury of its gold reserves, or



sound intelligent while speaking to a professional race car designer.
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Dedicated to all those people
that have a thirst for knowledge and a
fascination for the physics of racing cars
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Purpose of this document
This picture-based document has been prepared specifically to:


provide entertaining and sometimes jovial discussion on race car aerodynamics



provide readers with an introduction to the fluid mechanics of race car aerodynamics



help school students relate the laws of physics to aspects of race car aerodynamics.

This document presents only an introduction to race car aerodynamics. My intent is to provide
information, entertainment and education, specifically for those young motor racing enthusiasts
that wish to learn about the aerodynamics of race cars. It is the book that I wish I could have
read when I was a teenager.
The photos and diagrams presented within this document are intended to represent the current
topic of discussion. These images, photos and diagrams have been generated for the specific
purpose of adding clarity to the current topic, or where that is not possible, to at least add
context and colour to the discussion. The diagrams can at best be described as ‘sketches’,
however, wherever possible the depicted air-flow streamlines have been based on images
obtained from wind tunnel smoke trails or computer modelling.
The photo captions and/or associated discussion should not imply that the depicted car feature
represents either good or bad race car design. The actual circumstances, vehicle conditions and
history of the motor vehicle are not known in each case, and thus the depicted feature may not
be totally applicable to the current discussion. This means that there may be a completely valid
reason why the vehicle designer chose the design shown within the photo.
Due to my limited photo library, several of the photos are rather dated, and as such do not
represent current race car design practices. Some photos have also been obtained from
historical race meetings so the driver and background may not be representative of the
historical era of the race car.

Introduction
This books will not help you to design the aerodynamics of a race car. This is not a document
that will tell you what aero device to add to your car, or how to design it. The focus of this book
is on the ‘fluid mechanics of aerodynamics’, rather than the aerodynamics of race cars.
This means that some people may question the title of this book, but if I titled it An Introduction
to Race Car Fluid Mechanics, most people would think that it involved a discussion about brake
fluids and fuel lines.
The science of fluid mechanics is about understanding how aerodynamic devices work, and
how they interact with the overall dynamics of a race car. The profession of aerodynamics takes
this knowledge one step further and focuses on how to design and use different types of
aerodynamic devices to achieve specific outcomes on a race car.
I have focused on the topic of fluid mechanics because that is my area of knowledge. I am not
an aerodynamicist. I cannot design a race car, but I can appreciate the art of race car design.
Fluid mechanics is important in many parts of a race car, not just the aerodynamics. There is
fluid mechanics in the design of the fuel supply, the air supply, the design of the exhaust
system, and the cooling system. In the best race cars, every detail of every component is
carefully studied, and fluid mechanics plays an important role in the development of these cars.
Part of my motivation for writing this book was the fact that I am tired of yelling at the TV every
time a motor racing commentator incorrectly explains how wings work. I am tired of seeing
professionally produced TV documentaries telling school kids that the most important thing
about a wing is its profile (i.e. having a different travel distance along the top and bottom
surfaces), which implies that a thin profile wing, such as used on current Formula One cars, will
not be an effective wing.
I know there are people out there that have a much greater knowledge of aerodynamics, but I
have never found a book about race car aerodynamics that is (1) focused on the issues that I
am interested in, and (2) is presented in a way that I find easy to read. I hope this book helps to
improve your understand of race car aerodynamics, and helps you to better appreciate the
wonderful sport of motor racing and race car design.
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Introduction
Introduction


I was born in 1958, which means I was
aged around ten when wings and spoilers
first appeared on racing cars.



This means that the science of
aerodynamics was entering the world of
motor racing just as I was entering the
world of science (physics) at high school.



The question is; do you choose to still
believe what you learnt from your friends
in the playground, or are you now willing
to learn from the laws of physics?

Jo Siffert’s Lotus 49B in 1968
Not exactly true!


There is a saying that once an explanation
appears in five different books it is
considered to be true even though it may
remain unproven.



In the early days of aerodynamics there
were a lot of simplistic explanations of how
wings produced lift or downforce.



Early explanations were based around the
idea that aerodynamic lift is linked to air
pressure (true), which is linked to air
velocity (half-true), which is linked to the
distance air travels (well; yes and no).

Air flow around an asymmetric aerofoil

Things that confused me as a student


In my early teens I was also convinced
that aerodynamic lift was a consequence
of the ‘distance’ air travelled over the
surface of a wing—the greater the travel
distance, the greater the air speed, and
thus the lower the air pressure!



I believed that the lift produced by a wing
was the direct result of the upper and
lower surfaces of the wing having a
different shape and surface length.



However, such a discussion does not fully
explain how wings work.

Air pressure around an asymmetric wing
The wrong explanation


If someone tells you that an aircraft
achieves lift because the air travels faster
over the upper surface of its wings (due to
the longer travel distance) than it does
under the wings, then ask them:
 How do planes fly upside-down when
their wings would in theory now be
producing downforce rather than lift?



If you want to learn the truth about how
aircraft and race car wings work, then
keep reading.

Planes flying upside-down

© Catchments and Creeks Pty Ltd
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The science of fluid mechanics
The science of fluid mechanics


Even though I formally trained as a
hydraulic engineer, my childhood interest
in aerodynamics has never faded.



What interests me the most about the
science of fluid mechanics is the
considerable overlap that exists between
the studies of water flow and air flow.



The laws of motion and the laws of fluid
mechanics apply equally to both air and
water flow—it is just a case of how these
laws are applied.

The beauty of fluids in motion
The science of hydraulics


The same equations are typically used in
the study of hydraulics in civil engineering
as used in the study of aerodynamics in
the school of mechanical engineering.



The differences lie in what is important.



In hydraulics, water viscosity is important,
which means the Reynold’s Number is
important



We are interested in the speed of waves,
which means gravity and the Froude
Number become important.

The study of water movement
The science of aerodynamics


In the science of aerodynamics, the speed
of sound (which is a pressure wave) is
important, so the Mach Number becomes
important.



Air, unlike water, can be compressed;
however, at subsonic speeds (i.e. less
than the speed of sound) free air generally
prefers to move out of the way of
approaching objects (e.g. wings) rather
than experiencing compression,
consequently it behaves more like an
incompressible fluid, i.e. like water.

The beauty of aerodynamics
The science of everything


What can be totally absorbing about the
study of aerodynamics is how so many
concepts can be linked back to other fields
of science or even aspects of nature.



Did you know that the aerodynamics of
racing cars shares common links with:
 birds in flight
 yacht racing
 aspects of coastal engineering
 the design of wind breaks
 air intakes on commercial aircraft.

Aircraft engine NACA-style air intake
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Layout of this document
Part 1. Explanation of how aircraft wings
achieve lift


Examining the performance of motor
racing wings always seems to be easier if
you first examine the design and operation
of aircraft wings.



Consequently, this document starts with a
some-what lengthy discussion on the fluid
mechanics of aircraft wings.



Part 1 includes chapters 1 to 4, and
readers are warned that these chapters
contain a lot of technical discussion and
references to the laws of physics.

Landing aircraft

Part 2. The science of aerodynamics and
fluid mechanics


Between the discussions of aircraft wings
and race car wings I have inserted
Chapter 5, which contains a lengthy
discussion about fluid mechanics and
aerodynamics.



I have placed most of the discussion of
fluid mechanics within this one chapter so
that those readers that would prefer not to
read about the science can simply jump
this section—but please don’t.

Air pressures on a 1980s Formula 1 car
Part 3. The historical development of
racing car wings


The design of motor racing wings has
changed dramatically since the late 1960s.



In the early days the focus was on the
profile (the variable thickness) of the wing.



In the latter days the focus has changed to
the design of the trailing edge flaps.



Today there are many wing designs
including high downforce wings, low drag
wings, and wings that allow cars to follow
each other closely thus increasing the
potential for overtaking.

Formula One wings of the 1988 season

Part 4. Discussion on the operation of race
car air dams, spoilers, ground effects and
air intakes

Front air dam of a BMW 318 Turbo

© Catchments and Creeks Pty Ltd



Chapters 6 to 9 contain discussion on the
aerodynamics of racing car spoilers,
splitters, air dams and ground effects.



It is noted that even the design of engine
intakes and brake cooling ducts can
involve significant aerodynamic design.



Chapter 10 contains an overview of critical
issues.



Chapter 12 contains a glossary of
technical terms.
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1. How Aircraft Wings Produce Lift
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The mechanics of aircraft wings
Mechanics of aircraft wings


Aircraft can achieve powered lift through
three different physical attributes:
 the profile of their wings
 the tilt of their wings
 the tilt of their engines.



It is correct to say that the shape or
profile of an aircraft wing does help to
produce lift, but it is incorrect to attribute
aircraft flight solely to this one factor.



Yes, I have ignored gliders achieving lift
through thermal rise and aircraft towing.

A Qantas plane in a steep climb
Achieving lift through the profile of a wing


When I use the term ‘wing profile’ I refer
only to the variable thickness of the
aerofoil (U.S. airfoil) that gives it its shape.



For the purpose of this discussion I will not
be referring to the existence of trailingedge flaps as part of the wing’s profile.



The ‘profile’ of a wing produces lift by
causing a variation in air speed, and thus
air pressure, above and below the wing,
which results in a net downwards
movement of the passing air.

Various aerofoil profiles
Achieving lift through the tilt of a wing


For the purpose of this discussion, I will
refer to the ‘tilt’ of a wing as being either:
 the tilt of a single-element wing relative
to a horizontal plane, or
 the existence of trailing-edge flaps that
help a multi-element wing to achieve a
heavily curved shape.



A wing with extended (trailing edge) flaps

The ‘tilt’ of an aircraft wing produces lift by
directing air flow downwards, which
requires the wing to push down on the air,
which results in the air pushing up on the
wing (i.e. Newton’s third law of motion).

Achieving lift through the tilt of the engines


An aircraft can also achieve lift through its
engines by either:
 tilting the plane upwards—this is an
action most commonly associated with
acrobatic and fighter aircraft, or
 tilting the engine thrust downwards—
the most notable proponent of this
technology being the British Harrier jet,
which can direct the thrust of its
engines downwards in order to achieve
vertical take-off and landing.

Harrier jet in vertical lift
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Achieving lift through the ‘profile’ of a wing
The Bernoulli effect


There are many different ways to describe
how the Bernoulli effect relates to wings,
some descriptions will enlighten you,
some will leave you totally confused.



Possibly the best way to rationalise the
Bernoulli effect is to simply accept that in a
given situation, the faster the air travels,
the lower the localised pressure within a
given streamline at a given location.



The same rule applies to the movement of
all simple fluids, which includes the
movement of water (hydrodynamics).

Air flow past a wing

The venturi effect


If you have an interest in cars, then you
may be aware that prior to fuel injection,
engines used carburettors.



As air is drawn into the barrel of the
carburettor it is forced to accelerate as it
passes through the narrowing throat (the
venturi) of the carburettor.



As the air accelerates past the venturi, the
air pressure reduces below its original
atmospheric (outside) pressure, which
causes fuel to be pushed into the chamber
and mix with the passing air.

The carburettor venturi effect

Symmetric and asymmetric wings


A wing with a symmetrical profile can only
achieve lift by tilting the wing.



However, a wing with an asymmetric
profile can use the shape of the aerofoil to:
 produce lower air pressures on the
upper surface of the wing (aircraft)
 produce a down-draft of air even during
level flight, and
 help reduce the risk of air-flow
separation (i.e. stall) when the plane
tilts upwards during take-off.

A wing with an asymmetric profile

The flight of a spinning disc

‘Discraft Ultra-Star’ flying disc

© Catchments and Creeks Pty Ltd



A frisbee, or flying disc, generates its lift
by allowing higher-velocity air to travel
smoothly over the upper surface (resulting
in lower air pressures) while capturing lowvelocity turbulent air within the underlying
concave region, which results in higher air
pressures under the disc.



It is the rapid spinning of the frisbee that
provides the horizontal stabilising effects,
which prevents the disc from twisting in
the air, thus reducing the likelihood of the
disc generating excessive turbulence and
drag.

April 2020
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Achieving lift through the ‘tilt’ of a wing
Helicopters


Most people can understand the flight
mechanics of helicopters—they achieve
their lift by pushing large volumes of air
downwards.



What a lot of people fail to understand is
that this is the same flight mechanics that
applies to the operation of all wings.



With the exception of rockets and
ballooning, all sustained flight is achieved
by pushing air downwards.

Bell UH-1 Iroquois ‘Huey’ helicopter
Achieving lift by pushing air downward


Tilting a wing allows the wing to deflect a
greater volume of air downwards—this in
turn increases the force of the air pushing
upwards on the wing (Newton’s 3rd law).



With a room fan we can feel the flow of the
air over our faces.



With a helicopter you can see the effects
of the moving air when the helicopter is
close to the ground.



However, with planes you can only
witness the down-rush of air when a plane
flies through a cloud.

Large-scale eddies formed in clouds

Achieving lift by tilting a wing


An aerofoil tilted against the direction of
flight generates lift by:
 causing the lower surface of the aerofoil
to push down on the air passing under
the aerofoil, and
 causing low pressures to exist on the
upper surface of the aerofoil that results
in a downwards movement of the
passing air.



All domestic fans, including ceiling fans,
move air through the tilt of the blade rather
than the profile of the blade.

Symmetrical aerofoil

Using flaps to increase the effective ‘tilt’ of
a wing

Aerofoil with tilted trailing edge flap

© Catchments and Creeks Pty Ltd



Both aircraft and racing cars use trailing
edge flaps (or slats) to increase the
effective curvature of a wing.



The use of these flaps increases either the
downwards or upwards movement of the
passing air flow depending on the purpose
of the wing and flaps.



The air-brake flaps used on commercial
aircraft wings are an example of a different
type of flap, which not only produces an
upwards rush of air, but also high drag.

April 2020
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Achieving lift through the tilt of the engines
Achieving lift through the tilt of the plane


Tilting a plane upwards in a steep climb
while maintaining forward momentum
(e.g. a plane entering a steep climb
immediately after an air show fly-past) will
initially achieve lift through the steep tilt of
the wings, even if air-flow separation
occurs on the wings.



However, if the plane attempts to climb for
a sustained period (i.e. after losing forward
momentum), then the aircraft will only be
able to maintain such a climb through the
power of its engines.

A fighter jet commencing a steep climb
Achieving lift through the tilt of the engine
thrusters


Lift can also be achieved by tilting the
engine jets or thrusters downwards, such
as occurs on the British Sea Harrier.



Aiming the engine thrusters downwards
not only directs the engine jet downwards,
but also pushes the surrounding air
downwards through ‘induced’ air flow.

Rotating thrusters on a BAE Sea Harrier
Vertical take-off and landing aircraft


Lift can also be achieved by rotating the
propellers.



In some cases both the engines and air
intakes rotate with the propellers, such as
the MV-22 Osprey.



In other examples only the propellers
rotate, leaving the engines and engine air
intakes pointing in a forward direction,
such as Bell’s V-280 Valor helicopter.



In all cases, aircraft lift is once again
achieved by pushing air downwards.

MV-22 Osprey
Rocket propulsion


Rockets are different from ‘jets’ in that
their thrust is achieved by expelling
exhaust gases that have been generated
by the fuel fully contained within the
rocket.



Rockets do not rely on the existence of the
surrounding air, and thus can travel
beyond the earth’s atmosphere.

Apollo 11 launch, July 1969
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Definition of ‘lift’
Definition


In fluid mechanics, the term ‘lift’ can have
several meanings, it can mean:
 „to raise or direct upwards‟, which
means the force is always considered
to act in a vertical (upwards) direction,
 „the force component perpendicular to
the direction of fluid flow‟, which
assumes a plane is in level flight, or
 „the force component perpendicular to
the alignment of the wing‟, which
means the direction of the lift changes
with the roll of the aircraft.

Macquarie dictionary

Vertical lift


Logic would suggest that ‘lift’ is always
upwards and vertical, but such a definition
has not always been adopted in technical
publications.



Throughout this document I will endeavour
to limit the discussion of ‘lift’ to mean only
the vertical (upwards) component of the
force acting on a wing—this is sometimes
referred to as the ‘vertical lift’.



Similarly, ‘downforce’ will be taken as the
vertical (downwards) component of the
force acting on a race car wing.

Definition of ‘lift’

Lift generated by a tilted wing


Using the above definition, if the wing is
heavily tilted, then the ‘lift’ will remain as
the vertical (upwards) component of the
force acting on the wing.



This means that the horizontal component
of the force will be referred to as ‘drag’.



Also, if the plane is banking (aircraft roll)
as it negotiates a turn, the lift force will be
taken as only the vertical component of
the total force acting on the wings.

Lift and drag
A plane on a fully banked turn


It has always fascinated me that the
general public seems to accept that
planes will always produce lift independent
of their acrobatic manoeuvring.



The fact is, if a plane turns sharply with full
banking (i.e. the plane’s wings are now
vertically aligned) then the ‘vertical lift’
produced by the wings is zero, and the
plane will enter a condition of free-fall.



This is why you never do a fully-banked
turn at very low altitudes.

Small plane on a fully banked turn
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2. The Science of Motion
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The laws of energy and motion
Important scientific equations


In the study of aircraft and race car
aerodynamics the following equations and
principles have significant importance:
 Isaac Newton’s laws of motion
 the law of the conservation of energy
 Bernoulli’s principle



Each of these scientific principles are
discussed over the following pages.

Text book
Conservation of energy


The Bernoulli principle is closely linked to
the theory of the conservation of energy,
which in summary states that a fluid in
motion tries to maintain its total energy.



In most cases, total energy is defined as
the sum of the kinetic energy (the energy
of movement) and the potential energy
(the energy of pressure or elevation).



However, the theory of conservation of
energy breaks down if additional energy is
added to the fluid (a turbo) or removed
from the fluid by friction or turbulence.

Measuring air pressure in a conduit

Measuring energy levels


Energy levels can be recorded in many
different units, but in the study of fluid
mechanics, energy is commonly reported
in units of length or height (metres).



This means that fluid pressure may not
necessarily be reported in its traditional
units of Pascals, but instead as a measure
of the height that a column of fluid must
reach in order to achieve the same
pressure at the base of the column of fluid.



Similarly, kinetic energy can also be
reported in units of length (metres).

Pitot tube used to measure air speed

No free lunches in aerodynamics!

Wing edge vortex (Alonso, 2013)
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The expression „there are no free lunches‟
is very relevant when talking about energy
loss and drag.



There may be times when you think that a
certain bit of turbulence could not possibly
adversely affecting the performance of
your car, especially if that turbulence is
observed some metres behind your car,
but don’t be fooled.



If you car created the turbulence, then
your car ‘paid’ for that energy loss through
engine power and the consumption of fuel.
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Point of reference and wind tunnel testing
Point of reference


According to the laws of motion, it does
not matter if you study the dynamics of a
plane moving through still air, or if you
study the dynamics of air moving past a
motionless aircraft in a wind tunnel.



The same forces will act on the wing if the
air is moving and the wing is still, if the
wing is moving and the air is still, or if a
plane is flying into a strong headwind.



The only issue that matters is the velocity
difference between the wing and the air.

Wind tunnel testing of a Boeing 777
Observers on a train and on a platform


If a passenger sitting on a train watched
someone on the same train drop a ball,
then the passenger would observe the ball
simply falling vertically to the floor.



If a passenger sitting on a railway platform
observed the same person (on the train)
dropping the ball, then they would observe
the ball moving along a curved path.



The two observers would see two different
forms of motion, but in each case the
same laws of physics apply—trust me!

Observing the dropping of a ball
Wind tunnel testing of automobiles


In wind tunnel tests it is relatively easy to
simulate the movement of air over the
upper surfaces of a car, but the testing of
air travelling under the car can be
problematic.



In most wind tunnels the floor of the wind
tunnel does not move, consequently the
wind tunnel does not accurately simulate
the effects of the vehicle moving over the
road.



This means the recorded drag coefficient
may not be accurate.

Wind tunnel test on a Porsche 911 (992)
Wind tunnels with moving floors


In motor racing the air travelling under the
race car can be just as important as the air
travelling over the car.



In order to accurately simulate the ‘ground
effects’, racing cars are typically tested on
a rolling belt that better simulates the
movement of the air and road relative to
the car.

Wind tunnel testing with a rolling floor
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Newton’s laws of motion
Use of the terms: ‘speed’ and ‘velocity’


In fluid mechanics, the term ‘speed’ is
considered independent of the direction of
travel; as such, it would be acceptable to
say that a car was travelling at a constant
speed around a corner.



However, the term ‘velocity’ has a
directional component—it is said to be a
‘vector’ term that incorporates both speed
and direction.



Therefore, an object’s velocity must
change if its direction of travel changes.

Car travelling around a corner
Newton’s 1st law of motion


Newton’s first law of motion effectively
states:
 An object either remains at rest or
continues to move at a constant
velocity (not speed) unless acted upon
by an external force.



Alain Prost at Monaco GP, 1983

In motor racing this means that an
external force (i.e. tyre friction) is required
to cause a race car to travel around a
corner even though the car’s ‘speed’ could
potentially remain unchanged as it travels
around the corner.

Newton’s 2nd law of motion


Newton’s second law of motion effectively
states:
 The vector (directional) force (F)
required to cause an acceleration (a) of
a body with mass (m) is equal to the
product of the object’s mass times its
acceleration (i.e. F = m.a)



Dynamometer testing

In motor racing this means that the power
to weight ratio (F/m) of a car provides a
useful means of comparing the expected
performance (acceleration) of various
racing cars.

Newton’s 3rd law of motion


Newton’s third law of motion effectively
states:
 When one body exerts a force on a
second body, the second body exerts
an equal and opposite (opposite in
direction) force on the first body.



Having fun in Adelaide, 1987
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In motor racing this means that when a
race car exerts an impact force on a crash
barrier, the crash barrier exerts an equal
and opposite force on the race car causing
it to quickly lose its value as a useable
race car!
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Conservation of energy
Law of conservation of energy


The law of conservation of energy states
that the total energy of an isolated flow
stream is conserved over time.



This means energy can neither be created
nor destroyed; rather it can only be
transformed from one form to another.



In fluid mechanics we say that energy is
‘lost’ through friction or turbulence, but in
reality it is simply transformed from a
useful form of energy into what may be
considered a ‘non-productive’ form of
energy, such as water splash or heat.

Vehicle energy converted into water splash

Potential energy verse kinetic energy


In the science of fluid mechanics we view
useable or productive energy as either
potential energy or kinetic energy.



Potential energy is the energy that is
currently stored through elevation (height)
or fluid pressure.



Kinetic energy is the energy associated
with the motion of objects.



Total energy is usually said to be the sum
of the fluid’s potential energy and kinetic
energy—heat energy is commonly ignored
in fluid mechanics.

Newton’s cradle

The mechanics of a roller-coaster


Possibly the best way to observe the
conservation of energy is to study the
motion of a roller-coaster.



During the ride the carriages try to
maintain their total energy by converting
the energy of height into the energy of
motion—but, at the end of the ride any
remaining energy is lost through friction.



We will return to the mechanics of rollercoasters when we discuss the impact of
boundary layers on wings.

Roller-coaster
The power of kinetic energy

Glowing brake disc
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In motor racing we need to regularly
convert kinetic energy into heat or
electrical storage in order to slow a
vehicle.



Experimentation has shown that an
object’s kinetic energy is proportional to
2
the square of its velocity (v ).



This means that it takes a lot more than
twice the braking energy and heat loss (in
fact four times the energy) to stop a car
from 300 kph compared to stopping the
same car from 150 kph.
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The importance of heat energy
Importance of heat energy


On the previous page I suggested that
heat energy can be treated as a loss of
energy, separate from the ‘total energy’,
but of course heat energy is part of the
total energy equation.



In some areas of fluid mechanics it is
possible to ignore heat energy, but there
are times when the laws of
thermodynamics cannot be ignored.



A case in point is the generation of ‘visible’
wingtip vortices.

Wing edge vortices (Alonso, 2013)
Generation of wingtip vortices


Wingtip vortices are formed by the rapid
movement of air generated by the wings.



The core of a wingtip vortex spins at a
very high speed, consequently it becomes
a region of very low pressure due to the
high radial (centrifugal) forces.



In general, these low-pressure regions
experience only minimal heat exchange
with the surrounding air, so the local air
temperature within these low-pressure
regions lowers relative to the ambient air
temperature.

Generation of wingtip vortices

Changes in heat with changing air
pressure


You can experience this lowering of air
temperature when you rapidly expel the
gas from a pressurised spray can.



According to the laws of thermodynamics,
reducing the gas pressure reduces the
temperature of the gas.



The reverse outcome occurs when a gas
is compressed—the temperature of a bike
pump will increase as the air is
compressed, as too will the temperature of
the air passing through an engine turbo.

Bicycle tyre hand-pump

Wingtip vortices


If the temperature inside a wingtip vortex
drops below the local dew point, it results
in the condensation of water vapour within
the vortex, making the vortex visible.



In the case of aircraft flying at high
altitudes, this temperature may even drop
below the local freezing point, in which
case ice crystals will form inside the
vortex, allowing the vortex to remain
visible for longer periods.

Wingtip vortices
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Bernoulli’s principle
Daniel Bernoulli (1700–1782)


Daniel Bernoulli was a Dutch-born Swiss
mathematician and physicist who helped
to further the world’s understanding of fluid
mechanics.



Bernoulli’s name will forever by linked to
the principles of the „conservation of
energy‟ through the development of the
Bernoulli principle.



We need to learn about Daniel Bernoulli
because of the Bernoulli principle and its
description of the relationship between air
speed and air pressure.

Daniel Bernoulli

The study of fluid mechanics


Both ‘air’ and ‘water’ are considered to be
fluids in respect to the way they move, so
the science of fluid mechanics includes
the study of both air and water flow.



The differences between the mechanics of
air flow and water flow relate to the
relative importance of gravity, fluid density
and viscosity in water flow.



In the study of air flow, air compression
can be an important factor, but not at the
low speeds experienced by racing cars
and most commercial aircraft.

Energy levels in flowing water

The Bernoulli principle


Bernoulli’s principle states that an
increase in the ‘speed’ of a fluid occurs
simultaneously with a decrease in the
fluid’s pressure.



His observations refer only to an isolated
stream of fluid (a streamline) that is not
subject to an input or loss of energy, such
as would occur if significant turbulence
interfered with the streamline.



This means the principle may not apply
perfectly to air pressures under a race car
that has a ‘rough’ (irregular) undertray.

Air pressure adjacent a tilted wing

Deep breathing

External air pressure on a person’s nose
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Possibly the best way to experience the
Bernoulli principle first-hand is to take a
rapid deep-breath through your nose.



If you are like me, you will experience a
rapid compression of the nose, which can
momentarily shut-off air flow.



The reason this occurs is because the
high-velocity air passing through your
nose will have a lower air pressure than
the lower-velocity air outside your nose—
this is the reason some sports people
wear those adhesive nose strips.
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Time to take a break!
Need a break?
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How is your head?



Does it feel like your brain is about to
explode?



Unfortunately the next section could be
even more taxing on your brain, so why
not take a break and allow a little time for
the previous discussion to settle in your
mind.



To help you relax I have included some
Internet photos of puppies to help put you
in a relaxed frame of mind.
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Streamlines, air speed and boundary layers
Wind tunnel smoke trails


Smoke trails are often used in wind tunnel
testing to observe air flow.



In effect, these smoke trails represent
‘streamlines’.



It is noted that air speed and air pressure
can vary significantly along any given
streamline, but air flow cannot cross a
streamline (because the streamline
represents the actual flow path of the air).

Smoke trails over a Porsche 911 GT3 (991)
Observing air speed in a wind tunnel


Because air flow cannot cross a given
streamline, this means the volume of air
passing between two streamlines must
remain constant.



This also means the closer the streamlines are together, the greater the speed.



Because air speed is inversely linked to air
pressure (the Bernoulli principle), air
pressure must be lowest where the air
speed is greatest, which is at the locations
where the streamlines are closest
together.

Streamlines passing a symmetric wing

Smoke trails and streamlines adjacent to
the aerofoil surface


When observing the spacing between
streamlines, and thus the variation in air
speed, it is important to ignore the spacing
between the aerofoil and any streamline
located immediately adjacent to the
aerofoil.



This spacing can be influenced by a
number of factors, such as the existence
of a boundary layer, consequently it is not
a good indicator of the actual air speed
close to the wing’s surface.

Streamlines adjacent to the aerofoil
The impact of boundary layers


A ‘boundary layer’ is a relatively thin layer
of turbulent air that forms adjacent to all
solid surfaces passing through a fluid.



Within this boundary layer the velocity of
the air (relative to the wing) will increase
from zero immediately adjacent the wing’s
surface, to the undisturbed air speed at
the outer edge of the boundary layer.



The existence and effects of boundary
layers are discussed in more detail later in
chapter 4.

Boundary layer formed on an aerofoil
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The differences between the terms ‘speed’ and ‘velocity’
Terminology


Several pages earlier we introduced the
idea that the terms ‘speed’ and ‘velocity’
have different meanings within the study
of fluid mechanics.



The term ‘speed’ is considered
independent of the direction of travel, but
the term ‘velocity’ incorporates the
direction of travel.



Unfortunately, in the science of fluid
mechanics we use the same alphabetic
character ‘v’ to denote both speed and
velocity—oops!

Dictionary

Why terminology is important


The reason the difference in meaning of
these two terms is important is because:
 the Bernoulli principle refers to the air
speed, not its velocity, which means it
is independent of the direction of travel
of the air flow
 whereas Newton’s second law of
motion, and the law of the ‘conservation
of momentum’, refer to the velocity of
the air flow, which means any change
in the direction of the air flow is
important.

Bernoulli & Newton’s equations of motion

Why its important to understanding how
aircraft wings produce lift


If we look in detail at the air approaching
an aircraft wing we will see the following:
 the air begins to change direction well
before the leading edge of the wing
 as the air begins to move over the
upper surface of the wing the
streamlines begin to compress
indicating that the air ‘speed’ is
increasing, but
 the streamlines under the wing widen
indicating a slowing of the air speed.

The leading edge of a wing


If it were possible for air to travel at a
constant speed over a wing, then there
would in theory be no change in pressure
over the surface of the wing.



However, because there is a change in
the direction of the air flow, there must be
a change in its velocity, which means
(based on Newton’s 2nd law) there must
be a force acting on the air.



This force is the pressure that the leading
edge of the wing exerts on the air causing
it to change direction, which is a large
source of the drag generated by the wing.

Lift and draft force acting on a wing
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How does air know it must change pressure when it changes its speed?
How does it know?


The obvious question is: „How does air
know that it needs to change its pressure
at the same time it is changing its speed?‟



‘Air’ never went to university, never
studied aerodynamics or fluid mechanics,
and it never read this publication, so how
does it know that it needs to follow the
laws relating to the conservation of
energy?



Why can’t air simply change its speed
while staying at the same pressure?

Variable air flow speed
There is only one thing that can cause an
increase in the ‘velocity’ of air flow


Air, like any fluid, can only experience a
change in speed or velocity as a direct
result of a pressure gradient.



By definition, ‘pressure’ is just a force that
is spread over an area—it is not isolated
to a single point of impact.



Individual atoms within a flowing stream of
air will not accelerate or change direction
unless acted upon by a force, and for a
streamline, this force must act over an
area, which makes the force a ‘pressure’.

Air moving into a pressure gradient

Responding to a variation in air pressure


The only way for air to increase its speed
or velocity is for it to be pushed by a
pressure gradient that exists between a
higher and lower pressure region.



Similarly, the only way for air to decrease
its speed is for the air to move from a low
pressure region to a high pressure region.



Even if the air flow changes its direction,
such as when air hits the windscreen of a
car, this can only occur through the
actions of ‘pressure’ exerted by the
windscreen on the passing air.

Smoke trail over a Porsche 911 windscreen

Air flow over a wing

Pressure gradients adjacent an aerofoil
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As air passes over a wing, it must change
its direction of travel in response to the
‘shape’ or ‘tilt’ of the wing.



Any change in the direction of travel can
occur only as a result of a pressure
gradient exerted by the wing on the
passing air.



This pressure gradient can either be a
positive pressure gradient that causes air
to be pushed away from the wing, or a
negative pressure gradient that causes the
air to be ‘pushed’ back towards the wing.
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Key lessons learnt from this discussion of aircraft flight
Lesson 1: Newton’s 3rd law of motion


The only way that an aircraft wing can
achieve ‘lift’ is by exerting a downwards
force of the air passing the wing.



Planes fly because they cause a
downwards movement of air, which
results in an upwards force on the wings.



Similarly, racing car wings produce downforce because they cause a upwards
movement of the passing air.



But, this is not how ‘ground effects’ works
(as discussed later).

Downward movement of surrounding air
Lesson 2: The Bernoulli principle


The total energy held within a fluid tries to
remain constant along a streamline unless
it enters a region of turbulent energy loss.



The total energy level within a fluid may be
taken as the sum of its potential energy
(pressure) plus its kinetic energy (speed)
with heat energy generally considered to
be a loss of productive energy.



This means that an increase in the speed
of a fluid must occur simultaneously with a
decrease in the fluid’s pressure.

Pressure changes in a moving fluid
Lesson 3: Newton’s 1st law of motion


A ‘force’ is required to change either the
speed or direction of a fluid (i.e. to cause a
change in the velocity of the flow).



The only type of force that can act on a
moving fluid is ‘pressure’.



Therefore, any change in the speed or
direction of air flow must be associated
with a pressure gradient.



And Lesson 2 (above) states that the
existence of a pressure gradient will result
in a change in air speed.

Air flow around the leading edge of a wing
Lesson 4: The independence of the ‘point
of reference’

Wind tunnel testing of a model aircraft
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The same forces act on a wing that moves
through still air as would act on a
stationary wing confronted by a strong
wind—the laws of physics refer only to the
difference in velocity between the two
objects.



Consequently it does not matter if you
study the dynamics of a plane moving
through still air, or if you study the
dynamics of air moving past a stationary
aircraft in a wind tunnel test (however,
adjustments are required for model scale).
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The truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth
Air velocity and travel distance


It is true that air will want to travel faster
along the flow path of greater distance,
because air resists expansion and
compaction while travelling at low speeds.



But air does change its density to some
degree every time there is a pressure
change, otherwise we would not be able to
speak (sound is a compression wave).



To suggest that two air particles must
arrive at the tail of a wing at exactly the
same time requires the air flow to be
incompressible and laminar.

This theory does not fully explain flight

Thin-plate wings can work just as well!


The profile of a wing does affect air speed
and therefore air pressure, but this is not
the full story of how wings work.



The fact is, a wing made of fabric or a thin
plate can still produce lift (as is the case
for hang-gliders, a room fan, and a Canard
vane), it is just that such wings have
limited strength, do not provide the space
for fuel (aircraft wings), and do not provide
ideal lift conditions during aircraft take-off
and landing.

Thin-plate wing/blade
The importance of the tilt of a wing


The profile (thickness) of an aerofoil is
primarily designed around the need to:
 provide the wing with sufficient
structural strength
 minimise drag during horizontal flight
 allow the wing to tilt (relative to the
horizontal) during take-off and landing
without causing the wing to stall.



The attribute of a wing that contributes
most to the creation of lift is the tilt of the
wing (the angle of attack), particularly
during take-off and landing.

Angle of attack of a wing

Racing cars are generally not designed for
take-off and landing

Rally driver Ken Block on final approach!
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The above discussion highlights the
importance of the profile of a wing in
regards to the successful take-off and
landing of an aircraft.



It is the profile of the wing that largely
helps to prevent a wing from stalling
during take-off and landing.



However, with the exception of rally cars,
most racing cars do not share this need
for take-off and landing, consequently the
profile of a race car wing is usually
different to that seen on an aircraft wing.
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3. The Mechanics of Subsonic
Flight within an ‘Ideal’ Fluid
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Introduction
Why learn about aircraft wings when your
interest is in motor racing


A key component of most race car
aerodynamic packages is the rear wing.



The fluid mechanics of these race car
wings share many things in common with
the operation of aircraft wings.



By first examining aircraft wings it makes
the task easier to later study:
 the different features of race car wings,
and
 identify the differences between the two
types of wings.

Wing profile during take-off

Structure of chapters 3 & 4


The following discussion takes a more
detailed look at the movement of air
passing over an aircraft wing.



The discussion is presented in three
stages:
 discussion of the air flow over a wing
without the inclusion of boundary
layers, viscosity or friction (ideal fluid)
 an introduction to boundary layers and
how they are formed
 discussion of air flow over a wing with
boundary layers included (real fluid).

Boundary layer development on a wing

What is meant by the term: ‘ideal fluid’


When first learning about fluid dynamics it
is useful to ignore the effects of friction
and turbulence and treat the media as an
‘ideal fluid’.



By ignoring friction we can focus on the
relationship between air speed and air
pressure.



In Chapter 4 we will revisit all the issues
but will include the effects of friction which
is a dominant factor in the fluid mechanics
of ‘real fluids’.

Air flow over a symmetrical wing
The current focus is on subsonic flight


The following discussion addresses only
the fluid mechanics of subsonic flight.



It is only at these subsonic speeds that
aircraft wings share so many common
features with race car wings.



Typical flight speeds of a Boeing 747:
 take-off speed of 290 kph (180 mph)
 cruise speed of 920 kph (570 mph)
 landing speed of 270 kph (170 mph).

Subsonic flight (Boeing 747-400)
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Subsonic and supersonic flight
Subsonic flight


The term subsonic flight simply means
the flight is occurring at speeds less than
the speed of sound.



The reason why the speed of sound is
important to flight is because ‘sound’
travels as a pressure wave.



This means, if a plane is flying at a speed
less than the speed of sound, then any
pressure gradients generated by the
plane’s wings will be able to extend
forward of the wings (i.e. the red and
yellow pressure zones in the diagram).

Numerical modelling of pressure gradients

Pressure gradients extending forward of a
wing


If the high air pressure that exists at the
leading edge of a wing is able to extend
forward of the wing, then the air
approaching the wing will be impacted
upon by this high pressure causing it to:
 slow in speed and increase in pressure
(the Bernoulli principle)
 begin to move out of the way of the
approaching wing, either upwards over
the wing or downwards under the wing.

Changes in air flow just ahead of a wing
Similar conditions in water flow


In water flow, pressure changes move as
surface waves, i.e. minor changes in the
elevation of the water surface, which
cause minor pressure changes below the
water surface.



Unlike the speed of sound, surface waves
move at very low speeds.



If a boat travels through water at a speed
greater than the speed of a surface wave
it will cause a shock wave (bow wave) to
occur, which radiates outwards at a slower
speed than the boat’s forward speed.

Surface waves known as bow waves

Supersonic flight

Diagram of a supersonic shock wave
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If a plane travels through air at a speed
greater than the speed of sound it will
also cause a shock wave to occur
because the air just ahead of the plane
cannot sense the pressure changes
caused by the approaching plane.



The air just ahead of the plane does not
register that it needs to move out of the
way of an approaching plane.



This means the plane causes a rapid
compression of the air just ahead of the
plane (a shock wave) which looks similar
to the bow wave generated by a boat.
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The mechanics of air flow over a subsonic wing
Air flow immediately forward of a wing


One of the most important attributes of
subsonic flight is the movement of the
pressure gradient ahead of the wing.



This means the air flow does not
necessarily approach the wing in a strictly
‘horizontal’ direction, but instead
approaches the wing in a slightly upwards
direction (for aircraft wings) due the
elevated air pressures under the wing.



Close to the nose of the wing the
streamlines compress and change
direction rapidly.

Air flow streamlines approaching a wing

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD)


Computers can now analyse pressures
and streamlines in great detail.



CFD modelling (computational fluid
dynamics) is a branch of fluid mechanics
that looks at how complex mathematics
can be used to study the movement of
‘real fluids’, which includes the effects of
friction and turbulence.



This CFD diagram (left) identifies the
changing air pressures (red for high, blue
for low pressure) around the leading edge
of an aerofoil.

CFD modelling of pressure gradients

Air passing under a wing


Elevated (increased) air pressures exist
almost everywhere under a tilted wing.



These elevated pressures push the air
downwards causing an upwards force on
the undersurface of the wing.



Under the wing the streamlines are slightly
wider apart compared to the spacing of
the streamlines in front of the wing,
indicating that the air speed is slightly
reduced.



Thus the tilt of the wing has a very strong
influence over the lift generated by a wing.

Air flow under an aerofoil

Air moving past the nose of the wing

Air flow passing over the leading edge
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It is worth noting that the streamlines are
steepest just in front of the leading edge of
the wing.



Immediately after the streamlines pass the
leading edge of the wing they are forced to
change direction—this time bending back
towards the curving surface of the wing.



Very low pressures form along the upper
surface of the wing because the
streamlines want to resist this constant
change of direction (instead they are
pushed back towards the wing’s surface).
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The mechanics of air flow over a subsonic wing
Air flow climbing to the crest of the upper
wing surface


The streamlines continue to compress and
the air speed continues to increase as the
air rises over the leading edge of the wing.



The air velocity increases because it is
moving from a high pressure region in
front of the wing to a lower pressure
region above the wing.



The low pressure region that exists over
most of the upper wing surface is caused
by the air flow continually wanting to pull
away from (i.e. separate from) the wing.

Air flow over the crown of the wing
Air flow passing over the upper surface of
a wing


The change in the direction of travel of the
air flow can be significant, especially given
an aircraft speed of around 920 kph.



The effect of the air flow appearing to be
‘attached’ to the curved surface of a wing
is known as the Coanda effect.



The photo (left) was taken by the author
during sunrise as vapour trails formed
over the surface of an aircraft wing
somewhere over the Indian Ocean in
1983.

Vapour trails passing over an aircraft wing

Air flow beyond the crest of the wing


Once past the crest, the upper surface of
the wing has basically completed its job of
bending the streamlines downwards.



Typically the upper surface of an aircraft
wing now follows an almost straight path
towards the trailing edge of the wing.



Air pressures now begin to increase
towards the trailing edge of the wing,
which means the air flow is actually
pushing against an adverse pressure
gradient—this causes the air speed to
decrease.

Air flow over the upper wing surface

Air flow at the trailing edge of a wing


As the air flow approaches the trailing
edge of the wing, air pressures above and
below the wing try to equalise, and
consequently the spacing of the
streamlines also tries to equalise.

Air flow at the trailing edge of the wing
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The mechanics of air flow over a subsonic wing
Air flow passing over a trailing edge flap


Large aircraft typically use wings with
extendable flaps.



The use of extendable flaps significantly
increases the potential change of angle
that the airstream will experience when it
is deflected downwards.



This expanded wing profile is required
during take-off as well as during descent
(in order to maintain sufficient lift while the
plane is slowing its flight speed in
preparation for landing).

Extended trailing edge flaps
Air flow passing over a trailing edge flap


The use of extendable slotted-flaps allows
high pressure air from below the wing to
be ‘jetted’ out over the upper surface of
the flaps.



The reason why such air flow is required
will be explained latter when the issue of
boundary layers is being discussed.



It is this aspect of wing design that is most
closely related to the design of modern
Formula One race car wings (just imagine
the image upside down).

Air flow around slotted Fowler flaps
Air flow passing over spoiler flaps


‘Spoilers’ (as shown here) and air break
flaps perform three tasks on planes, they:
 allow rapid changes in the total lift
generated by a wing, thus allowing a
plan to follow its desired glide path
while descending, and
 allow a plane to quickly lose lift once
the plane has landed, thus helping the
plane to stay on the runway, and
 increase the braking (drag) of the plane
after touchdown.

Raised spoiler flaps
Air flow passing over an air brake flap

Air flow around a raised air brake flap
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One of the advantages of spoiler and air
break flaps is their rapid deployment.



The use of these flaps allows a quick
response to wind gusts and turbulence.



Trying to adjust or retract the extended
trailing-edge flaps would not allow the
same quick response that can be
achieved through the use of spoiler flaps.



In motor racing, spoilers are devices that
effectively ‘spoil’ (decrease) any unwanted
aerodynamic drag or lift generated by air
passing over the motor vehicle.
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The importance of aircraft speed on the required wing profile
The relationship between total lift and the
plane’s weight


The force balance on an aircraft is fairly
simple to understand:
 if the vertical lift is greater than the
plane’s weight, then the plane gains
altitude
 if the vertical lift is less than the plane’s
weight, then the plane will lose altitude
 if the engine force exceeds the total
drag, then the plan will accelerate.

Force diagram
Applying Newton’s 2nd law of motion to a
solid object


If the ‘object’ that you wish to accelerate is
a single entity (e.g. a baseball), then it is
easy to accept that the force (F) required
to accelerate an object of mass (m) at a
rate of acceleration (a) is:
 F = m.a
 Force = mass x acceleration



This means that as the mass increases,
the force required to achieve a given
acceleration also needs to increase.

A soon-to-be hit baseball
The importance of the ‘mass flow rate’ in
the study of fluid mechanics


If the object is a single item, then the
‘mass’ is simply the mass of the object.



But what is the ‘mass’ of a continuous flow
of air or water?



In the case of fluids, the ‘mass’ is
measured in terms of the ‘mass-flow-rate’
(kg/s), that is the total mass that passes a
given point over a given period of time
(usually one second).

Deflection of a water jet by a turbine vane
The slower the plane flies, the greater the
required deflection of the passing air

Maroochydore airport, 1975
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At low speeds, the mass flow rate of air
passing over the wings is low, therefore
the deflection angle of the passing air
must be increased in order to maintain the
required lift force.



Planes achieve this increased deflection
angle by increasing the angle of attack of
the wings, and/or extending trailing-edge
flaps.



Early slow-speed planes made use of
multiple wings in order to achieve the
required down-rush of the air flow.
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The relationship between aircraft speed and the required wing profile
The slower the plane flies, the greater the
required ‘curvature’ of the wing


Consider Newton’s 2nd law of motion:




For aircraft, the required upward force
equals the weight of the plane:




F = m.a

F = plane weight = constant

Acceleration (a) is equal to the change in
velocity (Δv) over time (Δt):


F = m.a = m.(Δv/Δt) = constant



The term (Δv) does not represent the
speed of the plane, but instead represents
the change in the ‘vertical’ component of
the air speed; i.e. the velocity of the air in
a downwards direction.



Now, the mass flow rate of the air passing
over the wings (m/Δt) is directly
proportional to the speed of the plane.



Thus, as the speed of the plane
decreases, the mass flow rate of air (m/Δt)
also decreases.



Therefore, if the vertical lift provided by the
wings must hold the plane in the air, then
as the plane’s speed decreases, the term
(Δv) must increase to compensate, i.e.


Various flight conditions

F = (m/Δt)↓ . (Δv)↑ = the plane’s weight

Wings on low speed planes


Low speed planes typically need to deflect
the air by a much greater angle.



At low speeds, the mass flow rate of air
passing over the wings (m/Δt) is less than
at high speeds, therefore the wings need
to impart a greater vertical (downwards)
velocity component (Δv) onto the passing
air in order to maintain the total vertical lift
(F) required for sustained flight.



Consequently, low speed planes typically
have wings with a more pronounced
profile and/or tilt

The Spirit of St.Louis (Washington DC)

Wings on high speed planes

Chuck Yeager’s Bell X-1 (Washington DC)
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At high speeds, the mass flow rate of air
passing over the wings is high and
consequently the wings need to impart
only a minor vertical (downwards) velocity
component onto the passing air in order to
sustain flight.



High speed planes generally have thin
wings with a modest overall profile.



Thin wings also reduce drag, which
increases the plane’s top speed, but can
increase the risk of wing-stall during takeoff and landing.
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Design of the leading edge of an aircraft wing
Required performance of an aircraft wing


During take-off, climbing, level flight,
descending and landing, a plane is
required to operate with varying degrees
of pitch, all of which results in various
degrees of tilt of its wings.



The adoption of a rounded leading edge
on the wing is critical to ensuring that the
air stays attached to the upper surface of
the wing during these manoeuvres.



To make the following discussion easier to
describe, I have assumed the wing is
stationary and it is the air that is moving.

Various pitch angles of a wing

The approaching direction of air flow


It would be reasonable to think that air
approaches a wing from a ‘horizontal’
direction, but as can be seen in the
previous diagrams, air-flow begins to be
deflected upwards well ahead of the wing.



This upwards deflection typically increases
with the increasing tilt of the wing because
of the increased air pressure under the
tilted wing, which pushes the streamlines
up and over the wing.

Air flow over the leading edge
Ensuring the streamlines stay attached to
the upper surface


The existence of a heavily curved leading
edge is critical to ensuring that the air flow
stays attached to the upper surface of the
wing, thus avoiding the wing going into a
stall condition.



Of course, the wings on race cars are
generally fixed in position (during any
given race) so the rounding of the leading
edge is less important; however, the tilt of
a race car’s wing may of course need to
be adjusted from track to track.

Air flow over the leading edge
Air flow separation


Jet fighters utilise very thin wings with
minimal curvature of the leading edge—
this means:
 air flow separation is more likely to
occur when these planes first enter a
steep climb
 the wing will have a much lower drag,
thus allowing a greater top speed, and

F16 commences a steep climb
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 these aircraft are typically required to
land at higher speeds than aircraft that
are able to achieve a greater pitch
without causing wing stall.
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A summary of the key points so far
Lift is achieved by pushing down on the
passing air


Physics tells us that if the wing pushes
down of the passing air, then the passing
air will push up on the wing.



Mathematics tells us that the largest
‘vertical’ force that can be applied to the
passing air will occur when the air has
been deflected vertically downwards.



Therefore, the maximum potential tilt of
extended trailing-edge flaps is for them to
be pointing vertically downwards.

Downward deflecting of air flow
During subsonic flight, elevated air
pressures can extend forward of the wing


Deflection of the streamlines begins to
occur ahead of the approaching wing.



The greater the tilt of the wing, or the more
aggressive the use of the wing’s trailing
edge flaps, the greater the air pressure
under the wing, and the greater the
upwards deflection of air just ahead of the
wing.

Air flow approaching a wing
As the aircraft’s speed decreases, the
angle that the passing air must be
deflected must increase


The vertical lift produced by a wing is
directly proportional to the mass flow rate
of air passing over the wing, which
decreases as the plane’s air speed
decreases.



This means a plane will need to increase
the ‘angle of attack’ of its wings as its air
speed decreases in order to maintain
sufficient vertical lift to hold the plane in
the air.

A wing with extended (trailing edge) flaps
Curvature of the leading edge of a wing
must ensure that the approaching
streamlines meet the wing’s upper surface
at a very acute angle, thus avoiding air flow
separation

Air flow over the leading edge
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The design of the leading edge of a wing
is closely linked to the range of angles of
attack that the wing is required to utilise
during take-off, climbing, level flight and
landing.



This is one aspect of a wing’s design that
can result in significant differences
between the design of aircraft wings and
the design of race car wings.
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How do these key points relate to the aerodynamics of racing cars
Downforce is achieved by the wing
pushing ‘upwards’ on the passing air


In motor racing, rather than focusing on
the ‘profile’ of the rear wing, we should
instead focus on maximising the upwards
deflection of the passing air.



But always remember that this comes at
the cost of increased drag.



On slow speed tracks, where high drag is
not a critical issue, the rear wing can be
set-up to achieve maximum downforce,
which is why the trailing edge flap points
near-vertically upwards.

High downforce setting (G.Berger, 1992)
During subsonic speeds, elevated air
pressures can extend forward of the wing


The fact that pressure changes can
extend forward of an ‘obstruction’
influences the aerodynamic design of
many aspects of a race car.



The rear spoiler and rear wing of many
street cars function not by directly
deflecting air upwards, but by increasing
the downward air pressure on the rear
window and boot region of the car.



On 1980s race cars the front air dam was
extended to make best use of this effect.

Extended air dam on BMW 320i, 1985
As the car’s speed increases, the angle
that the passing air is required to be
deflected decreases


It is difficult to draw parallels between this
aerodynamic condition and the design of
race cars because:
 even though the wing deflection angle
is typically reduced on high speed race
tracks (e.g. Spa, Monza, Le Mans and
Indianapolis) the reasons for this low
wing deflection angle are mainly linked
to the aim of minimising drag and
increasing the car’s top speed.

Sebastian Vettel at Monza, 2008
Curvature of the leading edge of a wing
must ensure that the approaching air flow
meets the wing surface at a very acute
angle thus avoiding air flow separation


In motor racing we should not assume that
the air approaches the rear wing in a pure
horizontal direction.



This is why the leading edge of the rear
wing on a Formula One race car points
slightly upwards, which allows the wing to
better align with the slightly downwards
direction of the air flow as it passes over
the engine cover.

Air flow approaching the rear wing

© Catchments and Creeks Pty Ltd
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4. The Mechanics of Subsonic
Flight within a ‘Real’ Fluid
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An introduction to boundary layers
Introduction


I am sorry to say this, but what I discussed
in the previous chapter is not exactly true!



The previous discussion assumes that air
is an ‘ideal’ fluid, and that air flow is not
subjected to the effects of viscosity.



But air is a slightly viscous fluid, which
results in the formation of boundary layers.



Have you ever watched an insect walking
across the bonnet of your moving car and
wondered how it is able to hold on—it is
because it rests inside a boundary layer.

An insect holding onto the bonnet of a car
Definition of a boundary layer


A boundary layer (BL) is a thin layer of
fluid that forms adjacent to a solid surface
and within which the fluid’s speed is
restricted by the effects of viscosity.



Even though the air speed within the
boundary layer is reduced by viscosity, the
air pressure remains equal to the adjacent
free-flowing airstream pressure.



The air speed within the BL slowly
increases as the distance from the solid
surface increases until it equals the speed
of the free-flowing air-stream.

Boundary layer formed on an aerofoil

Why boundary layers form


All fluids are made-up of molecules.



When fluids pass over a solid object, the
first layer of molecules attach themselves
firmly (but not absolutely) to the molecules
that make up the solid object, thus heavily
restricting their movement.



The next layer of molecules tumble or
slide over the first layer of molecules with
a bit more freedom of movement.



Layer by layer the velocity of the
molecules increases until the fluid’s
velocity equals the main stream velocity.

Flow velocity within a boundary layer

What determines the thickness of the
boundary layer

Growth of a boundary layer
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A boundary layer starts to form at the
leading edge of a solid object, and then
increases in thickness up to a limit.



The maximum thickness of a boundary
layer varies with the roughness of the solid
surface—on a smooth aircraft wing the
thickness could vary from a few
millimetres to a few centimetres.



Boundary layers also develop in water
flow and can be several centimetres thick
within natural waterways.
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The make-up of a boundary layer
Two types of boundary layers


A boundary layer contains two zones:
 a lower, very thin, laminar zone
 an upper, much thicker, smoothturbulent zone.



The upper smooth-turbulent zone can be
readily disturbed and washed away by a
disturbance (e.g. turbulent air), but the
laminar zone usually stays fixed to the
surface of the solid object.



The effects of friction largely occur wholly
within the boundary layer.

Components of a boundary layer

Laminar flow


Numerous publications identify laminar
flow as simply the alternative to turbulent
flow, but this is not technically correct.



The term ‘laminar’ means ‘layers’, or in our
case a fluid flowing in a manner that looks
like individual layers of fluid passing
smoothly over each other.



In true laminar flow, the stabilising forces
of viscosity over-power the disturbing
forces of turbulence; consequently there is
very little mixing between the individual
layers of tumbling molecules.

The laminar zone
Smooth-turbulent flow


The term ‘smooth-turbulent’ flow sounds
like a contradiction, but the term refers to
a condition of flow where the disturbing
forces of turbulence can over-power the
stabilising forces of viscosity.



This means mixing can occur between the
individual layers of fluid (air).



If a disturbance is introduced to the
surface of the boundary layer (e.g. by a
vortex generator), then this disturbance
can readily impact upon air flow over the
full depth of the smooth-turbulent zone.

The smooth-turbulent zone

Wholly-rough turbulent flow

Air flow around a raised airbrake flap
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Smooth-turbulent flow conditions are not
just restricted to inside the boundary
layer—most of the air passing over a wing
would travel as smooth-turbulent flow.



Turbulent flow (also known as wholly
rough flow) is the highly unsteady flow
condition that is generated when air flow is
disturbed by a bluff (irregular/abrupt)
object, such a ‘spoiler flap’ or ‘airbrake’.



Turbulent flow is unsteady (i.e. varies from
instant to instant) and is difficult to
simulate within numerical models.
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The mechanics of air flow over a wing with boundary layers included
Growth of the boundary layer


Boundary layers form on both the upper
and lower surfaces of a wing.



These boundary layers increase in
thickness as the air moves over the wing
until a maximum thickness is reached,
which depends on the roughness of the
wing’s surface.



In general, the deeper the wing (i.e. the
longer the chord length), the more
interference the boundary layer has on the
wing’s performance.

Aerofoil with typical boundary layer (BL)
Boundary layers increase the effective
‘thickness’ of an aerofoil


Boundary layers influence the
performance of wings in the following
ways:
 they effectively increase the thickness
of the wing, thus increasing its drag
 they increase the risk of flow
separation, especially when the wing
has an aggressive tilt
 they can influence the design and
performance of trailing-edge flaps.

Effective size of wing with BL included
An increased risk of flow separation


Inside the boundary layer the air speed is
being slowed by surface friction and
viscosity.



As the air speed inside the boundary layer
decreases, the air loses kinetic energy
and it struggles to push forward against
any adverse pressure gradient.



In a worst-case situation, the air inside the
boundary layer can slow to a stop and
start moving back towards the crest of the
wing—this is what causes flow separation
and wing stall.

Reverse flow within the boundary layer

The fate of boundary layers once they
leave the wing


Inside the boundary layer is slow-moving,
turbulent air.



At the end of the wing this slow-moving air
does not just disappear—it moves off into
the airstream as a ‘wake’.



The effect of the boundary layer is to
make the end of the wing ‘appear’ thicker
and thus less streamline.

Boundary layer wake leaving the wing

© Catchments and Creeks Pty Ltd
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How boundary layers increase the risk of flow separation
A difficult discussion!


The science of boundary layers and flow
separation can be difficult to understand
so I will progress this discussion slowly.



You may have to read this section several
times before it begins to make sense.



Don’t be upset if it all seems too much to
take in—if it is, then just move onto the
next chapter.

Complex fluid mechanics!
Roller-coaster analogy


One of the best ways to understand the
dynamics of flow separation is to link the
discussion with the movement of a rollercoaster.



At the top of the first crest the rollercoaster has low speed (kinetic energy),
but a lot of potential energy in the form of
elevation—this is similar to the airstream
just in front of a wing, the velocity is low
but the pressure is high.



As the roller-coaster descends it gains
speed but loses elevation—this is similar
to the airstream being pushed up over the
leading edge of the wing—it gains speed,
but loses pressure.



As the roller-coaster climbs the next rise it
loses speed but gains elevation—this is
similar to the airstream forcing its way
from the low pressure region at the crest
of the wing towards the higher pressure
region at the tail of the wing—it loses
speed, but regains pressure.



The only reason the airstream can move
forward against this adverse pressure
gradient is because it has a lot of
momentum as a result of its high speed.

Roller-coaster analogy
The effect of a boundary layer

The failed climb of a rusty roller-coaster
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The air travelling inside the boundary layer
experiences one major problem, it has lost
a lot of its air speed due to friction.



The air travelling inside a boundary layer
is similar to a roller-coaster with rusty
wheels, or one with the brakes partly
locked on—it experiences friction.



As the rusty roller-coaster tries to climb
the next rise it lacks sufficient momentum
and halfway up the climb it stops and
begins to roll backwards—this is similar to
flow separation on a wing.
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How boundary layers increase the risk of flow separation
The effect of a boundary layer on air flow


Under adverse conditions, the air
travelling inside the boundary layer may
lack the required momentum to push
against the adverse pressure gradient that
exist towards the trailing edge of the wing.



If the wing has an extreme angle of attack,
then the adverse pressure gradient is also
extreme, and the air travelling inside the
boundary layer can simply run out of
momentum—it will then start to flow back
towards the crest of the wing causing flow
separation.

Pressure gradients over a wing
Flow conditions at the leading edge of a
wing


After the air initially slows while
approaching the leading edge of the wing,
it is then pushed up and over the wing
while also accelerating because it is
moving from a high-pressure region to a
low-pressure region.



The low-pressures on the upper surface of
the wing results from the airstream
constantly wanting to pull away from the
wing (similar to the effects caused by air
passing under a ground-effects race car).

Pressure gradients near the nose of a wing
Flow conditions inside the boundary layer
if flow separation does not occur


Inside the boundary layer, friction causes
the airstream to lose energy and
momentum.



The airstream finds it harder and harder to
move from the low-pressure region at the
crest of the wing to the higher-pressure
region at the tail of the wing.



But if the friction is low and the adverse
pressure gradient is only mild, then the air
flow inside the boundary layer will stay
attached to the wing’s surface.

Desirable flow conditions within the BL

Flow conditions inside the boundary layer
when flow separation occurs

Reverse flow within the boundary layer
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If the adverse pressure gradient is too
great, or the surface friction of the wing is
too severe, then the airstream inside the
boundary layer (BL) can lose all forward
momentum and begin to flow back
towards the crest of the wing.



Air in the upper BL continues to flow
towards the rear of the wing, while air in
the lower BL begins to move in the
reverse direction—the upper air flow now
begins to separate from the wing’s
surface.
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A summary of the key facts about boundary layer interference
Boundary layer formation


Boundary layers are formed as a result of
the effects of ‘friction’ acting within a fluid.



Boundary layers grow in thickness as the
fluid passes over the surface of a solid
object.



The maximum thickness of the boundary
layer depends on the roughness of the
solid surface and the viscosity of the fluid.



The viscosity of the fluid depends on the
temperature of the fluid—hot honey flows
much faster than cold honey.

Boundary layer formation in a water pipe
Effects of boundary layers on wings


Boundary layers impact upon the
performance of a wing by effectively
making the wing appear thicker than it
actually is.



This results in an increase in the drag
force generated by the wing.



This increase in drag force typically
increases with the increasing ‘depth’ or
chord length of the wing (i.e. the wing’s
dimension measured in the direction of air
flow).

Effective size of wing with BL included
Impact on the design of race car wings


Because of the growth of the boundary
layer, and the resulting increase in
effective drag, a wing with a large aspect
ratio (i.e. a large length:width ratio) will
typically experience less additional drag
than a wing with a small aspect ratio.



Consequently, in motor racing, wideshallow wings can provide a small
advantage over deep wings that have the
same surface area (but only in respect of
the boundary layer effects).

Rear wing of a large aspect ratio (911 GT2)
The cause of flow separation and wing stall

Reverse flow within the boundary layer
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Friction inside the boundary layer causes
the air flow to lose air speed and kinetic
energy.



Because this is an energy loss, the
Bernoulli principle does not apply, which
means there is not a corresponding
increase in air pressure.



Air flow inside the boundary layer finds it
difficult to move towards the higher
pressure region at the trailing edge of the
wing, which can cause a backflow of air
and flow separation.
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The use of slotted flaps to control boundary layer interference
Boundary layers have a strong association
with flow separation and wing stall


Air friction over the surface of the wing
reduces the flow energy within the
boundary layer.



This reduction in kinetic energy means the
air inside the boundary layer can
experience a reversal in the direction of
flow as it approaches the rear of the wing.



This flow reversal causes the main air flow
to separate from the wing surface, which
inturn causes the wing to stall.

Reverse flow within the boundary layer
Slotted flaps can be used to reduce the risk
of flow separation


Placing slotted flaps on wings allows highvelocity, high-pressure air from under the
wing to be ‘jetted’ into the region of the
upper boundary layer.



This introduction of flow energy not only
reduces the thickness of the boundary
layer, but also helps the air inside the
boundary layer to push towards the rear of
the wing without the occurrence of reverse
flow (i.e. it puts energy into the upper
boundary layer).

Extended slotted wing flaps
Slotted flaps


The required number of slotted flaps
depends on several factors, but most
importantly it is linked to the required
maximum deflection angle of the flaps.



It is important to remember at this point
that the maximum possible deflection
angle is when the final flap is pointing
vertically downwards (for aircraft).



Such a deflection angle is equivalent to
the vertical (upwards) alignment of the
rear wing flaps on a Formula One car at
the Monaco Grand Prix.

Various wing flap designs

The impact of slotted flaps on boundary
layers


Slotted flaps have the following impact on
boundary layers:
 they reduce the thickness of the upper
boundary layer at the point where it
exits from the wing, thus reducing the
resulting induced drag (even though the
overall wing drag is very high)

Air flow around a Fowler flap
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 they reduce the thickness of the underwing boundary layer because the
effective depth/width of the main wing
section is reduced.
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The changing profile of an aircraft wing during normal flight
Level flight


In level flight the wing flaps retract into a
profile that generates the required lift at
minimum drag.



In level flight the air speed is typically a
maximum, but the air density is a
minimum; however, the ‘mass flow rate’
(m/Δt) of air passing over the wing is still a
maximum, which means the required airstream deflection angle (directly linked to
the term ‘Δv’) is a minimum.



Ultimately this means the required angle
of attack of the wing is small.

Wing profile in level flight
Take-off and climbing


During take-off the air speed is a
minimum, which means the mass flow rate
of the air is low, even though the air
density is high.



Air density is important because it directly
relates to the mass flow rate term ‘m’.



Due to the low mass flow rate of air, the
required ‘tilt’ of the wings (i.e. the angle of
attack) must be high to achieve lift.



Minimal lift is generated by the wings until
the pilot tilts the plane upwards by rotating
the elevators on the plane’s rear wings.

Wing profile during take-off and climbing

Landing procedure


During the landing sequence the plane is
required to reduce its speed.



This means the mass flow rate of air is
reduced, which means the required
deflection angle of the airstream must
increase.



In order to achieve the required air-stream
deflection angle the flaps are extended
(which increases the surface area of the
wings) and rotated downwards.



Inside the plane you may hear the winding
sound of the screws extending these flaps.

Wing profile during landing

Post landing and deceleration


Immediately upon touchdown the plane
typically gains an increase in lift due to the
effects of the runway re-deflecting the air
flow (some people like to describe this as
a ‘cushioning’ effect of the air between the
wings and the runaway).



Once landed, the plane’s lift must be
reduced immediately, but it would take too
long in commercial jets to retract the flaps,
so ‘spoiler’ and ‘aileron’ flaps are raised to
deflect air upwards, thus producing instant
downforce.

Wing profile after initial touchdown
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5. The Science of Aerodynamics
and Fluid Mechanics
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Introduction
Introduction


The purpose of this chapter is to
concentrate the technical aspects of fluid
mechanics into one chapter so that:
 those readers that are not interested in
the ‘science’ of aerodynamics can
simply skip the whole chapter, and
 it improves the readability of the
remaining chapters.



1976 McLaren Ford M23

The following discussion topics are
presented in a particular order because
one discussion leads onto the next
discussion, etc., so try not to jump ahead.

Cars travel at subsonic speeds


Racing cars travel at subsonic speeds,
which means they travel at less than the
speed of a pressure wave, which is the
speed that sound waves travel—because
sound waves are just another form of
pressure wave.



This means any pressure changes that
occur at the nose of the car will be able to
move forward of the car and influence the
movement of the air flow just ahead of the
vehicle.

Mercedes Benz R129 SL Roadster
Cars and wings don’t necessarily need to
have a pointy nose


Because air pressure changes can move
ahead of a car, the air ahead of a car is
made aware that a car is approaching,
and the air begins to move out of the way
of the approaching car.



This means a ‘cushion’ of slower-moving
air forms in front of most cars effectively
making the car behave more streamline
than it would at first appear.



This means cars can have an abrupt
(bluff) front end and still be aerodynamic.

Air flow over the nose of an Audi TT

Air flow at the front of vehicles

2016 Ferrari F1 front wing
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The key to good aerodynamics at the front
of a car is to have good bodywork
curvature around the edges of the nose of
the car.



It is all about how you feed air onto the
bonnet, under the car, and around the
sides of the car.



However, the design of the front wings of
a Formula 1 car is as much about feeding
air flow around the wheels and bodywork
as it is about directing air flow upwards in
order to achieve the required downforce.
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Types of drag
Form drag


There are four key types of drag: form
drag, frictional drag, induced drag and
internal flow drag.



Form drag is the primary type of drag
generated by ‘bluff’ bodies such as cars.



It is the drag that results from the
‘horizontal component’ of the static
pressures acting on the car’s body.



Form drag includes the drag force
generated by air flow separation and the
resulting turbulent wake.

Turbulent air flow around a VW Kombi
Frictional drag


Frictional drag is that portion of the total
drag that has been generated primarily
through viscous shearing stresses over
the body panels.



Frictional drag includes the drag
generated by:
 surface friction
 gaps in body panels
 friction generated by the irregular
surface of the exposed undertray.

Flow velocity within a boundary layer
Induced drag


Induced drag is the drag that results from
the creation of trailing edge vortices
generated from the sides of downforce
wings.



This type of drag can be reduced through
the use of endplates placed on the sides
of the wings.

Wing edge vortices (F.Alonso, 2013)
Internal flow drag (cooling drag)


Cooling drag is the drag that results from
the air flow passing through the various
water and oil cooling radiators and brake
ducts.



Cooling drag can be reduced during
qualifying laps by partially closing off the
radiator/duct openings.



This component of the total drag may not
be identified during wind tunnel testing or
computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
modelling.

Radiator cooling within a 1966 McLaren
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Defining the drag coefficient
The drag force equation


The aerodynamic drag generated by an
object is commonly represented by the
drag force equation:
2

D = (1/2) Cd ρ v A
where:

2007 Porsche 911 (997) Cup Car



D = drag force (Newtons)



Cd = drag coefficient (a dimensionless
term given the symbol ‘CX’ in Europe)



ρ = density of the air (kg/m )



v = air velocity (m/s)



A = object’s projected area (m )

3

2

Defining the object’s projected area within
the aircraft industry


The aeronautical and automotive
industries use the same equation for drag,
but the two industries can use different
definitions of projected area (A).



This means you cannot always compare
the reported drag coefficient of an aircraft
wing with the drag coefficient of a car.



Within the aviation industry, the projected
area is commonly defined as the
horizontal surface area of a wing, not the
frontal projected area.

The horizontal projected area of a wing

Defining a car’s projected area

Frontal projected area of a Porsche 956

Changes in drag coefficient over the years

© Catchments and Creeks Pty Ltd



Within the automotive industry, the
projected area is defined by the frontal
projected area of the vehicle.



This means the drag coefficient for a race
car wing is larger than the reported drag
coefficient for an equivalent aircraft wing.



Typical drag coefficients reported for
aircraft wings are in the range 0.005–0.01



Typical drag coefficients for motor vehicles
are in the range 0.28–0.50, but these
coefficients cannot be compared directly
with those presented above!

Typical drag coefficients for road cars:
 0.22 – Mercedes CLA 180 BlueEfficiency
 0.24 – Toyota Prius (2016)
 0.26 – BMW 3-Series (2012)
 0.28 – Porsche 911 (997) (2004)
 0.30 – Audi 100 (1983)
 0.32 – Ferrari California (2008)
 0.34 – Aston Martin DB9 (2004)
 0.42 – Volkswagen Microbus (1960s)
 0.44 – Jaguar E-Type (1960s)
 0.70 – Lotus Seven (1970s)
 0.6 to 1.4 Formula 1 car 1960s to 2000s
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The importance of surface area (A)
The things people get wrong


In 1988 I attended a Formula Ford driving
school, but alas my feet were too big to fit
within the fibreglass bodywork.



The owner of the car had to take the nose
off the car and an observer commented
that „my lap times will now be faster
because the car has a reduced frontal
surface area, thus reduced drag‟.



This casual statement is of course false
because, with the nose off, the car now
had a much higher drag coefficient (Cd).

Illustration by John Russell, 1988
The importance of the projected area


On the previous page you may have noted
that an E-Type Jaguar has a higher drag
coefficient (Cd = 0.44) than a VW Microbus
(Cd = 0.42).



But this does not mean that an E-Type is
less aerodynamic.



Its drag force is much less because its
projected surface area is much less.



The fact is, it is often (but not always)
easier to lower the drag coefficient of a
large car than a small car.

Projected areas for an E-Type & Microbus
The effect of adding an air dam


Placing an air dam on a car can of course
improve front-end downforce, but in some
cases it can also reduce the drag
coefficient by reducing the air flow passing
under a very rough under-tray.



However, even though putting an air dam
on a car can reduce its drag coefficient
(Cd), it will likely increase the projected
area (A), so it is possible that the overall
effect on drag force will increase.



Remember: drag force is proportional to
(A x Cd), not just the drag coefficient.

Front air dam on a 1976 Porsche 934

Side mirrors


Various publications have documented the
drag effects of side mirrors.



The important point to note is that the true
impact of side mirrors on drag is not just
measured by the change in the drag
coefficient, but also the change in the
projected surface area of the car.



If determined correctly, the drag coefficient
for a car with side mirrors will be based on
the full projected area, which includes the
side mirrors.

Side mirror on a 2012 Porsche 997 Turbo S

© Catchments and Creeks Pty Ltd
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The effects of car speed (v) on the drag coefficient
Introduction


Many publications state that the drag force
(D) is proportional to the square of the
car’s speed (v), but that assumes the drag
coefficient (Cd) is a constant.



In most cases we can assume the drag
coefficient is a ‘constant’, but in reality it
does vary with car speed.



This is why there is so much discussion
about the maximum air speed of a
particular wind tunnel facility.

Horiba-MIRA wind tunnel, UK
The impact of speed on the drag coefficient


Firstly, air speed affects the point of
conversion from a laminar boundary layer
to a turbulent boundary layer.



Secondly, air speed can alter the location
where flow separation occurs, which
impacts the size of the turbulent wake.



Thirdly, air speed can influence how flow
separation occurs, particularly when fluids
move around ‘round’ objects.



The reason spiral vanes are placed on the
outside of smoke stacks is to control how
air flow separation occurs.

Air-flow vanes on a smoke stack (left)

The impact of speed on the aerodynamics
of a road car


If you are a person of significant age, like
me, you may have experienced the family
car beginning to ‘shake’ when it reached a
certain speed on the highway.



Car speed can influence how and when air
flow separation occurs around the sides of
a car.



At certain speeds, air flow separation can
alternate from one side of the car to the
other causing the car to shake.

Car shake due to alternate wake shedding
The impact of speed on the aerodynamics
of a race car


Car speed is likely to impact the
aerodynamics of the following aspects of a
race car:
 drag and flow separation around ‘round’
(i.e. non streamline) bars such as
exposed suspension components
 flow separation on wings, and thus the
design of trailing edge flaps
 flow separation within the rear diffuser

Exposed drive shaft in ground-effect tunnel
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 air buffeting of the driver’s helmet.
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The effects of air density (ρ) on aerodynamics
Variations in air density


Drag force is directly proportional to air
density, meaning a 10% change in air
density causes a 10% change in drag.



Air density can change with changes in
altitude, atmospheric pressure,
temperature and humidity, but these
variables are not independent.

Making use of variations in air density
Variations in race track elevation


Air density decreases with increasing
altitude, which means the downforce
generated by a race car is less when
racing at circuits in Mexico, or at Kyalami,
South Africa.



Mexico’s Autodromo Hermanos Rodriguez
circuit is located at an elevation of 2,285
metres above sea level, which results in
approximately a 19% reduction in air
density relative to a circuit located at sea
level (e.g. Monaco).

Air density vs altitude plot
Variation in air humidity


Air density actually decreases with
increasing humidity; however, when water
separates from the air to form rain, the
combined density of the super-saturated
air increases as light air is replaced by
heavier water drops.



The downforce generated by a wing
increases if it causes water droplets
(raindrops) to be deflected upwards as
spray (and the drag also increases).

The gifted Ayrton Senna, Portugal, 1985
Variations in temperature


On a race track, a change in air
temperature not only affects air density, it
also alters the viscosity of the air, which
affects the frictional drag component.



Painting a car black would in theory make
the car faster, but I have not seen any
aerodynamic data that quantifies the
potential gains.

Air density vs temperature plot

© Catchments and Creeks Pty Ltd
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Reducing the drag force on racing cars
Reducing the ‘form drag’


To reduce the form drag, race car
designers can:
 reduce the angle of attack of the front
and rear wings, which typically occurs
on fast tracks such as Spa and Monza
 design cars that minimise turbulence
 attach vanes to the car and front wings
to more effectively guide air flow around
the exposed wheels (open wheelers)
 introduce a drag reduction system
(DRS) to the wing design.

Low-drag wing (Vettel at Monza, 2008)
Reducing the ‘frictional drag’


To reduce the frictional drag, race car
designers can:
 ‘clean-up’ the undertray
 minimise the gaps between body
panels
 wash the car free of dust and grit
 design/install flush-mounted windows if
allowed under the series rules.

Body panel gaps
Reducing the ‘induced drag’


To reduce the induced drag, race car
designers can:
 modify the design of the endplates
attached to the front and rear wings
 vent air out of the sides of the
endplates to alter the formation of the
trailing edge vortices
 attach vanes to the car and front wings
to more effectively guide air flow around
the exposed wheels (open wheelers)
and around the body work.

Rear wing of the Red Bull F1 race car
Reducing the ‘cooling drag’


To reduce the cooling drag, race car
designers can:
 reduce air leaks around the radiator in
order to improve the efficiency of the
radiator, which allows the use of a
smaller radiator
 modify ducting to the radiators
 temporarily cover unnecessary air
intakes during qualifying laps
 use the smallest possible radiators.

Blockage of air intake during qualifying

© Catchments and Creeks Pty Ltd
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The mechanics of flow expansion and contraction
Subsonic and supersonic air flow


Most commercial aircraft travel at
subsonic speeds—this means a plane can
have a rather abrupt, but rounded nose
and still be considered streamline.



Air finds it relatively easy to move around
objects when moving at subsonic speeds.



On the other hand, supersonic jets need to
have a very sharp and pointy nose to help
control the shock wave and help develop
good boundary layer conditions in order to
feed subsonic air into the engines—Yes, I
have just over-simplified a complex issue.

Qantas Boeing 747

Moving air finds it much easier to
accelerate than to decelerate


Air, like water, typically moves in an
orderly, streamline manner when it is
forced to accelerate around an
approaching object (e.g. a race car).



Turbulence and energy loss is more
commonly associated with the
deceleration (i.e. expansion) of fluids.



This means turbulence and energy loss
(i.e. drag) is more likely to occur at the
rear of a car than at the front of a car.

Turbulent air flow around a VW Kombi
The same issues arise in water flow


Both air flow and water flow share this
problem of unstable flow expansion.



When floodwaters pass through a bridge
opening, most of the energy loss occurs
downstream of the bridge as the water
tries to expand.



This energy loss (through turbulence and
friction) is important because it contributes
to a rise in flood levels upstream of the
bridge (which is bad for those people living
upstream of the bridge).

Movement of floodwaters under a bridge
Improving the hydraulics of bridge flow


If the energy loss caused by a waterway
bridge is judged to be critical, then steps
can be taken to reduce the turbulence
generated by the expanding flow, by:
 installing curved wing walls, or
 the dense planting of trees within the
‘shadow’ zones to force a more gradual
expansion of the flow.



Controlled movement of floodwaters

© Catchments and Creeks Pty Ltd

In car design, we can use the ‘wake’
behind a car to act like an invisible
extension of the car, thus allowing a more
gradual expansion of the air flow.
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Controlling flow expansion – The ‘Kammback’
Long-tail racing cars


A long tail can increase the top speed of a
racing car, and improve downforce on the
rear wheels by extending (rearward) the
location of the wing, but:
 it increases the total friction drag (even
though it reduces the turbulent drag)
 it can improve or adversely affect the
car’s stability in cross winds (depending
on the design), and
 it can potentially cause rear spoilers to
sit totally within the boundary layer.

1978 Porsche 935 ‘Moby Dick’
Short-tail cars


Designers found that an abrupt cut-off of
the tail did not necessarily increase drag.



The wake of turbulent air that collects
behind the car can act like an extension to
the car, thus allowing the passing air to
expand with less energy loss.



It is noted that the growth of the boundary
layers (which form over the roof, sides and
undertray) ends at the rear of the car, so
allowing a turbulent wake to form behind
the car will not increase the size of these
boundary layers.

Wake formed behind a Peugeot 208 Hybrid

The 50% rule


Motor vehicle designers have found that
optimum drag coefficients are typically
achieved when the car’s cross-sectional
area at the rear of the vehicle is
approximately 50% of its maximum crosssectional area.



Such car designs are often referred to as
a ‘Kammback’.

Air flow patterns around a Kammback
The Kammback (Kamm tail or K-tail)

Ferrari 250 GT Berlinetta Lusso
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The Kammback is named after German
aerodynamicist Wunibald Kamm who
investigated the ‘ideal’ car profile in the
1930s.



The Kammback involves a streamline
reduction on the car’s cross-sectional area
to 50% of it’s maximum (forming a
‘fastback’ design) followed by a sudden
truncation of the tail.



Examples include the Audi A7, Citroen
CX, Datsun 240Z, Ferrari 250, Ford GT40, Mazda MX-3, and Toyota Prius.
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Why a car’s body shape helps to generate lift
The question


If we accept that downforce and lift are in
essence produced by air being deflected
upwards or downwards . . .



And, if the air passing over a car first lifts
upwards then descends back to its original
elevation . . .



Then, why does your average sports car
typically generate ‘lift’ when the total lift
force generated must eventually cancel
the total downforce?

Air flow over a Porsche 911R (991)
The answer


The reason why most cars primarily
produce ‘lift’ is because:
 cars travel at subsonic speed, which
allows pressure gradients to move
forward of the vehicle, and . . .
 this means the initial upward deflection
of the air flow (which is achieved as a
result of high pressures generated by
the front of the car) actually occurs well
ahead of the car, and . . .
 these high pressures push down on the
road, not the car.

Forces exerted by the approaching air flow

Variations in the design of air dams


It is because of this forward movement of
high pressure air that some racing teams
placed large air ‘scoops’ (air dams) on
their race cars in order to utilise this
pressure to generate downforce.



The air dam shown left is an early
example of what would become known as
a ‘splitter’.



Splitters make use of the same upper
surface pressure gradients, but also utilise
the under surface of the splitter to make
use of ‘ground effects’.

Pressure forces on a BMW Turbo air dam

The purpose of the suspended floor (bib)
on a Formula 1 car


It is also because of this forward
movement of a pressure gradient that the
suspended floor (splitter/bib) found on
modern Formula One cars is able to
produce significant downforce.



These splitters not only capture and
redirect the air flow in a controlled manner
towards the rear of the car, they also
capture high pressure air above the
splitter while allowing low pressure air to
exist below the splitter.

Front splitter (bib) of a 2003 BAR F1 car

© Catchments and Creeks Pty Ltd
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The movement of air over a vehicle
Deflecting air flow upwards


The previous discussion introduced an
important lesson in regards to the
generation of downforce.



The lesson is that you should only deflect
the air flow upwards once!



If you used the front wings to deflect all of
the air flow upwards, then:
 you will have no useful air for the rear
wing to deflect upwards, or
 you will need to use the bodywork of
the car to redirect the air flow back to a
near-horizontal direction (which would
produce ‘lift’) in order for it to again be
deflected upwards, this time by the rear
wing.

Air flow over a sports car



There was a period in the 1980s when
Formula One teams found that they were
struggling to produce sufficient rear wing
downforce to balance the available front
wing downforce.



The obvious solution was to use the
bodywork of the car to direct relatively
undisturbed air to the rear wing.

The wrong way to manage air flow
Directing good air flow to the rear wing


The front wings of a modern F1 car are so
complex because they are designed to
achieve four key tasks:
 they generate downforce by deflecting
some air upwards
 they guide air flow around the front
wheels to reduce form lift and drag
 they guide clean air to the splitter to
help generate downforce
 they help to guide air flow around the
car and towards the rear wing.

Directing good air flow to the rear wing

Air flow is a three-dimensional process


The air flow around a Formula One car is
very complex and certainly threedimensional in nature.



The body design should not only be
considered from a side view perspective,
but also in plan view (top view).



The layout of the radiators, fuel cells,
engine and transmission are critical in
ensuring that air flow can move around the
bodywork and be directed towards the
rear wing assembly.

Plan view of air flow around an F1 car

© Catchments and Creeks Pty Ltd
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Case study: Controlling air flow around the Porsche 917
1969 Porsche 917


Throughout the 1960s, Porsche was
looked upon as a giant killer because it
took on more powerful cars with their
narrow-bodied, low-drag cars.



In 1969 Porsche became one of the giants
with its 4.5-litre, flat-12, model 917.



The original 917 was a long-tail coupe with
a louvred Plexiglas rear window, similar to
the previous 908LH (langheck/long-tail).



The car was fast (Cd = 0.33), but very
unstable with high lift forces generated at
high speeds (Cd = 0.4 for the 917K).

1969 Porsche 917 at Le Mans

Assumed air flow characteristics around an original long-tail 917
1970 Porsche 917K (kurz/short-tail)

1970 Le Mans winning Porsche 917K



Porsche ran two versions of the 917, the
917K short-tail, and the 917LH long-tail.



In late 1969, John Wyer’s factory team
modified the 917K by replacing the rear
spoiler with a small wing placed between
the two modified (raised) rear fenders.



During testing at the Osterreichring, a
917K was modified by attaching sloping
aluminium panels and spoiler to the rear
fenders—this eventually became the
prototype for the 1970 version of the 917K
(Cd = 0.438).

Assumed air flow characteristics around the modified 1970 Porsche 917K (short-tail)

© Catchments and Creeks Pty Ltd
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Case study: Controlling air flow around the Porsche 917
1970 Porsche 917LH (langheck/long-tail)


The original 1969 design used a full-width
wing, two small movable winglets, and a
small rear spoiler to generate downforce.



In 1970 the Plexiglas rear window cover
was removed and louvres were cut into
the top of the front fenders to reduce air
pressures within the wheel arches.



The resulting increase in downforce also
increased the drag; Cd = 0.36 for the
917LH (long-tail) and Cd = 0.447 for the
917K (Kurzheck/short-tail).

1970 Porsche 917LH (Martini Racing)

Assumed air flow characteristics around the modified 1970 Porsche 917LH (long-tail)
1971 Porsche 917


In 1971 the 917 was further modified by
the factory with the aim of retaining the
downforce, but lowering the drag.



Tail fins were added to the 917K, a front
spoiler was added to the 917LH, and the
rear fenders were lowered to remove the
wedge-like profile to reduce drag (Cd =
0.386 for the 917K).



That year the 917LH (long-tail) achieved a
top speed of 240 mph (380 kph) on the
Mulsanne Straight at Le Mans.

1971 Le Mans winning Porsche 917K

Assumed air flow characteristics around the 1971 Porsche 917LH (long-tail)

© Catchments and Creeks Pty Ltd
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Case study: Controlling air flow around the Porsche 917
Brian Redman – Daring Drivers, Deadly
Tracks
By Brian Redman and Jim Mullen, 2016
Evro Publishing, Sherborne, Dorset, UK
ISBN 978-1-910505-10-6


If you are looking for a good book to read
about motor racing in the 1960s and 70s,
there are few more enjoyable and well
illustrated than this book.



The book describes in detail the testing of
the Porsche 917 by John Wyer’s team at
the Osterreichring in 1969.

Brian Redman, 2016

Aero devices do not work properly when
located within a turbulent wake


While testing the 917 in Austria, the
mechanics noticed that insects were not
collecting on certain parts of the car.



This indicated that these body parts were
not receiving a ‘clean’ air flow.



If aero devices are located in a zone of
turbulence (a shadow area), then they
lose their ability to control the air flow and
their ability to generate downforce.



At the time, some designers used strips of
wool stuck to the car to observe air flow.

Assumed wake formed by the original 917

The temporary solution applied to the 917


During the 1969 Austrian (Osterreichring)
testing, a 917K was modified by attaching
aluminium panels to form a continuous
positive slope on the rear fenders.



These modifications reduced lift on the
rear axle, but increased the drag
coefficient, as well as the projected area,
ultimately making the car more stable, but
slightly slower.



Adjustments to the rear spoilers could now
be used to trim the car’s aero balance.

Modified rear end of a 1969 Porsche 917
The difficulties of placing aero devices on
the back of production sedans

1972 Ford Falcon GT-HO Phase 3
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Without CFD modelling or wind tunnel
testing it would be difficult to quantify the
benefits of attaching aero devices within
the ‘shadow’ of an abrupt roofline.



There is of course the air flow arriving
from around the sides of the car, but this
air flow normally rotates as two vortices.



At best, aero devices such as these (left)
perform more like rear ‘spoilers’,
consequently the angle of these ‘wings’ is
not likely to be a critical factor.
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The cause of car instability in strong crosswinds
Front-end lift


As previously discussed, it is typical for a
road vehicle to generate lift forces over the
front axle due to the effects of air flow over
the bonnet.



Car designers can counteract this lift by
generating lower air pressures under the
car through the use of an air dam or front
splitter.



The role of air dams and splitter will be
discussed later in Chapter 7.

Cause of front lift at high speeds
Lift forces generated by cross winds


Sports cars with long bonnets and very
rounded front fenders can be subjected to
significant additional front lift forces
caused by strong cross winds.



In such cases, the lift force generated over
the front axle would reduce front-end
traction relative to the rear wheels, and
would cause the front of the car to turn
away from the wind (a destabilising action
that would require the driver to countersteer into the wind).

Cross wind forces on a 1960s sports car
The importance or unimportance of a car’s
‘centre of gravity’


Numerous text books discuss the
importance of the relative locations of the
car’s ‘centre of gravity’ and ‘centre of
lateral air pressure’.



The importance of the centre of gravity is
possibly overstated because for many
sports cars and race cars:
 the profile and grip of the front tyres
may be different from the rear tyres
 and downforce is likely to be different
over the front and rear axles.

Cross wind forces on a race car

The use of vertical tail fins

1971 Le Mans winning Porsche 917K
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It was common place in the 1960s–70s to
find tail fins on high-speed racing cars,
such as those racing at Le Mans.



The inclusion of tail fins helps to improve a
car’s stability in crosswinds by moving the
centre of pressure closer to the rear of the
car, which means in a strong crosswind,
the car will naturally turn into the wind,
thus reducing any required countersteering by the driver.



The tail fins can also act as endplates to
support a rear wing.
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The importance of the ‘lever arm’
Engine torque


The term ‘torque’ is likely to be well known
by motor racing enthusiasts because it
refers to the rotation or twisting power of
an engine—it is the force that enables a
race car to accelerate out of a slow corner.



Engine ‘power’ is important for achieving a
high top speed, but engine ‘torque’ is
important for acceleration.



As a general rule, engines with a long
stroke, such as diesel engines, are high
torque engines.

Engine piston stroke
Rotational ‘moment’


In engineering, the term ‘moment’ is used
to describe the rotational force generated
when the force acts along an axis (e.g. a
wing) that is distant from an anchor point
(e.g. a wheel axle).



Torque or moment (M) is a product of a
force (F) times a lever arm distance (L).



M = moment = F.L (with units of N.m)



N = Newtons; m = metres

Rotational moment generated by a wing
The importance of rear wing location


If the rear wing is located behind the rear
axle, then any downforce it generates will
also generate a rotational moment that will
try to lift the front of the car.



The amount of lift generated at the front
axle depends on the relative distances
between the two axles and the rear wing.



It is important to note that a similar lift
force is generated over the rear axle as a
result of the downforce generated by the
front wing.

Front lift generated by a rear wing
The importance of the rear wing height

Lift force generated by the drag on a wing
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High-mounted rear wings can generate
significant lift forces over the front axle as
a result of the ‘lever action’ of the wing’s
downforce and drag.



The front lift force shown in this diagram is
in addition to any lift force generated by
the downforce acting on the overhanging
rear wing (as discussed above).



Open wheeler racing cars currently do not
allow high-mounted wings, but it is noted
that the rear wing on some sports cars is
often located well above the rear axle.
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The science of ground effects
Introduction


If I were to be totally honest, the one
aspect of race car aerodynamics that I
found the most difficult to come to terms
with is ‘ground effects’.



If air pressures reduce with increasing air
speed, then why not have a giant air
scoop on the front of the car to tunnel as
much air as possible under a car to
increase the air speed and thus the
„suction‟ effect?



Well, unfortunately in the world of
aerodynamics things are not that simple.

1982 Porsche 956 (ground effects car)

The facts about air flow under cars


The facts are:
 if you ignore turbulence, then air speed
under a car is determined by the total
air flow (Q) divided by the flow area (A)
 the total air flow depends on: the
difference in air pressures from the
front to the rear, and the friction and
turbulence experienced by the air flow
 the flow area is determined by the
space between the car and the ground,
minus the thickness of the boundary
layer that forms under the car.

Air flow conditions under a race car

Minimising air pressures under a car


In order to minimise air pressures under a
car you need to focus on two issues:
 the first issue is to maximise the
velocity of air flow—which means
reducing the flow area, but not doing
this in a manner that causes excessive
friction or turbulence
 the second issue is to maximise the
total flow of air under the car, not by
attaching a giant front air scoop, but by
making the air flow channels under the
car as streamline as is possible.

Ideal air flow under a Porsche 962

The problems

Raking on a 2019 Ferrari SF90 F1 car
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The first problem with ground effects is to
design a rear diffuser that not only
minimises the turbulence caused by the
exiting air flow, but also reduces the car’s
overall drag.



The second problem is that the above
discussion does not explain the benefits
gained by ‘raking’ a car—that is tilting a
car forward such that the ground
clearance at the rear of the car is greater
than at the front—this is also ‘ground
effects’, but it involves completely different
fluid mechanics.
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The science of ground effects
Things that are not true


You may think to yourself; if air pressures
are low when air velocities are high, then
why not design a race car with a flat
undertray that maintains the same
maximum flow velocity along the full
length of the car?



The reason this is not done is because
such an undertray would not produce the
maximum possible air velocity under the
car.



2020 FIA/F1 rules state that parts of the
undertray must be flat, but it can be raked.

Inefficient ‘ground effects’ air flow

To ‘dam’ or not to ‘dam’


You may also ask yourself; if high velocity
air passing under a car produces low air
pressures, then why do some race cars
use an air dam or front splitter to control
the air flow passing under a car?



The answer here is a bit more complex—it
could be because the regulations do not
allow ‘ground effects’; it could be because
the focus of the front splitter is to control
the car’s understeer characteristics; it
could be because the regulations require
the car to retain the car’s original
undertray.

Air dam on Dick Johnson’s Falcon (1992)

Other things that are not true


It is incorrect to assume that minimum air
pressures always occur when the
airstream velocity is a maximum.



In fact, air pressures are also low under a
current (2020) Formula 1 car when the
front of the undertray (splitter) is scraping
over the track and the air flow passing
under the car is minimised.



Remember; the Bernoulli equation that
relates air pressures to air velocity applies
uniquely to each streamline, and it does
not apply if there is significant energy loss.

Measuring air pressure in a conduit

Ground effects is not just an inverted wing

The ‘inverted wing’ concept
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Some publications claim that ‘ground
effects’ is simply an inverted wing, but this
is not the best description of the science.



Ground effects achieves downforce by
applying low pressures to an immovable
object, the road surface.



However, wings achieve downforce by
applying pressure gradients to the passing
air flow, which is a movable object.



This may have been the idea behind the
Lotus 79, but it is not the best way to
optimise the ground effects.
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Reasons why ground effects is not an inverted wing
Wings achieve downforce by redirecting air
upwards


The wings on a racing car achieve
downforce through the creation of
pressure gradients that deflect the passing
air flow.



Newton’s third law of motion effectively
states that if a wing exerts a force on the
passing air, then the air will exert an equal
and opposite force on the wing.



It is this force that causes the air to be
deflected upwards—because air is a
moveable object.

Rear wing of a 1990s Formula 1 race car

Pressure forces applied to an immovable
object


You can apply a suction cup to a floor and
then apply an upward force to the suction
cup.



No air needs to be deflected upwards or
downwards in order to generate this force
because the floor is an immovable object.



The process is called ‘ground effects’
because it works by applying a force to the
‘ground’, not the air—the air simply forms
the connection (via pressure) between the
car and the road surface.

Air pressures on a 1980s Formula 1 car

Variations in air speed along a ground
effects channel


Another difference between ‘ground
effects’ and ‘wings’ is the significant
reduction in air speed that occurs at the
trailing end of a ground effects channel
compared to the trailing end of a wing.



When F1 cars were allowed to operate
with movable side skirts, the passing air
experienced a reduction in air speed
proportional to the expanding crosssectional area of the ground effects
channels—this does not happen on wings.

Expanding flow area under a sidepod
The purpose of the rear diffuser

Rear diffuser on a Peugeot 208 T16
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If ground effects worked like an ‘inverted
wing’, then the focus of a diffuser would be
to direct the air flow upwards.



But the purpose of a rear diffuser is not to
direct air upwards, but instead to minimise
turbulent energy loss and thus maximise
the rate of air flow under the car.



This is why rear diffusers not only expand
the air vertically, but also expand the air
horizontally (i.e. around the rear tyres) in
order to minimise undesirable energy loss,
but only if the sporting regulations allow.
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Reasons why ground effects is not an inverted wing
Treating the floor as an inverted wing


If you treat ground effects as an ‘inverted
wing’, then you are likely to end up with a
floor profile that has a constant curvature.



Such a floor profile will produce the
highest air flow rate (Q), leading to the
highest flow velocity (v), resulting in the
lowest air pressure (P), but . . .
 this low air pressure will only exist over
a relatively small area (A) of the
undertray, and . . .
 we know that downforce (F) equals
pressure (P) times area (A); F = P.A

1978 Lotus 79 (Mario Andretti)

Region of minimum air pressure along a sidepod with constant floor curvature
Flat-bed ground effects undertray


In order to maximise the downforce you
need to focus not just on air pressure, but
also on the surface area over which this
pressure is acting.



This means maximum downforce is likely
to be achieved with an undertray that is:
 near-flat between the axles, and
 is slightly raked to accommodate the
growing boundary layer (Note: this is
not the reason F1 cars are raked).

1984 Porsche 956, Sandown 1000

Region of minimum air pressure when ground effects have been optimised

© Catchments and Creeks Pty Ltd
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The science of ground effects
Explaining the science


I thought for some time about the best way
of explaining the science of ground effects
and finally I realised that I should try to
explain it using a motoring analogy.



So I have decided to explain the science
using the example of cars on a motorway.



So in this analogy the aim is to maximise
the number of cars passing along the
motorway per hour; because adverse
public pressure is inversely proportional
to the flow rate of cars, and we want to
minimise this adverse public pressure.

A light bulb moment

Maximising the movement of cars along a
motorway


In order to maximise car movement along
a motorway we need to:
 design the on-ramps to feed the desired
flow rate of cars onto the motorway
 design the motorway to minimise the
risk of traffic jams and traffic incidents
 design the off-ramps to successfully
feed these cars off the motorway and
into the adjoining suburbs.

Brisbane motorway
Design of motorway on-ramps


Now you do not maximise car movement
by building ten on-ramps leading to a
motorway that contains just two lanes.



What you do is:
 design the flow capacity of the onramps to match the expected flow rate
of the motorway, and
 design the on-ramps to allow cars to
accelerate up to motorway speed.


Sydney Harbour Bridge morning traffic jam

In other words, you do not place a giant air
scoop on the front of a race car.

Maintaining car speed along a motorway


Motorway

© Catchments and Creeks Pty Ltd

Now, our stated ‘aim’ could not be
achieved by simply removing speed limits
from the motorway; instead, the motorway
would need to be appropriately designed
for the expected maximum car speed and
traffic volume, which means:
 providing a sufficient number of lanes
 providing a good (smooth) road surface
 designing the radius of bends to be
safe for the expected car speed
 removing any undesirable traffic
obstructions (like police radars).
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The science of ground effects
Maximising vehicle exit from a motorway


In order to maximise vehicle flow along the
motorway you would not suddenly
terminate a motorway in the middle of a
congested residential suburb.



What you do is:
 design the flow capacity of the offramps to match the expected maximum
flow rate of the motorway, and
 design the off-ramps to allow cars to
decelerate down to the speed limit of
the suburban traffic.

Sudden termination of a motorway
The use of multiple exit ramps


To avoid a daily traffic jam at the end of
the motorway you would need to have
several exit ramps feeding cars into the
surrounding suburbs at different locations.



In the water industry, having a confined,
single-point outlet results in ‘jetting’, which
causes significant turbulence and
disturbance within the receiving waters.



In the motoring industry a ‘diffuser’ is used
to release the air into the car’s trailing
wake in a manner that avoids any form of
air ‘jetting’, thus minimising energy loss.

Rear diffuser on a 2017 Porsche 911 RSR

The purpose of a rear diffuser


The rear diffuser is designed to perform
several tasks, including:
 slowing the air speed down to the air
speed found behind the car, which
could be close to zero in some cases
 spreading the exiting air flow over as
wide an area as possible in order to
reduce energy loss and the drag
caused by the car’s trailing wake
 reducing the drag caused by the rear
wheels (if exposed to air flow).

Rear diffuser of 2003 BAR Honda F1 car
The problems caused by allowing air to
exit from under a car without the use of a
diffuser

Flat-floor ground effects air flow
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Just imagine the traffic mess that would
occur if a 110 kph motorway suddenly
ended at a suburban roadway where the
speed limit was just 50 kph.



If you ‘jet’ air at high speed into the
turbulent wake that exists behind a car
you will cause increased turbulence and
energy loss.



This increased energy loss will result in
elevated air pressures under the car.
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What is not right with the motorway analogy
Not a perfect analogy


The good thing about this motorway
analogy is that it incorporated cars.



The bad thing about this analogy is that
there are just too many aspects of
motorways that do not align well with the
science of ground effects.



To avoid any readers taking the analogy
too far I have outlined below some of the
issues that do not align well with the
science of ground effects.

Questionable motorway analogy
Traffic bottlenecks

Traffic bottleneck



In the motorway example, if a ‘bottleneck’
were to occur on the motorway, such as
caused by a slow tollbooth, then this one
event would dictate the maximum flow rate
of cars at that particular moment.



However, if a ‘choke’ existed along the
flow path of a ground effects car, then the
flow rate of air under the car would not be
dictated by this one obstacle, but would
still be based on the flow conditions along
the full length of the car’s undertray.



So the analogy would fail in this case.

The effects of reducing the available
number of traffic lanes


In the motorway example, if all but one of
the traffic lanes were closed for
maintenance, then the speed of the
vehicles along this single lane would not
necessarily change, and this traffic
outcome would turn into a bottleneck.



However, in the case of a ground effects
car, the narrowing of the flow path would
result in an increase in the air speed at
that location, but an overall decrease in
the total flow rate of air under the car.

Lane closure
In summary


What we can learn from this analogy is:
 cars must be allowed to accelerate up
to motorway speed along curved onramps (i.e. a curved car nose)
 obstructions need to be removed from
the motorway (i.e. a smooth undertray)
 cars exiting the motorway must be
allowed to decelerate down to an exit
speed (i.e. a good diffuser design).


Motorway on-ramp

© Catchments and Creeks Pty Ltd

In summary, the nose, air channels and
diffuser must all work together in order to
maximise the air flow under a car.
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The science of ground effects – The Porsche 956/962
Air flow exiting from under a car


A critical aspect of good ground effects is
the control of turbulence at the rear of the
vehicle.



Diffusers are used to:
 pass the air flow under or around the
engine, differential and axles
 expand and slow the air flow to avoid
the occurrence of jetting, and to reduce
the resulting air-flow turbulence and
vehicle drag.

Rear diffuser on a Porsche 962
Controlling friction under a car


Experts in this industry will tell you that
you cannot actually reduce the total
energy loss experienced by the air flow
passing under a car because the energy
loss must equal the available pressure
gradient (Energy loss = ∆P = P1 - P2).



However, what designers can do is make
the air flow channels aerodynamically
efficient so that this energy loss occurs at
the maximum possible air flow velocity,
which in turn produces the minimum air
pressure under the car.

Rear diffuser on a Porsche 956/962
Effective surface areas


It is important to remember that the aim is
to produce ‘downforce’, not just low air
pressures.



Downforce (F) is the product of the
pressure (P) times the horizontal surface
area (A) over which the pressure acts;
F = P.A.



Depending on the design of the car’s
undertray, the lowest air pressures may
exist only over a portion of the car’s total
floor area (such as the air-flow channels
shown in 'blue' in the attached image).

Surface area of the main air flow channels

Potentially ineffective surface areas


There could also be areas of the car’s
undertray that are subject to air pressures
that are not as low as the optimum air
pressure achieved along the main ground
effects channels.



The areas shown in ‘red’ in the attached
image (which includes the central
chamber that encloses the transmission)
may or may not experience the same low
pressures as the main air flow channels,
and thus may not contribute equally to the
creation of downforce.

Area subject to sub-optimum air pressure

© Catchments and Creeks Pty Ltd
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Time to take another break!
Need another break?

© Catchments and Creeks Pty Ltd



It is time to take another break and rest
your mind because I am about to repeat
the previous discussion about ground
effects, but this time from a different point
of view.



Sometimes, complex issues are best
understood after they have been
considered from several different
perspectives.



This time I have included some Internet
photos of kittens to help your mind relax.
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The mechanics of ground effects
Warning


You really need to have a keen interest in
the science of ground effects if you wish to
continue reading the following pages.



That said; I personally find that the best
way to understand the mechanics of
ground effects is to relate the issue to a
similar discussion about water flow.



Because both ‘air’ and ‘water’ behave as
fluids, the same scientific laws apply to the
movement of both of these fluids.

The following may prove a difficult read
Water flow between two tanks


One of the first lessons in hydraulics is to
study the flow of water between two tanks.



The total force driving the flow of water is
the difference in water levels within the
two tanks (in hydraulics we refer to this as
the ‘head’ and we use the symbol ‘H’).



The force resisting this flow is friction
within the pipe plus the energy loss that
occurs at the entry and exit of the pipe.



Note: depending on the flow velocity, the
pressure within the pipe can be lower than
the pressure within Tank 2.

Water flow between two storage tanks

Air flow under a car


Believe it or not, the mechanics of air flow
passing under a car is basically the same.



The total force pushing on the air flow is
the difference in air pressure between the
front and rear of the car.



The total force resisting this flow is the
friction experienced under the car, and the
turbulent energy loss caused by the air
passing around any exposed obstructions
as well as when it exits from under the car.



Note: the pressure under the car can be
lower than it is at the rear of the car.

Air flow under a Porsche 962

The energy equation


The velocity of air flow passing under a
car will be determined by a balance
between the ‘driving force’ of the pressure
gradient, and the ‘resisting forces’ of
friction and turbulence.



The rate of air flow, and thus its velocity,
will be maximised when turbulence is
minimised and the air flow channels are
designed to optimise the air speed.



The design of the rear diffuser is critical in
this process.

Rear diffuser on an Aston Martin Valkyrie

© Catchments and Creeks Pty Ltd
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The mechanics of ground effects – The water tank analogy
The energy loss equation


In order to show you how the science of
ground effects is similar to water flow in a
pipeline I will first show you on this page
how the velocity in a pipeline can be
changed by making simple changes to the
design of the pipe.



On the following page I will then show you
how the velocity of air flow under a car can
similarly be optimised by making changes
to the design of the car’s undertray.



In both examples the format of the energy
equation is basically the same.

Water flow between two storage tanks

The effects of reducing energy loss at the
inlet to the pipe


Prior to making any changes to the pipe
the energy equation would be:
2

2

2

ΔH = KEntryV + KFrictionV + KExitV
2

2

Say: 15 = 0.5 V + 5.0 V + 1.0 V


If we solve the equation, then V = 1.5 m/s



If we redesign the pipe inlet to reduce
turbulence, then KEntry will reduce:
2

2

15 = 0.2 V + 5.0 V + 1.0 V
Improved flow inlet conditions

2



2

Which means the velocity rises to 1.6 m/s

The effect of increasing the pipe diameter
to reduce friction


If we replace the small pipe with a larger
diameter pipe, then the friction loss
coefficient (KFriction) will reduce:
2

2

15 = 0.2 V + 2.0 V + 1.0 V

2



Which means the velocity rises to 2.2 m/s
(Yes; the velocity increases even though
the pipe now has a larger diameter).



I have not explained where the numbers
come from because this is not a book
about hydraulics or pipeline design!

Increased pipe diameter

The effects of reducing energy loss at the
pipe exit


If we place an expansion chamber on the
end of the pipe to reduce energy loss at
the pipe exit, then KExit will reduce:
2

2

15 = 0.2 V + 2.0 V + 0.5 V

2



Which means the velocity rises to 2.4 m/s



In this example the greatest change in
velocity resulted from the steps taken to
reduce friction losses within the pipe,
which is typical for a pipeline design.

Improved flow exit conditions

© Catchments and Creeks Pty Ltd
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The mechanics of ground effects – A motor racing example
The energy loss equation


We know from Newton’s laws of motion
that the total force exerted on the air
flowing under a car must equal the backpressure generated by this air flow.



Now the energy equation for the air flow
would look something like:
2

2

2

Force = KEntryV + KFrictionV + KExitV


For a car without ground effects, let:
2

2

2

5000 = 0.5 V + 0.5 V + 1.0 V

Air flow conditions under a race car

Thus the maximum air speed under the
car (V) would be 50 m/s (180 kph).

The effects of reducing energy loss at the
nose of the car


If we redesign the nose of the car to
reduce turbulence, then KEntry will reduce.
2

2

2

5000 = 0.1 V + 0.5 V + 1.0 V


Which means air speed rises to 56 m/s



In the above equation, 5000 represents
the pressure force (Newtons), and the
variable ‘K’ is defined as: K = 0.5 Cd ρ A



Most of the variables would have been
determined from wind tunnel testing.

Curved nose of a 1985 Porsche 962
The effect of reducing turbulence and
friction under a car


If we now install streamline air flow
channels under the car to reduce friction
loss, then the friction loss coefficient
(KFriction) will reduce from say 0.5 to 0.2.
2

2

2

5000 = 0.1 V + 0.2 V + 1.0 V


Which means the maximum air speed
under the car would now reach 62 m/s.



This means an increase in air speed from
56 m/s (200 kph) to 62 m/s (223 kph).

Air flow tunnels under a Porsche 956/962
The effects of reducing energy loss as air
exists from under the car


If we place a diffuser on the back of the
car to further reduce energy loss, then KExit
will reduce, thus:
2

2

2

5000 = 0.1 V + 0.2 V + 0.5 V

Rear diffuser on a Porsche 962
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This means the maximum air speed has
now increased to 79 m/s (285 kph).



The total energy loss of ‘5000 units’
experienced by the air flow has not
changed, but it now occurs at a higher air
speed, which results in a lower air
pressure and higher downforce.
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The effects of installing an air dam or front splitter
The effects of adding a water valve


If a partially-closed valve is installed close
to the first water tank, then:
 the flow rate (and velocity) through the
pipe will reduce (because the ‘resisting’
forces have increased)
 and, the water pressure along most of
the pipeline will become more closely
aligned with the water pressure within
the downstream tank
 however, this water pressure may or
may not be less than the previous
example (depending on its velocity).

A flow-control valve installed near Tank 1

The effects of adding an air dam to the
front of a car


Similar to the above water flow example, if
a device is installed on the front of a car
that increases the potential energy loss of
the air flow, then:
 the flow rate of air passing under the
car will decrease, and
 for a non ground effects car, pressures
under the car will likely decrease
 but for a ground effects car, pressures
under the car will increase relative to an
ideal ground effects setup.

Air dam on Glenn Seton’s Falcon, 1992

The effects of installing a splitter on the
front of a car


If a splitter is installed on the front of a car,
then depending on the design of the
splitter:
 it may cause a local acceleration of the
air flow under the splitter, and thus a
localised (front end) downforce, and
 it may cause flow expansion and
energy loss immediately behind the
splitter, which will increase air
pressures under the rest of the car
relative to an ideal ground effects case.

Front splitter on a Porsche 997 Cup Car

General overview of ground effects


The theory behind applying ground effects
to a modern race car is based on:
 developing a streamline air space
(channel) under the car
 minimising air friction and turbulence
along the surfaces of the undertray
 allowing the air to expand towards the
rear of the car with minimal air-flow
separation and turbulence
 maximising the effective surface area of
the ground effects channels.

Ideal air flow under a Porsche 962

© Catchments and Creeks Pty Ltd
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The benefits of ‘jetting’ exhaust gases into the air-flow channels
Extracting exhaust gases under a car


After sliding skirts were banned and
Formula One cars began to lose some of
their downforce, F1 designers started to
look for ways to improve the efficiency of
the rear diffuser.



It was found that placing the exhaust
outlets within the diffuser helped to
increase the air flow velocity and thus
further reduce air pressures under the car.

Exhaust outlet located within the diffuser
McLaren’s body ‘nostrils’


It is my understanding that Bruce McLaren
was the first F1 designer to place ‘nostrils’
behind the front radiator in order to:
 reduce air pressure under the body
panels, and
 increase air flow through the radiator.



These air vents work by:
 forming a well-vented low pressure
region behind the radiator, and
 helping to extract air flow through a
process known as ‘induced flow’.

McLaren M2B at Monaco, 1966

An introduction to ‘induced air flow’


Induced air flow is a process whereby
energy from an external airstream is
imparted into an adjacent, lower-velocity
airstream.



Anyone who has filled a bucket using a
garden hose will have observed the water
spinning in the bucket due to the energy of
the incoming water jet.



The concept of induced air flow can be
used to improve the efficiency of a rear
diffuser.

Air flow through a 1960s F1 radiator
The benefits of extracting exhaust gases
within the rear diffuser

Induced air flow within the rear diffuser
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Exhaust gases are released at very high
velocities, which helps to accelerate air
flow within the diffuser through the
process of induced air flow.



In the previous water tank analogy it would
be equivalent to installing a pump on the
pipeline.



In the motorway analogy it would be like
having a strong tail wind helping to
accelerate any slow-moving trucks or
caravans along the motorway.
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The mechanics of raking a car
Introduction


Unfortunately, the fluid mechanics
involved in discussing the science of floor
raking are even more complex than the
previous discussion about ground effects.



Raking a car influences the following
components of a race car:
 performance of the front wings
 performance of the main ground effects
 performance of the diffuser
 and it is also elevates the car’s centre
of gravity.

Raking on a 2019 Ferrari SF90 F1 car

Understanding the flow of air


Traditional ground effects relies on the
changes in air pressure that occur as the
airstream changes its velocity.



However, raking, in part, relies on a low air
pressure being generated under a car in
order to draw air in under the car to
replace the air that is being dragged out
from under the car by friction.



In traditional ground effects the car drives
over what is effectively ‘still’ air, while
raking a car can cause some of the air to
be drawn along with the car.

Traditional ground effects

Ground effects in the 1980s


In the 1980s, Formula One cars had
almost no suspension travel because it
was so important to maintain the ideal ride
height in order to maintain the ideal
ground effects.



If the car had too much suspension travel,
particularly under braking, then the
downforce generated by the ground
effects would vary significantly, and the
car would vibrate violently in a process
known as ‘porpoising’.

Niki Lauda’s McLaren MP4B, Monaco 1982
Modern Formula One cars

Red Bull making sparks in 2019
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In comparison to the F1 cars of the 1980s,
it is common for modern F1 cars to
produce a shower of sparks as the floor
plank and/or the floor splitter scraps on the
road surface.



Modern race cars can scrap on the race
track because of the high downforce
generated at high speeds, or as a result of
heavy braking.



In either case, the lowering of the car
would cause a significant reduction in air
flow passing under the car.
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The mechanics of raking a car
Movement of a sloping board


The following pages outline just one
aspect of the fluid mechanics of raking.



Consider the downforce produced by
moving a sloping board over a smooth
surface.



The moving board would in-part produce
downforce because the upper surface of
the board is deflecting air upwards.



However, downforce is also being
produced by the low pressure region that
is generated below the board.

Movement of an inclined board
Movement of a streamline prism


Now imagine if we removed the upper
sloping surface by forming a streamline
prism that deflects the air only to the sides
of the prism.



If the prism has a flat base and rested
directly on a smooth frictionless surface,
then movement of the prism would in
theory produce no downforce.

Movement of a streamline prism
Movement of a streamline prism


Now imagine if we placed this prism on
wheels so that is rested just above a sheet
of ice.



In this case we are starting to enter the
world of traditional ground effects,
because there would be a differential in air
velocity above and below the prism.



A slight downforce could be produced if
the air speed under the prism is slightly
greater than the air speed above the
prism.

Movement of a prism on wheels
Movement of a raked prism

Movement of a prism with an inclined base
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Now consider what would happen if the
bottom of the prism was slightly inclined
such that the ground clearance at the rear
axle is greater than at the front axle.



We still have a traditional ground effects
scenario, but the floor of the prism is
beginning to act like a ‘diffuser’.



The amount of downforce produced
depends on whether the air gap at the
front is able to feed enough air flow under
the prism to prevent the diffuser from
stalling.
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The mechanics of raking a car
Movement of a raked prism under heavy
braking

Nose of prism dragging along the ice



Now imagine the prism is a Formula One
car experiencing heavy braking with the
front splitter scraping over the road.



We can do this by pretending the front
edge of the prism now rests on the ice
sheet.



In this condition, movement of the prism
would still produce downforce, but not as a
result of the air flowing under the prism.



The prism would now be producing a low
pressure region under its base as air tries
to travel with the prism; but, some of this
air will be removed from under the prism
by the friction that exists between the air
and the sheet ice.



Now, if the prism has ‘skirts’, like a 1980s
Formula One car, and air could also not
enter under the front of the prism, then the
air drawn in under the prism will need to
be drawn in from the rear of the prism
where air pressures are already low due to
the wake that is formed behind the prism.



The situation becomes a bit more complex
if air can pass under the front of the prism.

Prism with side skirts

The effects of induced air flow


Now imagine the same situation, but on a
rough road surface instead of smooth ice.



In this case the friction between the air
and the road surface would increase.



This means the road surface would be
dragging even more air out from under the
prism.



The road acts like a moving conveyor belt
under the prism.



In this situation even more ‘new’ air would
need to be drawn in under the prism to
replace the air being dragged out from
under the prism by the road surface.



In order for new air to be drawn in under
the prism the air pressure under the prism
would need to be lower than the air
pressure behind the prism (if it is assumed
that sufficient air flow is not passing under
the front splitter).



In theory this means that the downforce
(and drag) generated by raking a car will
increase with the increasing ‘roughness’ of
the road surface; however, this ignores the
effects of turbulence and boundary layers.

Air movement under an inclined prism

A formula race car under heavy braking
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The mechanics of raking a car – An alternative explanation
Consider a recessed storage bay at the
rear of a solid prism/van


It is important to appreciate the influence
of ‘friction’ and ‘induced air flow’ on the
performance of a raked car.



To examine this issue further, imagine a
moving prism with a recessed rear
chamber—like a delivery van with no
wheels and the rear doors removed.



The air inside the van would simply move
with the van free of any interference; thus
the movement of air within the van’s
storage bay would be minimal.

‘Prism’ with a recessed rear chamber

Recessed prism/van with open floor


Now consider the same delivery van, but
with the floor removed, and the van sliding
over a road surface so that no air is
passing under the front of the van.



The storage bay would be bordered by a
roof and two side panels, but no floor.



In this case, friction between the air in the
storage bay and the road would cause the
air to be dragged out of the storage bay,
meaning that new air would need to flow
into the top of the chamber to replace this
lost air.

Recessed chamber with an open base

Van raised above the road surface


Now imagine the same moving van but
with the van raised above the road surface
as if it were on wheels.



In this case there will be air flowing under
the van, and this air flow would cause the
removal of air from inside the storage bay,
but this time it would be the result of
induced air flow.



Of course the air passing under the van
would in effect be stationary relative to the
road surface, so the diagram (left) is not
technically correct.

Recessed chamber raised above the road

Raking of a race car

Raking of an open-wheeler race car
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Now consider all of the above happening
under a racing car travelling at 300 kph.



It is the raking of the floor that forms the
space into which air must travel (i.e. the
storage bay in the above example).



Air is being dragged from under the car at
a significant flow rate, which means new
air must be ‘pulled’ inwards under the car
to replace the removed air, but only if
there is insufficient air flow passing under
the front of the car’s floor—this is very
complex fluid mechanics!
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The mechanics of raking a car
An overview


Note; this discussion provides an oversimplification of a complex aspect of race
car design.



My previous discussion considered only
one operating condition, that was a car
under heavy braking when the air passing
under the front splitter is minimised.



The full ground effects of a modern F1 car
(which includes traditional ground effects
and floor raking) is a very complex system
of air flow that has several different
possible operating conditions.

Ground clearance under a Red Bull F1

Air flow passing under a car


As air approaches any object that is
elevated above the ground, such as a race
car, there will be a point in space where all
the air below this elevation will pass under
the object, and all the air above this line
will either pass around or over the object.



For most cars, this elevation, or dividing
line, sits slightly above the floor level of
the car, which means some of the air will
need to descend rapidly in order to pass
under the front bumper.

Air flow passing under a car
Downforce generated by a splitter


A splitter can be used to lower the air flow
separation line, thus limiting the volume of
air passing under a car.



On a Formula One car the splitter
performs a number of roles, including:
 controlling the amount of air passing
under the floor, which will vary
depending on suspension movement
 generating downforce due to the
varying air pressures above and below
the splitter.

Front splitter (bib) of a 2012 Ferrari F2012
The negative aspects of car raking


Raking a car does not produce only
positive outcomes—there are some
negative outcomes, including:
 raising of the car’s centre of gravity,
especially in regards to the elevation of
the engine, and
 increased vehicle drag.



2019 Mercedes W10
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However, this potential increase in drag
can be altered by tuning the front and rear
suspension so that the raking angle
declines with increasing speed (refer to
the discussion over the page).
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The mechanics of raking a car
Introduction


The performance of a raked F1 car will
vary depending on:
 the degree of raking (typically between
1 to 2-degrees)
 the ability of the splitter to control air
flow under the splitter, and
 the degree of suspension travel at
speed, under acceleration, and under
heavy braking.


Car at rest with 2-degrees of raking

The following discussion should not imply
that current Formula One teams use
raking in such a manner.

Performance at high speed


At high speed the generated downforce
compresses the suspension, which:
 forces the front splitter close to the
track surface, which
 minimises air flow under the splitter,
which
 maximises the downforce generated by
the high-pressure air moving over the
upper surface of the undertray, and
 generates low pressures under the
floor.

Car profile at speed

Performance under acceleration


Under acceleration the rear suspension
compresses, which:
 reduces the angle of attack of the front
and rear wings, which reduces drag,
which is highly desirable during
acceleration, and
 reduces the raking angle, which
reduces the drag (which again is
desirable during acceleration), and
 allows air flow under the splitter to allow
the undertray to operate more like a
non-raked ground effects car.

Car profile under full acceleration

Performance under heavy braking


Under heavy braking the front suspension
compresses and the rear of the vehicle
rises, which:
 forces the front splitter closer to the
track surface, which minimises air flow
under the splitter, which maximises the
downforce generated by the highpressure air flow above the undertray

Car profile under heavy braking
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 also, the angle of attack of the front and
rear wings increases, which increases
downforce and drag during braking,
which is again a good outcome.
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The importance of surface area in the generation of downforce
Introduction


Surface area is not only important when
using the drag force equation to determine
the drag force acting on a car, it is also
important when determining any
downforce that is generated by air
pressure.
Force = air pressure x surface area

Ayrton Senna da Silva, Adelaide, 1992
The impact of surface area on traditional
ground effects


We have already discussed how
traditional ground effects can result in
variations in air pressure under the floor of
a car because of variations in air speed.



The aim of maximising downforce is
closely linked to maximising the ‘effective’
surface area under the ground effects car.



In the example of the Williams FW07B
(left) the blue areas represent effective low
pressure areas, while the red area is
compromised by high air pressures.

Areas of variable air pressure under a car

The importance of floor area on a raked car


On a raked Formula One car, the critical
surface area is typically the full area of the
extended undertray—that is the undertray
that exists between the front and rear
axles, and which may extend beyond the
main body work.



The downforce generated by raking the
car depends on the surface area over
which the low air pressures act.



The available floor area depends on the
width of the car and the car’s wheelbase.

Effective floor area
The car designer’s dilemma


Increasing the wheelbase of a Formula
One car may seem like a good way to
increase downforce, but a long wheelbase
brings both good and bad attributes,
including:
 increased drag
 increased ‘bad’ weight
 changes in the degree of pitch during
braking and acceleration, which
impacts on the effective rake angle

1988 McLaren MP4/4 undertray
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 changes in the car’s handling.
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The mechanics of air-flow ducting
Introduction


The capture and ducting of cooling air
plays an important role in race car design.



The ducting process involves friction and
turbulence, which means energy loss.



The energy loss that occurs within an air
duct is considered to be a component of
‘internal drag’ or ‘cooling drag’.



This energy loss contributes to the car’s
overall drag, so it is a parameter that
needs to be optimised (minimised),
especially during qualifying.

1970 Porsche 917K
Energy loss equation


There are a lot of similarities between the
fluid mechanics of an air duct and the
operation of a ground effects channel.



The critical components of the energy
equation include:
 the pressure gradient = P1 - P2
 energy loss at flow entry
 friction within the chamber
 turbulence associated with any
obstructions or constrictions
 energy loss at flow exit.

Schematic of a ground effects channel
Energy loss within an air duct


The flow rate of air through a cooling duct
is not solely a function of the size of the air
intake.



The flow rate of air depends on the energy
equation for the whole air duct:
 the pressure difference between the
inlet and outlet (driving force = P1 - P2)
 friction and turbulence associated with
the conduit (resisting force)
 friction loss generated as air passes
through the radiator (resisting force).

Schematic of a radiator cooling duct

The benefits of ‘blanking’ air intakes

Blanking of an air intake
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During qualifying laps the car may not
generate excessive heat, so the cooling
needs of the car may be less.



Partially blocking various cooling ducts
(blanking) may seem counterproductive
because the blanking panels can act like
air dams that increase the surface area of
high pressure, which adds drag force.



However, because the air flow through the
radiator is reduced, the internal friction is
reduced, which may mean the overall
drag force is reduced.
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The mechanics of air-flow jetting
Introduction


The subjects of ‘induced flow’ and ‘jetting’
were introduced during the discussion
about ground effects.



These two flow conditions play an
important role in race car aerodynamics
and so justify further discussion.



The mechanics of air flow jetting has an
impact on:
 the operation of multi-element wings
 the operation of drag reduction devices
 the operation of a rear diffuser.

Multi-element rear wing
What is ‘jetting’


A jet of air is simply a condition where a
concentration of high velocity air is
released into a body of lower velocity air.



The jetting actions that most people are
likely to be familiar with include:
 the concentrated rush of air coming
from a household fan
 the exhaust jet of an aircraft’s jet engine
 the water jet of a speed boat’s jet
propulsion system (left).

Jet boat
The fluid mechanics of a jet


The outcomes of a jetting action include:
 a concentrated ‘jet’ of air flow pushes
deep into the receiving body of air
 as the jet moves forward it imparts
energy into the surrounding air causing
an acceleration of this air
 the jet of air appears to slow in velocity
and expand in diameter as it moves
forward
 in some cases large rotation eddies can
form in the surrounding air (e.g.
curtains may move near a ceiling fan).

Flow entrainment diagram

Energy loss associated with jetting


The action of jetting causes significant
energy loss because:
 energy from the jet is imparted into the
surrounding body of air
 the movement of the jet causes
significant turbulence and eddy flow.

Energy dissipation of a water jet
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This energy loss results in a back
pressure formed at the outlet of the jet.



This means the air pressure inside the jet
is greater than it would have been if the
same air flow exited via a diffuser.
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The mechanics of induced air flow
Introduction


We learnt about jetting because it helps us
to explain the mechanics of ‘induced flow’.



The friction generated between a stream
of high-velocity air and a stream of lowervelocity air causes the lower-velocity air to
accelerate, which is the action of induced
air flow.



Induced flow can play an important role in:
 air ducting
 radiator cooling
 diffuser performance

Venting ducted air through induced air flow
Increasing air flow through radiators


Jetting high-velocity air over the outlet
vent of a radiator not only accelerates the
extracted air flow, but it also:
 reduces the air pressure behind the
radiator, which
 increases the air flow through the
radiator, which means
 a smaller radiator can be used, which
means
 potentially a narrower car body or
sidepods, which reduces drag.

Air flow through a 1966 McLaren radiator
The purpose of the ‘lip’


There are two design features required to
achieve induced air flow:
 the supply of a high-velocity jet stream
 the provision of sufficient ‘space’ (flow
area) into which the extracted air can
travel.



Outlet vents cannot work efficiently if they
are completely flush with the car’s
bodywork (refer to the top diagram).



A small ‘lip’ placed in front of the outlet
can improve the air flow conditions.

Outlet vent on a Peugeot 206 rally car

Recessed outlet channels


The alternative to placing a lip in front of
the outlet vent is to recess an outflow
channel.



Air is extracted through such vents as a
result of two form of flow mechanics:
 induced air flow resulting from the air
flowing around the side of the car and
past the vent, and
 a favourable pressure gradient
generated by the low air pressures that
exist behind the car.

Outlet vent on a Porsche 997 GT3 RS
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The mechanics of vortex generators
Introduction


We learnt about induced air flow because
it helps us to explain the mechanics of
‘vortex generators’.



A vortex is a mass of air, or other fluid,
that rotates around a central axis that may
be straight or curved.



A vortex generator is a curved surface,
vane or other device that is used to
generate a vortex, which is typically shed
from the edge of the device.

Vortex generators on a Boeing 737
The use of vortex generators on racing
cars


Vortex generators can be used on racing
cars to:
 change the direction of an airstream
 impart energy into a boundary layer
 reduce the thickness of a boundary
layer
 delay flow separation within a diffuser
by modifying the boundary layer
conditions within the diffuser
 reduce the car’s drag force.

Vortex generators on a Red Bull, 2013

Using vortex generators to control
boundary layers


Boundary layers of low-velocity air are
formed on all solid surfaces over which air
flows.



The existence of boundary layers can
increase the risk of air-flow separation and
the drag force generated by a car.



Vortex generators can be used to inject
high-velocity air into the boundary layer to
reduce its thickness, and thus reduce the
risk of air-flow separation and drag.

Vortex vanes in ground effects tunnels
Vortices generated by a car’s body shape


In certain conditions the rear panels of a
fastback car will produce two large
vortices that rotate inwards helping to
cause a down-rush of air over the rear
window and feeding air to a rear wing or
spoiler.



It is worth noting that in most
circumstances all vortices will try to rotate
in a simple circular motion; however, the
overall shape of the vortex may change if
it is confined within a given space.

Idealised representation of rear vortices
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NACA duct (an air intake system that utilises vortex generation)
Introduction


The NACA duct is a common feature
found on aircraft and racing cars.



This type of air intake provides the
advantage of being mounted flush with the
bodywork, which reduces drag and avoids
debris blockage.



The duct was developed by the U.S.
National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics (NACA).

NACA duct air intake on an aircraft engine
Generation of vortices


The sides of the duct help to generate
counter-rotating vortices.

Air flow generating the side vortices
Induced air flow


The rotation of these side vortices helps to
draw air into the duct through a process of
‘induced air flow’.



In a crude way, the flow conditions
produced by the NACA duct are similar to
the air flow conditions that were just
discussed for the rear of a fastback sports
car (i.e. side-vortices helping to form a
central downdraft).

Airstream drawn into the air duct
Benefits of a flush air intake system


Having a flush inlet helps to reduce drag.



If higher air flow volumes are required for
such things as an engine intake, then a
raised (external) inlet duct is usually
required.



On race cars, a debris screen (mesh) is
sometimes mounted over the duct—such
screens can interfere with the formation of
the essential side vortices and thus reduce
air inflow into the duct.

Air intake on a Peugeot 206 rally car
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Types of drag reduction systems
Introduction


We learnt about ‘jetting’ so we could learn
about ‘induced flow’, so we could then
learn about ‘vortex generators’, so we
could finally discuss the important topic of
drag reduction systems.



Drag reduction systems include:
 air dams and splitters
 air duct and radiator blanking
 bargeboards
 body shaping
 spoilers

Rear spoiler on a Porsche 911 (996) Turbo
Air dams


Air dams, splitters and front-end spoilers
can reduce a car’s drag by reducing the
volume of air that passes under a car
where friction losses are typically very
high (this does not apply to ground effects
cars).



Air dams can have a greater impact on the
car’s drag, and in some cases will
increase a car’s drag by increasing the
projected frontal area of the car (even
though the drag coefficient may
decrease).

Air dam on a BMW 320 Turbo, 1977
Air duct blanking


Internal air flow includes:
 radiator cooling
 brake cooling
 cabin (driver) cooling
 turbo cooling



In all cases there will be a drag associated
with this air flow.



The drag force can be reduced by
restricting the air flow, specifically when a
race car is required to complete just a few
laps of the track.

Partial blockage of intake during qualifying

Bargeboards


Both the top and bottom edges of a
bargeboard can be designed to generate
vortices that help to either guide air flow or
to reduce boundary layer interference.



Also known as a ‘turning vane’.

Bargeboard on a Toyota TF103, 2003
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Types of drag reduction systems
Drag reduction systems (wings)


A wing-based drag reduction system
(DRS) was introduced to Formula One in
2001.



Operation of the drag reduction system
reduces wing-induced drag, thus
increasing the car’s top speed as well as
opportunities for overtaking.



Alternative systems used by other racing
categories have been based on increasing
the drag of the lead car in order to
encourage drafting by the pursuing car.

Rear wing of the Red Bull F1 race car
Front wing vanes


The vanes on the front wing of an open
wheeler racing car can be designed to
help guide air flow around the front
wheels, thus reducing drag.

Williams FW40 front wing, 2017
Nolders


A nolder is a small aerodynamic bodywork
protrusion, or aerodynamic attachment,
used to modify air flow patterns typically
around the rear of a vehicle.



The term is more commonly associated
with spoilers that are integrated into the
bodywork as opposed to a separate
device attached to the bodywork.



Nolders can reduce a car’s drag by
reducing the size/volume of the wake
formed behind a car.

Nolder on the rear of a Ferrari 599
Spoilers


Rear spoilers can help to reduce a car’s
drag by reducing the volume of the wake
formed behind the car.



The mechanics of rear spoilers is
discussed in more detail over the page.

Whale tail spoiler on a 3.0L Porsche Turbo
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The mechanics of drag reduction
Bob’s RSR


In the mid 1980s I was standing with a
group of friends on the side of the nowclosed Oran Park Raceway watching
NSW Porsche Club cars doing fast laps of
the track.



Several standard 911s drove past us and
each time we were pushed backwards by
the side-blast of air flow.



Then Bob Whyms’s big, wide and veryfast Carrera RSR drove past and we
barely felt the slightest breeze—it was like
the car was travelling in stealth mode!

Bob Whyms’s Porsche 3.2 RSR

The importance of body shape


So, why did the wider, faster RSR
generate less sidewards disturbance of
the air than the narrower road-registered
Porsche 911SCs?



The answer to this question is closely
linked to the following issues:
 airstream jetting
 eddy formation
 flow attachment
 flow separation

Assumed air flow around a Carrera RSR
Flow separation around sharp-edged
bodies


Firstly, I need to remind you of our earlier
discussion of how the drag coefficient (Cd)
varies with car speed.



At very low speeds, air flow will happily
stay attached to sharp-edged, boxlike
objects.



However, as the car’s speed increases, air
flow separation begins to occur as the air
is forced around the sides of the car.



The drag force is increased because the
car ‘acts’ like it is wider than it really is.

Air flow around a box-like car

Flow attachment around curved bodies


If flow separation around the leading
edges of the car can be reduced, then the
car’s drag force will also be reduced.



Flow separation around the sides of a car
can be reduced by:
 rounding the leading edges of a car
 flaring the wheel arches such that the
car’s bodywork fills in the space that
would otherwise have allowed the
formation of a ‘separation eddy’.

Air flow around an Audi A3 Sportback
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The mechanics of drag reduction
The benefits of flared wheel arches


Faring the wheel arches means bodywork
now fills part of the space that would have
otherwise been filled by a flow separation
vortex.



This type of flaring reduces the risk of flow
separation and consequently can help air
flow to pass smoothly around the corners
of the car.



Examples of this type of flaring can be
seen on the Porsche 928 & 959, and on
the 1985 Opel Corsa / Vauhall Nova.

Flared wheel arches on a 1985 Opel Corsa
Critical features of flared wheel arches


The aerodynamic benefits of having flared
wheel arches depends on such things as:
 a smooth transition between the nose
of the car and the flared wheel arch
 whether or not the wheel arch is
‘vented’ (some prototype racing cars
vent the top of the wheel arch in order
to reduce air pressures within the
arch—see the RS Spyder below)
 the direction and volume of air flow
passing through the wheel for brake
cooling.

Air flow around a car with flared arches

The Kammback


Optimum drag coefficients are typically
achieved when the car’s cross-sectional
area at the rear of the vehicle is
approximately 50% of its maximum crosssectional area.



Such car designs are often referred to as
a ‘Kammback’.

Air flow patterns around a Kammback
Diffusers


Rear diffusers perform several tasks, and
some of these tasks can help to reduce a
car’s drag, including:
 reducing the effective size of the car’s
wake
 increasing air pressures immediately
behind a car.



Rear diffusers on race cars may not
always help to reduce the car’s drag
because the focus maybe on maximising
downforce.

Rear diffuser on a Ferrari F430
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How rear spoilers generate downforce
Spoilers and wings


What makes a spoiler different from a
wing is that a spoiler alters the movement
of air flow found close to the body of the
car that would have otherwise generated
unfavourable lift or drag forces.



On the other hand, wings produce
downforce by altering the movement of air
flow that is slightly distant from the car’s
body, and is air that would otherwise not
have generated unfavourable lift forces.



It could be argued that wings are just
another type of ‘spoiler’, but I disagree.

The raised rear spoiler on a Porsche 992

Pressure gradients over the rear window


Rear spoilers generate downforce by:
 deflecting a small volume of air flow
slightly upwards (not all rear spoilers
perform this task)
 increasing the air pressure above the
boot and rear window, which increases
the volume of air being deflected
upwards.



Air pressures generated by a rear spoiler

In effect, spoilers act like mini air dams or
Gurney flaps because they increase air
pressures ahead of the spoiler, which
modifies the direction of air flow.

The generation of downforce


It is worth noting that a rear spoiler does
not need to deflect the airstream upwards
in order to produce downforce.



In fact the same can be said for some rear
wings.



Because the airstream is typically flowing
in a downwards direction as it passes over
the rear window (or engine cover), a rear
spoiler only needs to deflect the airstream
back to a near horizontal direction in order
to generate downforce.

Deflection of the airstream
The effects on air flow separation


Increasing air pressures above the car’s
boot and rear window does not
necessarily mean that the air flow
separation point will move further up the
rear window (but it could).



This means that the actions of a rear
spoiler do not necessarily mean there will
be an increase in a car’s drag.



In fact, rear spoilers more commonly help
to reduce a car’s drag by altering the size
and intensity of the wake.

Air flow with an active spoiler retracted
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How rear spoilers reduce a car’s drag
Factors affecting the drag force on a car


The factors that affect the drag force
generated by a car include:
 the speed of the car
 the projected surface area of the
separation zone, and
 the amount of effort (energy) required
to draw air back towards the car.



It is this last factor that rear spoilers can
alter—they effectively make it easier for air
to be pulled in behind the car.

Rear spoiler on a 1970 Torana GTR XU1
Air flow separation


For most cars, air flow separation at the
rear of the vehicle is inevitable.



If friction did not exist in air flow, then a
constant body of air would simply attach
itself to the rear of the car, and the car
would not generate any drag force.



However, because of air friction, the air
that fills the space behind a car is
constantly being dragged away, which
means new air must be drawn in behind
the car to replace this removed air.

Air flow separation
Air flow behind a car without a rear spoiler


For a fastback car without a rear spoiler,
air flow would likely separate near the very
rear of the car, and this air would travel
some distance behind the car before it
loses sufficient momentum for the
pressure gradient to be able to draw the
air back towards the car.



This means the car would generate a
‘long’, possibly shallow, wake.

Air flow with no rear spoiler
Air flow behind a car with a rear spoiler


For a fastback car with a rear spoiler, air
flow would likely separate at the top of the
spoiler; however, the immediate airstream
would have lost a lot of momentum.



This airstream would therefore not travel
as far before it could be drawn back
behind the car.



In such a case the negative pressure
gradient that forms behind the car would
not need to be as strong as the ‘no spoiler’
condition, thus drag forces generated by
the car would be reduced.

Air flow with a rear spoiler
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How rear spoilers reduce a car’s drag
Air flow without a rear spoiler


In order to understand how a rear spoiler
is able to reduce a car’s drag it is
necessary to first study the air flow
conditions that would exist on a car that
does not have a spoiler.



Air flow would approach the rear of the car
along a trajectory that is approximately
parallel with the car’s bodywork.



On a modern fastback, the separation
point is likely to be close to the end of the
car, and the air flow’s momentum and
velocity are likely to be high.

Air flow without a rear spoiler

Air flow with a rear spoiler


Attaching a spoiler to the rear of the car
causes a reduction in the momentum and
velocity of that portion of the airstream that
flows close to the bodywork.



The spoiler then deflects this relatively
small airstream upwards.



A vortex or series of vortices are formed
immediately behind the spoiler and these
vortices help to bring parts of the
airstream down into the wake.



With the loss of momentum, the airstream
can be more easily disturbed and drawn in
behind the car.



This means air pressures immediately
behind the car do not need to be as low in
order to carry the wake behind the car (i.e.
the pressure gradient does not need to be
as strong as in the case of the ‘no spoiler’
scenario).



There are similarities between the air flow
patterns around a rear spoiler and those
around a Gurney flap; however, one of the
main functions of a Gurney flap is to help
generate favourable pressure gradients
under a wing in order to prevent early flow
separation—this is not a function of a rear
spoiler.

Air flow with a rear spoiler attached

Air flow close to a rear spoiler

The effects on slipstreaming


If the leading car does not have a spoiler,
then it is likely to generate a longer wake
with reduced air pressures, which may
suggest a greater opportunity for slipstreaming; however the opposite is usually
the case.



The pursuing car may reach the trailing
edge of the wake sooner, but the pursuing
car is also likely to be partially confronted
by an upper high-velocity airstream that
would counteract the benefits of the wake.

Wind forces impacting on a pursuing car
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6. Racing Car Wings
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An overview of wing aerodynamics
Introduction


If you skipped over chapters 2 to 5
because of the mathematics, physics
and/or the complex fluid mechanics, then
you missed the following:
 an explanation of how racing car wings
generate downforce
 why it is incorrect to state that
downforce results from the air travelling
a greater distance under a wing, and
 how slotted flaps help to stop air-flow
separation and wing stall.

Ligier JS31 rear wing, Adelaide GP, 1988
Generating downforce


The only way that a race car wing can
generate downforce is by exerting an
upwards force of the passing air.



An upwards deflection of the passing air
results in a downwards force on the wing.



Conversely, aircraft wings produce lift by
causing a downwards movement of the
passing air.



However, this is not how ‘ground effects’
or ‘raking’ produce downforce on a race
car.

Air flow around a Formula One wing
The importance of travel distance


In low velocity laminar flow, a ‘string’ of air
particles will stay as a continuous string,
which means the particles travelling over
the wing surface that has the longest
distance will be required to travel faster!



But the air flowing past a race car wing will
not be ‘laminar’, and any string of air
particles will not remain undisturbed.



Focusing on the travel distance and its
effects on flow velocity is not the best way
to understand the mechanics of a race car
wing.

Particle motion

Controlling boundary layers and flow
separation


Slotted flaps benefit wing performance by:
 jetting high energy air under the slotted
flap(s)
 injecting high-energy air into the
boundary layer that forms over the
underlying surface of the wing, thus
reducing the risk of air-flow separation

Air flow around a slotted rear wing flap
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 reducing the thickness of all boundary
layers, thus reducing the size of the
trailing edge wake and the resulting
drag.
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The historic development of racing car wings
1928 Opel RAK.2 Rocket-car


The Opel RAK.2 is the second in a series
of rocket-powered vehicles produced by
Fritz von Opel—it reached a speed of
230 kph (143 mph) on 23 May 1928.



The car used side wings that had a
‘profile’ similar to an aircraft wing, but set
at a significant tilt (rake) that produced
downforce.



The design of the wing would have
allowed downforce only to be produced by
the upper surface, with the under-surface
producing only drag.

Side-wing of an Opel RAK.2 Rocket car

1939 Mercedes Benz T80


The Mercedes Benz T80 is a six-wheeled
land-speed record car designed by Dr.
Ferdinand Porsche.



An attempt at the land speed record on
the German Autobahns was never made
due to the outbreak of WWII.



The design incorporated numerous
aerodynamic features primarily aimed at
reducing drag (Cd = 0.18).



The side wings provided downforce and
high-speed stability.

1939 Mercedes Benz T80
1955 Porsche 550 RS Spyder


The Porsche 550 RS Spyder (chassis
550-0031) was initially raced by Walter
Riggenberg without a centrally-mounted
wing.



In 1956 the same car, now driven by
Michael May, appeared at practice for the
Nurburgring with an adjustable rear wing,
but the car was ultimately rejected by the
scrutineers.



The tilt of the wing could be adjusted by
the driver.

Porsche 550 RS Spyder with central wing
1958 Sprint car racing, Ohio, USA


The reported first winged sprint car was
created and driven by Jim Cushman at the
Columbus Motor Speedway, Ohio in 1958.



The first championship for winged sprint
cars occurred in 1978 under the name
World of Outlaws Sprint Car Series.



It has been reported that Jim Hall of
Chaparral Cars had observed the use of
wings on sprint cars in Florida.

Jim Cushman’s winged speedway car
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Case study: Chaparral race cars (1963–82)
Chaparral 2A (1963)


Jim Hall of Chaparral was a leader in the
innovation and design of spoilers, wings,
and ground effects.



The original 2A race car had a sharpedged nose to cut through the air.



It also featured a concave tail (ducktail)
reminiscent of the designs of W. Kamm.



Aerodynamic features were added to the
car to correct issues of front-end lift at high
speed, which included curved vanes
(canards) which at the time were referred
to as a ‘snowplough’ system.

Chaparral 2A showing aero-features

Chaparral 2C (1965)


The 2C had an adjustable rear wing.



The integrated spoiler-wing laid flat while
on the straights, and was then tilted up
under braking through the corners.



The wing position could be adjusted (laid
flat to reduce drag) by application of a new
pedal located under the driver's left foot.



It could be argued that this system was
more like an adjustable spoiler than an
adjustable wing—or maybe it is simply the
first example of a drag reduction system!

Chaparral 2C with adjustable rear wing
Chaparral 2E (1966)


On the 2E the radiators were moved from
the nose to the side of the cockpit.



The high-mounted rear wing was attached
directly to the rear suspension uprights.



A ducted nose channelled air from the
front of the car upwards, creating extra
downforce.



An interconnected air dam also closed off
the nose ducting for streamlining.

Chaparral 2E with high-mounted wing
Chaparral 2J (1970)


The Chaparral 2J Can-Am ‘sucker car’ is
considered to be the first ground effects
car.



The car had a flexible Lexan skirt
extending to the ground on both sides,
laterally along the back of the car, and
laterally from just aft of the front wheels.

Chaparral 2J Can-Am ‘sucker car’
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The development of wings in Formula 1
1968 Lotus 49B


Colin Chapman introduced modest front
wings and a spoiler on Graham Hill's Lotus
49B for the 1968 Monaco Grand Prix.



Earlier in 1965, Bruce McLaren
(owner/designer) and Robin Herd
(designer with an aerospace background)
developed their first single-seater racing
car, the McLaren M2A, which
experimented with a rear wing.



Unfortunately the McLaren M2A never
raced, but it led to the development of
McLaren’s first Formula 1 car, the M2B.

1968 Lotus 49B (Graham Hill)

Low and high-set wings


At the 1968 Belgian Grand Prix, Brabham
and Ferrari presented their cars with full
width wings mounted above the driver.



Lotus then introduced a full width wing
directly connected to the rear suspension.



Matra is reported to have been the first to
introduce high-mounted front wings
directly connected to the front suspension.



Most of these wings involved the use of a
near-symmetrical wing profile mimicking
the earlier wings used on the Chaparral
cars.

1969 Matra MS80 (Jackie Stewart)

Use of wings with a symmetrical profile


It is assumed that Jim Hall adopted a
symmetrical wing profile because he
wanted to achieve minimum drag when
the wing was resting in its low-drag
horizontal position.



Tilting such a symmetrical wing when the
car entered corners would still produce
significant downforce, but at the cost of
higher drag in comparison with a wing with
an asymmetric profile.

Wing positioned for low drag
Jim Hall’s Chaparral 2C with active wing

Wing positioned for high downforce
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In the Chaparral 2C the adjustable wing
acted more like a spoiler than a traditional
wing when positioned for high downforce.



In effect, the fully tilted wing caused high
air pressures to exist in front of the wing,
which pushed down on the upper
bodywork.



But like any wing, symmetrical or
asymmetric, the downforce is
fundamentally produced through the
actions of deflecting the passing airstream
upwards.
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The development of wings in Formula 1
Slightly asymmetric wing profiles


The initial adoption of a near symmetrical
wing profile in Formula 1 would appear to
be the result of these early designs
mimicking the wing designs presented on
the successful Chaparral sports cars.



Such thin-profile wings achieve the bulk of
their downforce through the tilt of the wing
(i.e. the angle of attack), with minimal
downforce achieved through the profile of
the wing.

1969 Brabham BT26A (Jacky Ickx)
Wing adjustments made by tilting the full
wing plate


In the early stages of race car wing
design, wing adjustments to increase or
decrease the downforce were made by
tilting the full wing assembly.



The consequence of this design approach
is a wing that produces excessive drag
when the wing is set at an aggressive
angle of attack.



The high drag is the result of early air flow
separation along the underside of the
wing.

Typical 1969 F1 front wing design

Slotted rear wings


Formula 1 designers soon realised that
tilting the full wing produced significant
drag, so designers took various steps to
reduce this drag.



The use of staged, slotted wings helped
to:
 achieve the desired downforce
 reduce the growth of the boundary layer
on each slotted flap
 reduce the size of the turbulent wake
 reduce overall drag.

1970 Lotus 72C (Jochen Rindt)


The problems encountered by this type of
rear wing included:
 the design did very little to manage the
boundary layer issue
 the total drag was still significant
 the design effectively used the same
cross-sectional profile for each wing
section, which would not have
produced optimum air-flow conditions
 significant flow separation would still
have occurred.

Air flow around a slotted wing
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The development of wings in Formula 1
Wings with leading edge flaps


Recognising the need to control air flow
separation along the underside of the
wing, some F1 teams trialed the use of
leading edge flaps that aimed to:
 direct air flow parallel to the underside
of the wing
 delay the occurrence of flow separation
 reduce overall drag.



Some of the problems encountered by this
type of rear wing included:
 the additional drag caused by the
existence of the leading edge flap

1971 Yardley Team BRM P160 (Jo Siffert)

 increased complexity of wing
adjustments.


Current F1 wings avoid these issues by:
 aligning the leading edge with the
direction of the approaching air flow
 shaping the underside of the wing to
keep the air flow attached.

The function of leading edge flaps
Wings with trailing edge flaps


Another feature adopted by F1 teams
around the 1971–72 period was the use of
a fixed main wing with an adjustable
trailing edge flap.



Features of this system include:
 variations in downforce are achieved by
adjusting the angle of the rear flap
 the main (lower) wing section remains
at a fixed angle of attack, therefore
reducing the risk of air flow separation.

1971 Ferrari 312B (Jacky Ickx)



Some of the problems encountered by this
type of rear wing included:
 it would appear that many designers of
this period assumed that the air flow
approached the rear wing in a pure
horizontal direction, but this is not
always the case—it is likely that the air
actually approached the rear wing in a
slightly downwards direction . . .
 consequently, air flow separation was
still likely to occur if the leading edge of
the wing was not appropriately
designed.

The function of trailing edge flaps
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Technical note: The use of trailing edge flaps
Wings with trailing edge flaps


The use of trailing edge flaps has played
such an important role in the development
of Formula One wings that it deserves
further discussion.



The fluid mechanics of trailing edge flaps
is strongly related to the science of motor
vehicle spoilers, and to the operation of
many of the smaller ‘wings’ fitted to
everyday sports cars.

1972 Tyrrell 003 (Jackie Stewart)
Pressure gradients


Trailing edge flaps make use of the fact
that at subsonic speeds, pressure
changes are able to push forward of the
heavily-inclined trailing-edge flap.



The flap not only deflects air flow upwards
(which produces downforce), it also
causes a region of high pressure to exist
over the upper surface of the main wing
segment located in front of the flap.



It is this forward movement of the pressure
gradient that makes these flaps perform in
a manner similar to a ‘rear spoiler’.

Air pressures around a 1970s F1 wing

The importance of the horizontal ‘surface
area’ in wing design


If downforce is achieved by deflecting air
upwards, and if the trailing edge flap is the
only part of the wing that appears to be
deflecting air upwards, then what is the
purpose of the main (lower) wing section
that is positioned along an almost
horizontal plane?



The answer is: the main wing segment
does in fact play an important role in
deflecting air upwards—it does this
because of the high air pressures that
exist over the upper surface of this main
(lower) wing section.



If the trailing edge flap existed on its own,
then the total mass-flow-rate of air being
deflected upwards would be relatively
small.



It is the existence of the main wing section
that allows more air to be deflected
upwards.



The larger the surface area of the main
wing section, the greater the potential for
the positive pressure gradient to push air
upwards, thus increasing the potential
downforce produced by the wing.

Air flow around a shallow wing

Increased air flow deflection by the wing
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The development of wings in Formula 1
Formula One Technical Regulations


It is important to note that F1 designers
did not work in the absence of design
rules or regulations.



A lot of the changes that occurred in wing
design from year to year were a direct
response to changes in the rules rather
than changes in the designer’s knowledge
of aerodynamics.



It is also worth noting that the rules that
governed North American sports car
racing were different from the rules
governing Formula One racing.

Federation Internationale de l’Automobile

Introduction of the Gurney flap


Gurney flaps started to appear on Formula
One cars in 1972, but were more
commonly observed from 1973 onwards.



In the photo (left) the Gurney flap can be
seen as the thin, dark strip located along
the trailing edge of the rear wing.



Gurney flaps were also attached to the
front wings.



Further discussion on the design and use
of Gurney flaps is provided on the
following page.

1973 Yardley Team McLaren (Denny Hume)
Wings with an upwardly-sloping leading
edge

1974 McLaren M23 (Emerson Fittipaldi)



Around 1974 a number of the F1 teams
began to realised that the air flow did not
approach the rear wing in a pure
horizontal direction, but instead travelled
in a slightly downwards direction as it
moved over the engine cover.



During this period wings typically
consisted of a single element (i.e. not
adjustable flaps).



Some of the problems encountered by this
type of rear wing included:
 adjustments to the angle of attack of
the wing required the whole wing to be
rotated . . .
 this meant the leading edge of the wing
needed to be relatively thick and
rounded in order to make sure the air
always approached the underside of
the wing in a manner that avoided flow
separation (similar to an aircraft wing)
 this meant that when the wing was
placed in a low-drag position, it still
generated significant drag.

Air flow approaching the rear wing
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The development of wings in Formula 1
Single-element rear wing


In 1976 a number of the Formula One
teams adopted a variable wing profile—
that meaning the shape or size of the wing
varied across its width.



The rear wing of the McLaren M23 used a
rear wing that had a longer chord length in
the centre of the wing compared to the
outer edges (this feature is not reproduced
in the diagrams below).



Adjustments to the angle of attack of the
wing required the whole wing to be
rotated.

1976 McLaren M23 (James Hunt)

Low drag wing setting

High downforce wing setting
Single-element front wing


It would appear that the McLaren M23
adopted the same wing profile (not size)
for the front wings as adopted for the rear
wing.



Problems associated with this design
included:
 when the wing was set to a low-drag
position, the leading edge of the wing
did not align with the direction of the
approaching air flow
 the wings generated excessive drag.

1976 McLaren with high downforce setting

Low drag wing setting
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Technical note: The Gurney flap
The Gurney flap


In 1971, Dan Gurney (team owner) was
the first to put a right-angle extension (tab)
along the trailing edge of a wing.



This device, called a Gurney flap,
increases downforce and, if well designed,
imposes only a relatively small increase or
even a decrease in overall aerodynamic
drag depending on the wing tilt.



Some publications refer to the whole
adjustable flap as the Gurney flap, and the
small angled attachment as a Gurney lip
or a Gurney-type trim tab.

A Gurney flap on a 1988 F1 rear wing

Design features of a Gurney flap


Gurney flaps extend out from the upper
surface of a racing car wing a distance of
1% to 2% of the wing’s cord length
(depth).



The angle-shaped section (edging strip)
must be attached to the upper surface of a
race car wing so as not to interfere with
the desired smooth passage of air flow
under the wing.



The Gurney flap was similar in concept to
flaps already in use within the aircraft
industry.

Typical Gurney flap configuration

Incorrect attachment of a Gurney flap


If the flap is attached to the lower surface
of a race car wing, as shown left, then
there will be:
 an increase in drag
 no change in the downforce produced
by the upper surface of the wing, but
 a slight reduction in the downforce
produced by the lower surface of the
wing due to the interference of the
Gurney flap.

Incorrect attachment of a Gurney flap
The function of a Gurney flap

Air flow around a Gurney flap
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The Gurney flap causes a slight increase
in the air pressure over the upper wing
surface by acting like a mini-spoiler.



More importantly the flap causes a low
pressure zone to exist immediately behind
the flap.



The low air pressure area behind the flap
causes boundary layer air under the wing
to be drawn upwards towards the flap,
which reduces the thickness of the
boundary layer and reduces the risk of
flow separation.
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The development of wings in Formula 1
Smaller wings were used during the
ground effects period


During the late 1970s and early 1980s
when Formula One cars were aided by
fully-functioning ground effects, the size
and profile of both the front and rear wings
were reduced.



Some cars even raced without front wings.

1979 Williams (Alan Jones)
The use of winglets


In 1983, F1 regulations were changed with
the introduction of the ‘flat-bottom’ rule
that extended from the trailing edge of the
front wheel to the leading edge of the rear
wheel.



With this rule change, F1 cars lost about
60% of their 1982 downforce.



To regain downforce, ‘winglets’ could be
used if located ahead of the rear axle.



These winglets were banned from the start
of the 1985 season.

Winglets on a Ferrari 126 C2B (R. Arnoux)
Twin rear wings


Some teams made use of the rules to
place an additional, wider wing mounted in
front of the more-heavily regulated
rearward wing that was required to be
located behind the rear axle.

1983 Ligier JS21-02 (Jean-Pierre Jarier)
Questionable efficiency of twin wing
designs

1983 Toleman TG 183 B (Derek Warwick)
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The question that designers needed to
address is „how much new air will be
deflected upwards by the new wing that
would not have been deflected upwards
by the existing rearward wing‟.



Obviously this wing design would produce
significant downforce, but at increased
total drag.



Today, CFD modelling would be able to
determine the potential benefits of each
wing design.
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The development of wings in Formula 1 – 1988 Season
Adelaide Grand Prix, 1988


Throughout the 1980s, rear wings typically
had either a single or double adjustable
trailing-edge flap.



The leading edge of the rear wing typically
rested along a near-horizontal plane,
which means the leading edge of the rear
wing was unlikely to align well with the
approaching air flow.



Note the Gurney flaps that may or may not
be located along the top of the front and
rear wing flaps.

Williams FW12 front wing assembly

McLaren MP4/4 front wing assembly

McLaren MP4/4 front wing profile

Ligier JS31 spare front and rear wings

1988 Ligier JS31 twin-flap rear wing

Leyton House March-Judd 881 front wing

Underside of a twin-flap rear wing
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The development of wings in Formula 1
Multiple wing designs


Multiple level wings have appeared at
various times in Formula One, including
throughout the 1980s and 1990s.



A common feature observed around this
period was the variable front profile of the
front wings, which were designed to avoid
deflecting air flow away from the radiator
intakes (i.e. these intakes remained clearly
visible from the front of the car).

1992 Jordan-Yamaha 192 (Stefano Modena)
Multiple wing designs


It is important to ensure that the additional
lower wing segments do not redirect air
flow which would already have been
deflected by the upper wing segment.



Care must also be taken to ensure that the
leading edge of each wing aligns with the
approaching air flow at that location.

Multiple element rear wing
Alignment of the wing’s leading edge


In the 2000s, the curvature of the leading
edge of the rear wing became more
pronounced as wind tunnel testing and
CFD modelling identified the true
alignment of the approaching air flow (i.e.
the leading edge of the rear wing now
clearly points slightly upwards).

2003 Toyota TF103 (Olivier Panis)
Alignment of the wing’s leading edge


Due to improvements in manufacturing
techniques, Formula One wings can now
have a relatively thin profile.



Separate wing designs are used on lowdrag and high-drag tracks, which means
the bulky wing designs of the 1970s now
look very different from modern wings.

Leading edge of wing inclined upwards
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Case study: Ferrari F1-2000 drag and downforce contributions
Ferrari F1-2000 Formula One race car


In the publication “Ferrari Formula 1 –
Under the skin of the championshipwinning F1-2000” by Peter Wright (2003),
the following drag and downforce
percentages have been provided.



Drag:

Ferrari Formula 1 (Peter Wright, 2000)



 Front wing

13.2%

 Rear wing

31.8%

 Underfloor

10.6%

 Front wheels

16.0%

 Rear wheels

20.1%

 Turning vane

2.4%

 Other

5.9%

Downforce:
 Front wing

36.9%

 Rear wing

34.4%

 Underfloor

41.3%

 Front wheels

-1.4%

 Rear wheels

-2.3%

 Turning vane

-0.8%

 Other

-8.0%

2000 Ferrari F1-2000 (Michael Schumacher)

Drag coefficient vs top speed for the Ferrari F1-2000
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The development of wings in Formula 1
Three-dimensional wing profiles


Due to the presence of the air box above
the engine, air flow approaches the rear
wing at different angles across the width of
the wing.



As a result of this variation in air flow
conditions it is only logical that the profile
(shape) of the rear wing would also vary
across its width, which can make modern
F1 wings very three-dimensional in their
design—this depends on the current FIA
regulations.

2005 McLaren MP4-20 (Kimi Raikkonen)
Low drag wings


Unlike the 1970s when the same basic
wing was used for every race track,
subject of course to adjustments to the
angle of attack, on modern Formula One
cars the full wing assembly can change
from a low drag circuit to a high downforce
circuit.



Low drag wings are generally much less
aggressive in their profile and angle of
attack; therefore, there is usually no need
for a separate trailing edge flap or the use
of a Gurney flap.

2006 Renault R26 (Fernando Alonso)
Drag reduction wings


In 2011 the drag reduction system (DRS)
was introduced to Formula One.



The introduction of a movable flap
required a significant redesign of the
trailing edge flap.

2014 Mercedes F1 WO5 (Lewis Hamilton)
Drag reduction wings


The trailing edge flap required the
following design changes because it now
had to operate in two different positions:
 change in the degree of overlap
between the main wing segment and
the DRS flap
 changes to the Gurney flap
 changes to the profile of the flap.



Ideally the movable DRS flap needs to be
as flat and streamline as possible when
placed in an ‘open’ position.

Open DRS flap on a Red Bull

© Catchments and Creeks Pty Ltd
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Technical note: The drag reduction system (DRS)
Drag reduction system


Operation of the drag reduction system
(DRS) reduces wing-induced drag,
therefore increasing the car’s top speed as
well as opportunities for overtaking.



An alternative system had previously been
trialed in Indy car racing that increased the
size of the wake produced by the leading
car, thus increasing the potential for
drafting by the pursuing car.

Rear wing of the Red Bull F1 race car
Closed flap


When fitting a Gurney flap to a DRS wing
it is important to assess the downforce
and drag outcomes generated when in
both the open and closed settings.

Closed flap
Open flap


Currently (2020) the drag reduction
system allows the flap to lift a maximum
50 mm above the lower wing element.

Open flap
Design objectives


For the Formula One designer the task of
designing a DRS wing incorporates the
same basic objectives; the need to look for
the best compromise between low drag on
the straights and high downforce in the
corners.



What works best when the flap is closed
may not work best when the flap is open,
so a compromise is required—and this is
where different race teams can produce
different outcomes.

Open DRS flap on a Red Bull
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Utilising the ground effects under front wings
Introduction


Before discussing the ground effect
benefits of front wings it is possibly
beneficial to review why ‘ground effects’
generates lower induced drag than a
traditional wing.



Wings generate drag because of:
 the horizontal component of the high air
pressures on the upper surface
 the horizontal component of the low air
pressures on the lower surface
 the turbulence generated by the wing.

McLaren-Honda Mp4/4 front wing, 1988

Induced drag


Cars with ground effects generate less
drag force because:
 significant areas of a ground effects
undertray are horizontal, therefore the
horizontal component of the pressure
force is zero (but not on front wings)
 ground effects generates downforce by
applying a ‘force’ to the ground rather
than to the passing air flow
 ground effects does not require the
deflection of the air flow upwards, which
means turbulence is reduced.

Leyton House March-Judd 881, 1988

Proximity to the ground


It is the proximity of the front wings to the
race track that allows ground effects to
contribute to the generation of downforce.



The generation of this downforce relies on
maintaining low pressures under the wing,
which means:
 taking steps to prevent high pressures
leaking around the ends of the wings
 using endplates on all wings
 using flexible skirts (if allowed by the
regulations).

Benetton-Ford B188 front wing, 1988

The benefits of extending the skirts beyond
the front wing


In general, the side skirt only needs to
exist immediately adjacent to the actual
front wing.



Extending the skirt beyond the front wing,
as shown here on the Lotus 100T, would
be beneficial if it improved the
aerodynamic efficiency of the ‘rear
diffuser’ component of the front wing (i.e. if
it reduced the turbulence generated by the
expanding air after it passed under the
front wing).

Lotus-Honda 100T front wing, 1988
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Critical features of a modern race car wing
The wing’s profile


The days of ‘thick’ wing profiles have
generally passed.



Ideally a wing should have a relatively thin
structure, but this requires the use of highstrength materials that are able to
withstand the flexing forces generated by
the high downforce.



Generally the leading edge of the wing will
have a small-radius profile because this
lower element of the wing assembly is
usually set at a constant angle of attack
(i.e. is non-adjustable).

2003 Toyota TF103 (Olivier Panis)

Alignment of the leading edge


It is critical for the underside of the leading
edge of the wing to be aligned with the
direction of the approaching air flow to
avoid early flow separation.



In some cases the air will approach the
wing in a purely horizontal direction, such
as for the front wings on an open wheeler.



On the other hand, the air flow usually
does not approach a rear wing in a strictly
horizontal direction, but instead is normally
moving in a slightly downwards direction.

Leading edge of wing inclined upwards
Variable wing profiles

2005 McLaren MP4-20 (Kimi Raikkonen)



Historically wings have had a uniform
profile across the full width of the wing;
however, modern wings commonly have a
variable profile.



Given that the air flow approaching a rear
wing will likely vary across the width of the
wing (because the air is passing around
an airbox or around the roof of the car),
then it makes sense for the wing’s profile
to be adjusted to account for this variation
in the angle of the approaching air flow.



The wing shown left is a pre-DRS wing.

Allowing for wing adjustments

Various settings for a non-DRS flap
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If the same wing needs to be used for both
fast and slow circuits, then it will usually
be necessary to design the wing so that
adjustments can be made to the wing’s
‘angle of attack’.



It is usually better to have a two or three
element wing design that incorporates a
fixed main section with one or two
adjustable trailing edge flaps.



Note: Formula One regulations currently
limit the height of the rear wing to 100 cm
above the ground.
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7. Air Dams, Splitters, Vanes and
Spoilers
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Terminology
Spoilers


The term ‘spoiler’ is a generic term applied
to any aerodynamic device that is used to
‘spoil’ undesirable air movement, with a
specific focus on those devices that
modify drag and lift forces.



Front spoilers include:
 air dams
 body lips (integrated into the bodywork)
 vanes (canards, dive planes)
 splitters
 winglets

Canards on a 1966 Porsche 906 Carrera
Body lips (front skirts, chin spoilers)


Simple body-formed panels like this are
more commonly referred to simply as
‘spoilers’, but have also been termed front
skirts or chin spoilers.



These small spoilers are able to provide
significant benefit in reducing front lift and
improving cross-wind stability.



When introduced to the 1972 Porsche
911S, front lift was reduced by 40% (a
slightly different design to that shown left
for the 1973 911 RS Carrera).

Front spoiler on a 1973 Porsche 911 RS
Air dams


An air dam is an aero device installed
along the front of a car such that it projects
below the normal floor level or undertray
of the car.



Air dams are typically near-vertical in
profile, but various shapes have been
used over the years.



Splitters, air intakes, radiators, oil coolers
and additional driving lights have all been
integrated into air dams at various times.

Air dam on a 1974 Porsche RSR Turbo
Splitters


Front splitters extend horizontally from the
base of an air dam or from the base of the
front body panel on prototypes.



Splitters can generate significant
downforce by taking advantage of the
increased air pressures that form just
ahead of the motor vehicle.



Splitters can perform several different
aerodynamic tasks depending on their
design—the profile of the underside of a
splitter can be a critical feature.

Splitter on a 2010 Porsche RS Spyder
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The aerodynamics of various ‘front ends’
Introduction


Air dams, spoilers and splitters can be
used to:
 reduce front lift
 improve cross-wind stability
 reduce drag
 increase air flow through radiators
 house oil coolers and air intakes



Air flow around a car with a chin spoiler

One way to examine the function of
various front spoilers is to study the air
flow patterns generated around these
devices.

Curved nose on a road car


If a car has a symmetrical nose, then a
slight downforce will be generated under
the car because of the increase in flow
velocity; however, a slight lift force may be
generated at the leading edge of the nose
due to the ‘cushioning effect’ pushing off
the road surface.



If the undertray is long enough, boundary
layer formation will begin to alter air
pressures under the car.



This is similar to the nose found on the
Porsche 928 and Porsche 959.

Curved nose

Wedged-shaped racing car nose


A wedge-shaped nose provides the
advantage of minimising the forward
movement of the high pressure zone,
which means:
 most of the airstream does not begin to
deflect upwards until it is over the nose
 which allows the bodywork to generate
downforce.



This is similar to the nose of several 1970s
F1 cars, including the McLaren M23.

Wedge-shaped nose
Ground effects racing cars

Curved, ground effects nose
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On ground effects cars it is typical for the
car’s nose to be curved such that
turbulence is minimised.



A very small section of the leading-edge of
the nose would generate lift, but this force
would be overwhelmed by the large
downforce generated by both the upper
and lower surfaces of the nose.



This is similar to the nose of the groundeffects Porsche 956 & 962—the curvature
of the later-modelled Porsche 962 was
increased to improve air flow.
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The aerodynamics of various ‘front ends’
Splitter-type car nose


If the nose of the car is extended forward
some distance before the bodywork
curves upwards, then the nose of the car
begins to act like a front splitter and the
car gains the full benefits (downforce) of
the high air pressures generated by the
front of the car.



This is similar to the nose found on
various LMP cars including the 1996-97
Porsche Joest WSC 95 and the 2005-10
Porsche RS Spyder.

Splitter-type car nose
Modern car with no front spoiler


The front-end of a typical road-registered
car is more likely to generate lift than
downforce.



The heavily curved bodywork reduces
drag, but at the cost of generating lift.



Car manufacturers typically use front-end
spoilers to improve a car’s high-speed and
crosswind stability.



This diagram is representative of the front
end of most modern cars that have a front
radiator, heavily curved top edge, and a
relatively sharp lower edge.

Common, front-engine body shape

Car with an air dam


The inclusion of an air dam will increase
the volume of air flow:
 passing over the bonnet
 around the sides of the car
 through the radiator.



A low pressure wake will form behind the
air dam, which increases air through the
radiator and engine bay.



The air dam causes a local acceleration of
the air flow passing under the car, which
generates low air pressures.

Front-engine body with air dam
Race car with front splitter


A front splitter takes advantage of the
elevated air pressures that form ahead of
a motor vehicle.



The length of the splitter can be critical as
it also influences the air pressures that
form under the splitter.



The shape (profile) of the underside of the
splitter is critical to the generation of
downforce, but the splitter must be
designed to work in harmony with the air
flow passing under the rest of the car.

Front-engine body with splitter
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Air dams
Introduction


This is my first car, a Datsun 1200.



These cars took a long time to pick up
speed, and even longer to slow down.



I started club racing in this car, and the
only way to achieve good lap times was to
maintain car speed through the corners,
so on went a very deep rubber air dam
braced by a light metal frame.



The front-end grip (aided by stiffer springs)
was so great I was able to avoid touching
the brakes for most of the lap.

Rubber air dam on my first car
The purpose of an air dam


Air dams can provide the following
functions:
 reducing drag by reducing underbody
air flow (friction)
 increasing air flow through the radiator
by reducing air pressures within the
engine bay
 reducing front-end lift
 increasing car stability in cross winds
 allow the incorporation of cooling ducts
and additional radiators.

Air dam on a 1976 Porsche 934

Air dam with splitters


Splitters are commonly integrated with air
dams—the air dam generates elevated air
pressures in front of the car, while the
upper surface of the splitter converts this
air pressure into downforce.



The splitter also helps to:
 divert air flow towards the sides of the
car
 increase air flow through the various air
intakes and radiators.

2018 Porsche 911 (991) GT2 RS
The use of air dams on race cars fitted with
rear diffusers


Rear diffusers are commonly associated
with ground effects cars where the aim is
to optimise the velocity of air flow passing
under the car.



On the other hand, air dams are
associated with the aim of reducing air
flow under the car.



Whether or not an air dam should be
placed on a race car comes down to how
‘smooth’ the undertray is allowed to be.

Sports sedans
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Technical note: Reducing the drag generated by the front wheels
Wheel generated drag


The rotation of uncovered wheels on
open-wheeler racing cars can generate a
significant proportion of the car’s total
drag.



It has been reported that the front wheels
generate approximately 60% of this added
drag; however, this varies from year to
year depending on the racing regulations
and the size of the front wheels.



Note; regulations in 1972 stipulated a
maximum allowable width for the front
wing on F1 cars.

1972 Tyrrell 003 (Jackie Stewart)

Measures taken to reduce the drag
generated by the front wheels


Over the years, Formula One teams have
tried various means of reducing this added
drag, including:
 installing sports car type noses in front
of the wheels to deflect the air over the
front wheels
 reducing the diameter of the front
wheels
 integrating fins into the front wings to
direct air flow around the front wheels.

1975 Brabham BT44B (Carlos Pace)
Potential disadvantages associated with a
‘shovel-nose’ front wing


The benefit of a shovel-nose is its ability to
deflect air over the front wheels.



The problem with using such a front-end
to generate front downforce is that if the
slope of the nose is too aggressive
(steep), then the pressure gradient will
move forward of the nose and the
generated downforce will act on the road
surface rather than on the car.

Possible location of pressure forces
Tyrrell’s P34 Formula One car


Tyrrell’s six-wheeler Project 34 Formula
One car was an attempt to hide the front
wheels behind a shovel-nose front wing.



Specific design features that allowed
enhanced downforce, included:
 a splitter placed at the base of the nose
to take advantage of the forward
pressure gradient
 end plates that limited the side-leakage
of air flow

1976 Tyrrell P34 (Jody Scheckter)
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 small flaps (spoilers) in front of the
wheels.
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Splitters
Introduction


Open wheeler racing cars can generate
front-end downforce through the use of
highly efficient front wings.



Sports cars and prototype racing cars
need to use air dams, splitters, ground
effects and canards (side vanes) to
generate a similar degree of downforce.



Splitters generate downforce not only
because the upper surface captures high
pressure air (which makes its projected
surface area important), but also as a
result of low pressures under the splitter.

2007 Porsche RS Spyder

The purpose of a splitter


Splitters perform different tasks depending
on the undertray conditions of the car.



If the race car has a fully-profiled ground
effects undertray, then the splitter will be
designed to feed air smoothly onto this
undertray (and possibly over the undertray
on some LMP prototype cars).



If the race car is unable to use full-body
ground effects (due to sporting
regulations), then the splitter can be
designed with ground effects features that
can improve front-end downforce.

Splitter on a Holden Commodore, 2015

Designing a splitter to optimise front axle
downforce


On a non-ground effects car, the splitter
can be designed as a mini ground effects
panel with a smooth entry curve, flat base,
and a mini diffuser formed into the rear of
the splitter.



This type of splitter focuses the generated
downforce only on the front axle.

Splitter on a non ground effects car
Designing a splitter to optimise overall
body ground effects

Splitter on a ground effects car
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On a ground effects car, the splitter should
be designed to feed air smoothly onto the
smooth undertray.



The splitter also needs to ensure the right
amount of air flow passes under the car in
order to optimise the ground effects.



On the Porsche RS Spyder (top image)
the splitter has an elevated central section
that accommodates the necessary air flow
that is moving towards the ground effect
undertray.
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Vanes
Introduction


These aero devices have been used in the
racing industry for many years, and their
shape and air-flow mechanics have
changed significantly over time.



As the shape of these vanes has changed,
so has their specific function; however,
their primary aim of generating front-end
downforce remains.



These aero devices are also known as
canards (aircraft term), or dive planes and
dive plates (submarine terms).

1966 Porsche 906 Carrera
Purpose of side vanes


Depending on their design, canards can
perform the following tasks:
 generate downforce by deflecting air
flow upwards
 generate a vortex that can help guide
air flow around the vehicle
 increase the downforce generated by
the splitter by increasing air pressures
in front of the car.


2010 Porsche RS Spyder

Their job is not to cut the tyres of rival
cars.

Air flow patterns


Air flow patterns can be highly complex
and three-dimensional.



Small endplates placed along the sides of
the vanes act like mini spoilers or Gurney
flaps that:
 increase air flow moving along the
upper surface of the vane
 help to generate low air pressures
under the vane that delay air flow
separation
 encourage the formation of vortices.

Complex air flow over side vanes

Choice of design


There are currently many different types of
canards, with each design producing a
different outcome.



Of course the design of the canard
depends on the needs of the car:
 does the car need more front-end
downforce
 can a side vortex achieve a specific
function

2008 Porsche RS Spyder
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 does the car have a very abrupt front
end that deflects a lot of air sideways.
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Rear spoilers
Introduction


The fluid mechanics of rear spoilers is
discussed in more detail at the end of
chapter 5.



Similar to wings, rear spoilers can directly
cause a deflection of the airstream
passing over a car.



However, unlike wings, spoilers can also
generate elevated air pressures above the
car’s boot and rear window, which
contributes to the overall generation of
rear downforce.

Air pressures generated by a rear spoiler
Purpose of rear spoilers


Depending on their design, rear spoilers
can perform the following tasks:
 generate downforce over the rear axle
 reduce a car’s drag force
 increase air flow through rear air
intakes and radiators (rear engine cars)
 increase the opportunities for drafting
and overtaking during race events
 act as a convenient picnic table (tea
tray spoiler) during a car club social
event.

Tea tray spoiler on a 3.3L Porsche Turbo

The generation of downforce


A rear spoiler does not need to deflect the
airstream upwards in order to produce
downforce.



Because the airstream flowing over the
rear window is moving in a slight
downwards direction, a rear spoiler only
needs to deflect the airstream back to a
near horizontal direction in order to
generate downforce.

Deflection of the airstream
Providing a reduction in drag force


Depending on the design of the spoiler
and the host car, the spoiler can either
increase or decrease the car’s drag.



In most cases, maximising downforce
surpasses the need to reduce drag.



The ‘mechanics’ of how rear spoilers can
reduce a car’s drag is discussed in more
detail at the end of chapter 5.

Air flow past a rear spoiler
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Types of rear spoilers
Nolders


A nolder is a small aerodynamic bodywork
protrusion, or aerodynamic attachment,
used to modify air flow patterns typically
around the rear of a vehicle.



The term is more commonly associated
with spoilers that are integrated into the
bodywork as opposed to a separate
device attached to the bodywork.



Nolders can reduce a car’s drag by
reducing the size/volume of the wake
formed behind a car.

Nolder on the rear of a Ferrari 599
Ski jump spoilers


A ski jump type spoiler is the most
common type of rear spoiler, often having
a near-triangular cross-section.

1970 Holden Torana GTR XU1
Duck tail spoilers


Duck tail spoilers were introduced onto the
1973 Porsche Carrera RS in combination
with a front chin spoiler for the purpose of
improving the car’s high speed stability.

1973 Porsche 911 2.7L RS
Whale tail and tea tray spoilers


Porsche introduced the ‘whale tail’ spoiler
on their 1974 911 RSR race car—a similar
spoiler then appeared on the 1975 3.0L
911 (930) Turbo.



In order to improve pedestrian safety, the
whale tail spoiler was modified to remove
all sharp edges, resulting in the ‘tea tray’
spoiler found on the 1978 3.3L Porsche
911 (930) Turbo (see on previous page).

1974 Porsche 911 RSR
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Types of rear spoilers
Shovel spoilers


Full width, wraparound spoilers have been
used on cars such as:
 1973 Porsche 911 RSR ‘Mary Stuart’
which raced at the final Targa Florio
 Mazda RX7s (Allan Moffat, 1980s)
 various American Trans-Am Series
race cars of the 1970–80s.

Allan Moffat’s Mazda RX7, 1982
Composite spoilers


There are some small wing-like devices
attached to the boot of cars that influence
air-flow patterns in very much the same
way as a typical rear spoiler.



Even though air can flow both under and
over these devices—in a manner similar to
a wing—their main function is to ‘spoil’ the
drag or lift functions that would otherwise
have been achieved by this air flow—in
these circumstances the wing is
considered a component of the spoiler.

1997 Porsche 911 (993) Carrera S
Active spoilers


Some spoilers rest against the bodywork
when the car is stationary or travelling at
low speeds, but are elevated automatically
into their operational position at higher
speeds.



Some spoilers feature a movable wing-like
component that rest against a fixed spoiler
at low speed, but is automatically elevate
above the bodywork at high speeds.

1994 Porsche 911 (964) Carrera 2

Porsche 996 Turbo – resting position
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Porsche 996 Turbo – raised position
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Types of rear spoilers
Rear spoilers on hatchback cars


The best place to locate a rear spoiler is at
the point where flow separation is likely to
occur, which on a hatchback is at the end
of the roofline.



The small ‘lip’ at the end of the spoiler acts
like a Gurney flap—it increases the air
pressure forward of the spoiler, and helps
to ‘trip’ the high-velocity air flow.

Rear spoiler on VW Polo GTi hatchback
Are ‘wings’ just another type of spoiler?


Wings are not considered to be apart of
the family of devices known as spoilers.



Wings do counteract the lift forces
generated by the air flow passing over a
car body, but they do this not by spoiling
body-hugging air flow, but by working on
air flow that is slightly more distant from
the car’s body.



However, some low-mounted wings
attached to the rear of hatchbacks can
sometimes provide the benefits of both a
wing and a spoiler.

Rear wing of a 2003 Peugeot 206 rally car

The value of a Gurney flap on a rear spoiler


A Gurney flap provides two benefits:
 it acts like a mini spoiler thus increasing
air pressures above the wing, and
helping to ‘trip’ the airstream
 it generates low air pressures behind
the lip in order to help prevent air flow
separation under the wing.



When a Gurney flap is attached to a
‘spoiler’ instead of a ‘wing’, it is not able to
perform the second of these functions.

After-market Gurney flap placed on a 911
Spoiler located within a car’s wake


Decorative spoilers located at the base of
the rear window on a hatchback are
probably only useful as an additional door
handle for opening and closing the rear
hatch.



Similar spoilers located at the base of the
rear window on fastback cars are more
likely to be effective, but not on all models.

After-market spoiler on a Honda Civic
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8. Ground Effects
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Introduction
All cars have ground effects


The term ground effects refers to the
aerodynamic interaction that exists
between the car and the road.



All cars experience such an interaction
between the car and the road, so this
means all cars experience some degree of
ground effects.



However, in the world of motor racing the
term is used exclusively for those cars that
actively use this under-car air flow to
generate downforce.

Ground effects
Does ground effects create a suction?


Discussion about ground effects often
refers to the ‘suction’ generated between
the car and the race track.



This implies that there is a negative
pressure under the car pulling it down onto
the race track.



However, there is no such thing as
negative pressure, there is just pressure;
but there is such a thing as a negative
pressure gradient.

Misused terminology
Why is terminology important


Terminology matters because if you use
the wrong words to describe a scientific
issue, then it can make it harder to
appreciate what is really happening.



For example, does a suction cap use
suction?



A suction cap works because the pressure
on the outside of the suction cap is greater
than the pressure that exists inside the
suction cap.

Suction cap
The science of ‘ground effects’


If suction existed under a car, then there
would be a direct transfer of the downforce
between the car and the race track, but
this does not occur; instead, all of the
downforce is transferred to the road
through the wheels.



There is only positive pressure under the
car; however, some writers refer to this as
a ‘negative pressure’ relative to the
ambient (atmospheric) pressure.



The science of ground effects is discussed
in more detail in chapter 5.

Air pressures on a race car
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The history of ground effects in motor racing
Pioneers


Formula One ground effects was
investigated by a number of designers,
including:
 Tony Rudd and Peter Wright at BRM
 Robin Herd at March Engineering
 Shawn Buckley at the University of
California and later MIT in association
with the Lotus F1 team.

Horiba-MIRA wind tunnel, UK
Fan cars


Ground effects can also be produced by
using fans to extract air from under the
car.



Fan cars include Jim Hall’s Chaparral 2J,
and Gordon Murray’s Brabham BT46B.



More than the other types of ground
effects car, ‘fan cars’ rely on the use of
skirts to prevent air leakage and maintain
low air pressures under the car.

1978 Brabham-Alfa BT46B F1 ‘fan car’
The mechanics of producing downforce


Ground effects can use the following fluid
mechanics to generate downforce:
 use of the curvature of the undertray
and diffuser to deflect some of the air
flow upwards (Newton’s third law)
 optimisation of the aerodynamics of the
undertray to increase the air speed and
decrease the air pressure (Bernoulli
effect)
 use of raking to further decrease air
pressures under a car.

Side skirt of a 1979 Ferrari312 T4
Complex fluid mechanics


It can all sound simple enough—by
improving the conditions under a car, you
can increase the air speed . . .
 and from the Bernoulli principle we
know that an increase in air speed
results in a reduction in air pressure,
which helps to generate downforce;
 but, the science of ground effects is not
as simple as some writers suggest.


Niki Lauda’s McLaren MP4B, 1982
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One thing is certain, the mechanics of
ground effects is different from the
mechanics of wings.
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Ground effects
Not just an inverted wing!


Some publications claim that ground
effects is simply an inverted wing, but this
is not the best description of the science.



Ground effects achieves downforce by
applying low pressures to an immovable
object, i.e. the road surface.



However, wings achieve downforce by
applying pressure gradients to the passing
air flow, which is a movable object.

The ‘inverted wing’ concept
The inverted wing concept


If you treat ground effects as an inverted
wing, then you are likely to end up with a
floor profile that has a constant curvature.



Such a floor profile will produce the
highest air flow rate, the highest flow
velocity, and the lowest air pressure . . .
 however, this low air pressure will only
exist over a relatively small area of the
undertray . . .
 and we know that maximising the
effective surface area is essential for
maximising the downforce.

1978 Lotus 79 (Mario Andretti)

Flat-bed ground effects undertrays


In order to maximise the downforce you
need to focus not just on air pressure, but
also on the product of the air pressure
times the surface area over which the
pressure acts.



This means maximum downforce is likely
to be achieved with an undertray that is:
 near-flat between the axles, and
 is slightly raked to accommodate the
growing boundary layer (this is not the
reason F1 cars are raked).

1984 Porsche 956, Sandown 1000

Region of minimum air pressure when ground effects have been optimised
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Case study: Ground effects on a Porsche 962C
General overview of ground effects


The fluid mechanics behind ground effects
is based on:
 developing a streamlined air space
under the car
 minimising air friction and turbulence
along the surfaces of the undertray
 allowing the air to expand towards the
rear of the car with minimal air-flow
separation and turbulence
 maximising the effective surface area of
the ground effects channels.

Air flow under a Porsche 962C
Air flow entry under a car


On a ground effects car, air is encouraged
to pass under the car, but just the right
amount of air flow, not too much, not too
little.



It is also important that flow entry under
the car occurs with minimal turbulence,
and that this air flow does not conflict with
the air flow passing through, or exiting
from, the various cooling ducts.

Curved nose of a 1985 Porsche 962C
Air flow under a car


Ground effects does not mean that the
undertray of a race car needs to be flat
across the width of the car.



Air-flow channels are often used to guide
air flow around a central tub or engine
bay, or to direct air flow to the rear
diffuser.



Ideally these air-flow channels should
avoid the use of 90-degree corners within
their cross-section in order to minimise
boundary layer issues.

Air flow tunnels under a Porsche 962C
Air flow exiting from under a car


The purpose of the rear diffuser is to:
 provide a means of transitioning the
high-velocity air flow that is passing
under a car into the low-speed
conditions that exist behind the car
 to perform this air-flow deceleration in a
manner that minimises energy loss (i.e.
avoiding air-flow separation, jetting, and
turbulence)
 and to help minimise air pressure under
the car.

Rear diffuser on a Porsche 962C
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Rear diffusers
Problems caused by not using a diffuser


Just imagine the traffic mess that would
occur if a 110 kph motorway suddenly
ended at the intersection of a suburban
road where the speed limit was just 50
kph.



If you ‘jet’ air at high speed into the
turbulent wake that exists behind a car it
will result in excessive turbulence and
energy loss.



This increased energy loss will eventually
increase air pressures under the car.

Undesirable ground effects air flow
Jetting


The mechanics of jetting is discussed in
chapter 5.



The problems caused by releasing air at
high velocity into a region of low velocity
include:
 increased turbulence behind the outlet
 increased energy loss
 elevated air pressures within the outlet
duct/channel
 reduced air pressures immediately
behind the car body.

Outlet jetting from under a flat-bed object

Gradual expansion of flow


Using a diffuser to gradually expand the
air flow and blend this air flow with the
downstream air provides the following
benefits:
 reduced turbulence
 reduced energy loss
 reduced air pressures under the car
 increased air pressures behind the car
 reduced drag force.

Controlled flow exit from a F1 diffuser
Ineffective diffuser designs


Fake or aggressively-curved diffusers
appear on numerous road vehicles as a
design feature.



It is difficult for these types of diffusers to
provide any meaningful benefit because:
 the expansion (curvature) of the diffuser
is such that air-flow separation is likely
to occur, which means ‘jetting’ is also
likely to occur
 these diffusers often do not blend
smoothly with the car’s floor pan.

Ineffective rear diffuser
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Rear diffusers
Extracting exhaust gases under a car


After sliding skirts were banned and
Formula One cars began to lose some of
their downforce, car designers started to
look for ways to improve the efficiency of
the rear diffuser.



It was found that placing the exhaust
outlets within the diffuser helped to inject
energy into the expanding air flow and
thus reduce the risk of flow separation,
while also helping to reduce air pressures
under the car.

Exhaust outlet located within the diffuser
Exhaust gases can also be used to reduce
the risk of flow separation


Exhaust gases can be released either:
 directly above the outlet of the diffuser
 above a slanted air vent installed in the
upper surface of the diffuser.



The velocity of these exhaust gases can
induce air flow within the diffuser thus
delaying air-flow separation.



However, such systems can experience
rapid changes in downforce during
deceleration.

An induced air flow diffuser

Purpose of the vertical vanes


The purpose of a diffuser is to minimise
energy loss within the exiting air flow.



Energy loss can be minimised by
matching the exit velocity of the air with
the air velocity behind the car.



Both the air velocity under a car, and the
air velocity behind a car, will vary across
the width of the car, so . . .
 the vanes help the diffuser match these
different velocities, and it helps to
expand the air flow in all directions.

2003 BAR Honda F1 diffuser
Multi-deck diffusers


Double-decker diffusers were used during
the 2009 Formula One season.



This system vented (extracted) some of
the air passing under the car up through
the undertray such that the air would now
exit the car above the diffuser.



Consequently a second diffuser outlet was
formed above the main diffuser.



This meant that the top surface of the
diffuser acted like the upper surface of a
wing.

2009 Brawn F1 diffuser
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9. Air Intakes and Vents
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Introduction
Introduction


Air ducting is required for a variety of
reasons, including:
 cabin/driver cooling and ventilation
 the cooling of water and oil radiators
 brake cooling
 the cooling of turbo intercoolers
 aerodynamics (e.g a double-decker
diffuser)
 reducing air pressures within wheel
arches.

Various air intakes on a Porsche 917K
Contribution to a car’s overall drag


Internal drag, which includes cooling drag,
is the drag that results from air passing
through the various conduits and internal
fixtures.



This component of the total drag may not
be identified during wind tunnel testing or
CFD modelling.



Internal drag can be reduced by paying
attention to detailed aspects of the race
car, especially if the race car is based on a
standard production car.

Radiator cooling on a 1966 McLaren
The ‘mechanics’ of air ducts


The flow rate of air through a cooling duct
is determined by a balance between the
‘driving force’ (pressure), and the resisting
forces (friction and turbulence).



The energy equation includes:
 the pressure difference between the
inlet and outlet (driving force = P1 - P2)
 friction and turbulence associated with
the conduit (resisting force)
 friction loss generated as air passes
through the radiator (resisting force).

Schematic of a radiator cooling duct

The benefits of ‘blanking’ air intakes

Blanking of the radiator intake
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During qualifying laps the car may not
generate excessive heat, so the cooling
needs of the car may be less.



Partially blocking various cooling ducts
(blanking) may seem counterproductive
because the blanking panels will act like
air dams that increase the surface area of
high pressure, which adds drag force.



However, because the air flow through the
radiator is reduced, the internal friction is
reduced, which may mean the overall
drag force is reduced.
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Types of air intakes
Frontal ducting


This is not really a ‘category’ of air ducting,
but simply the concept of placing air
intakes at the front of the car to take
advantage of the high air pressures that
exist at the front of a car.



Unfortunately these air intakes can be
partially blocked by litter debris, which
generally increases with spectator
numbers and wind speed.



The adverse effect of debris blockage can
be reduced by increasing the distance
between radiator and debris screen.

1974 Porsche 911 Carrera RSR Turbo

Airbox or Ram-air intakes


These types of inlets take advantage of
the car’s forward velocity to convert the
air’s kinetic energy (actually the air’s
inertia) into potential energy (air pressure).



An important aspect of the design of
airboxes, especially twin airboxes that are
positioned either side of the driver’s
helmet, is to ensure the driver’s helmet
does not partially block the airbox as the
driver tilts his/her head while negotiating a
corner.

1977 Porsche 936/77
Air scoops


Air scoops have a higher inflow capacity
compared to NACA ducts, and are
therefore generally preferred for the
supply of air to engines.



The negative side to these intakes is the
increased drag.



These inlets can also be termed Ram-air
intakes.

2012 Porsche 911 (997) GT3 RS 4.0L
High pressure intakes


Air intakes can also be located within the
high pressure areas of the bodywork
where elevated air pressures have been
generated by:
 a rear spoiler
 protruding body panel, or
 a flared wheel arch.

1974 Porsche 911 RSR 3.0L
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NACA duct air intake system
Using vortex generation to form an air
intake system


The NACA duct is a common feature
found on aircraft and racing cars.



This inlet system provides the advantage
of being mounted flush with the bodywork,
which reduces drag and avoids debris
problems.



The duct was developed by the U.S.
National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics (NACA).

Air intake on a 2003 Peugeot 206 rally car
Generation of vortices


The sides of the duct help to generate
counter-rotating vortices.

Air flow generating the side vortices
Induced air flow


The rotation of these side vortices helps to
draw air into the duct through a process of
‘induced air flow’.



In a crude way, the flow conditions
produced by the NACA duct are similar to
the air flow conditions found at the rear of
a fastback sports car (i.e. side-vortices
helping to form a central downdraft).

Airstream drawn into the air duct
Benefits of a flush air intake duct


Having a flush inlet helps to reduce drag,
but if higher air flow volumes are required
for such things as an engine intake, then a
raised (external) inlet duct is usually
required.



Some race teams place a debris screen
over the duct—such screens can interfere
with the formation of the essential side
vortices and thus significantly reduce air
inflow into the duct.

NACA intake on a 1974 Porsche 911 RSR
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Bonnet scoops
Introduction


Forward-facing bonnet scoops can be
used to direct high pressure air to the
engine.



Ideally the scoops are mounted high
enough to clear the boundary layer formed
over the bonnet as well as any air-flow
separation zones that may form at the
leading edge of the bonnet.



However, given that the boundary layer
will only be a few centimetres thick at this
stage, low-set scoops are also used.

Air scoop on a Subaru WRX
High pressure region at base of
windscreen


Air intakes for the cabin are typically
located at the base of the windscreen to
make best use of the high air pressures
generated by the deflection of the
airstream.



The extent (depth) of this high pressure
zone depends on the angle of the
windscreen.



These intakes must be isolated from the
lower air pressures found in the engine
bay.

2019 Porsche 911 (992) Carrera

Rearward facing air intakes


Rearward-facing bonnet scoops also rely
on the high pressure zone that forms at
the base of the windscreen.



The opening of a rearward facing bonnet
scoop needs to be located close to the
base of the windscreen in order for the
inlet to be located well within the high
pressure zone.

Rearward facing air intake
Incorrect location of a rearward facing air
intake


If a rearward facing bonnet scoop is
located too far away from the windscreen,
then it will begin to operate as an air vent
rather than an air intake.

Incorrect location of rearward facing intake
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Types of air venting (air-flow outlets)
Induced air flow vents


Most venting systems utilise the
mechanics of induced air flow.



Not only does the external air passing
over the vent induce air movement within
the duct, it also helps generate low air
pressures at the outlet, which further
encourages air flow.



These pressures can be lowered further
by placing a raised lip in front of the vent.



These types of air vents include the
McLaren-inspired nostril vents.

1968 Porsche 908
Suction vents and F1 chimney vents


Suction-type air vents work on the simple
principle of placing the intake in a high
pressure region of the car, while placing
the outlet in a low pressure region, such
as:
 the corners of the car
 adjacent the rear window
 behind a heavily flared wheel arch



Air flow is generated by the overall
pressure differential formed between the
inlet and outlet of the air duct.

1988 Porsche 959
Recessed vents


Recessed air vents are another type of
induced flow venting system.



These vents have a recessed outlet
channel that carries the vented air away.



These types of vents generate less drag
because they don’t require a raised lip to
be located in front of the vent.



That said, a lip or Canard-type vane can
be placed in front of the vent to increase
the air flow.

2012 Porsche 911 (997) GT3 RS 4.0L
Slanted vane air vents


Once again this venting system relies on
the actions of induced air flow.



Slanted vane (shark gill) air vents are
typically located in a low pressure region,
such as a location where air flow
separation is likely to occur.



These vents are often located on the tops
of wheel arches for the purpose of
reducing air pressures within the wheel
arch and under the car body.

1971 Porsche 917/20 ‘Pink Pig’
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Venting air from under the bodywork
Bruce McLaren


While testing one of his sports cars, Bruce
McLaren noticed the fuel filler flap was
moving up and down.



He realised that with the outside air
pushing the flap down, only internal air
pressure could be lifting the flap back up.



The solution was to cut air extraction slots
into the upper body work immediately
behind the front radiator.



From this action came the ‘nostrils’ that
featured on many early McLaren designs.

1966 McLaren M2B (Bruce McLaren)
Prototype racing cars


Early prototype race cars typically had an
open space-frame covered by solid
bodywork.



This means high air pressures under the
bodywork will directly influence the car’s
overall lift/downforce.



Venting this air at critical low pressure
points, such as at the top of wheel arches,
will help reduce any lift forces generated
by the bodywork.

1971 Porsche 917/20 ‘Pink Pig’
Open wheeler racing cars


After cooling air passes through the
sidepod radiators, it will need to be vented
from the bodywork.



Outlet vents are normally placed in low
pressure areas, often at locations where
air-flow separation would have otherwise
occurred.

1982 Ferrari 126 C2 (Didier Pironi)
Production cars


Venting air from production cars is likely to
be done for different reasons from those
reasons that apply to prototype race cars.



Such air venting is likely to be linked to
radiator cooling.

1986 Porsche 930 SE
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Types of radiator cooling
Nose cone radiators


Prior to 1972 it was common for radiators
to be located within the nose of Formula
One cars.



Tilting the radiator allows large radiators to
fit into smaller spaces, while also lowering
the centre of gravity of the radiator.



However, if the radiator was originally
designed to be fitted along a vertical
plane, then tilting the radiator may
increase the generated drag force.

1966 McLaren M2B
Sidepod radiators


In 1970 the radiators were located within
the sidepods of the Lotus 72.



Design issues include ensuring the front
wing assembly does not deflect necessary
air flow away from the radiator intakes.



It is noted that the opening of the air intake
normally has significantly less crosssectional area than the surface area of the
radiators.

1970 Lotus 72 with sidepod radiator
Tollbooth style sidepod radiators


Formula One designers have often tilted
radiations in order to fit them within the
smallest possible sidepod.



Multiple radiators can be located within a
single sidepod by staggering the radiators
in a manner similar to how tollbooths
arranged on multi-lane highways.

Twin off-set radiators (top view)
Rear mounted radiator


Small oil and transmission cooling
radiators have often been located at the
rear of racing cars.



Some road cars now make use of the
favourable pressure gradients that exist at
the corners of motor vehicles to locate
small radiators.

1988 Porsche 959
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The fluid mechanics of radiator ducts
Introduction


There are typically five parts to a cooling
duct:
 the inlet
 the diffuser
 the heat exchanger (radiator)
 the nozzle
 the outlet



One way to understand the fluid
mechanics of a cooling duct is to think of
the duct as a highway tollbooth or a truck
inspection stop.

Sidepod radiator (top view)
Inlet and diffuser


As is the case for a cooling duct, the first
stage of an inspection stop is the task of
separating out a portion of the traffic and
feeding them into an exit lane (the inlet).



The initial stages of this inlet need to be
gently curved (streamlined) because the
trucks will be leaving the highway at
normal highway speed.



Then there must be a section of road
where the trucks can slow down and split
into various inspection lanes (the diffuser).

Sidepod radiator (top view)
Radiator (heat exchanger)


Normally the inspection bays will be
marked out parallel with the approach
lanes, but this could result in a very wide
inspection station.



To reduce the size of the truck stop, the
inspection bays could be marked out on
an angle, but this means ensuring the
trucks can enter and exit with ease from
these angled inspection bays.



Tilting a radiator can reduce the size of the
sidepod, but the radiator needs to be
designed for such an installation.

Sidepod radiator (top view)

Nozzle and exit


Exiting from the truck inspection station
requires two things:
 a long exit road that will allow the trucks
to accelerate up to normal highway
speed (the nozzle)
 a dedicated exit lane that will allow the
trucks to merge back into the highway
traffic without incident (the outlet).



Radiator outlet duct on a Porsche 956
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Why an interest in aerodynamics
My formal training was in civil (water) engineering; however, my university studies included
studying aerodynamics as part of my Master’s degree in fluid mechanics.
There is just something special about fluids in motion. Watching a plane fly through low clouds,
watching a Formula One car generate misty wakes from its rear wing on a humid day, watching
the water in a river move around rocks and boulders as it spills down a riffle, there is a special
beauty in the perfection of nature in motion.
As a person that works in the field of fluid mechanics, I am one of the lucky engineers that can
picture in my mind the three-dimensional movement of fluids around almost any object. The
theory and mathematics of objects in motion always seemed simple and logical to me.
On a race track it can be difficult to know what the driver in front of you is about to do, but in the
world of fluid mechanics, air and water will always behave the same way in the same situation.

Why an interest in motor racing
With the exception of downhill skiing, I am struggling to think of another sport that gives you the
same instant feedback on your performance. In the sport of motor racing the car can tell you
almost everything you need to know, just so long as you are willing to listen, and you have
learnt to understand its unique form of communication.
Just think about it: you hit the brakes at the instant you’ve reached your braking marker. The
moment the brakes are applied the car responds in exactly the same way it has responded each
lap since you started this practice session. You know immediately from the reaction of the car
that everything is working properly and that you will successfully negotiate the fast-approaching
corner. You know all of this long before you even start to turn into the corner.
As you turn into the corner you feel a slight change in the feedback through the steering wheel.
You also feel just the right amount of oversteer as you continue to release the pressure from the
brakes. The car is telling you that you have been perfect so far in the movement of your hands
and feet. The car is judging your performance and giving you a score card for every action you
take. It is telling you all of this through the sound of the tyres, through the feedback of the
steering wheel, and through the movements your body feels through the car seat.
Get it right, and the car tells you that you got it right. Get it wrong and the car tells you that you
got it wrong; and, if you are good enough, the car also tells you what you must do differently
next time, or what you need to adjust in the car to improve its performance. Every movement
you make, every touch of the wheel, every application of the brake, everything you do is
instantly being assessed, judged, and reported through the car’s feedback. Your body receives
thousands of messages each and every lap. You don’t need a stopwatch to judge your
performance. You don’t need the spectators to tell you that you did well. You know how good
you are at any instant because the car is telling you.
If you are good enough, you can guess your lap time before your lap is even finished. You know
you lost a tenth of a second on corner 1, and that you got too much wheel spin coming out of
corner 5. You know because the car told you the moment that it happened.
That is why I love the sport of motor racing.

Why an interest in Porsche cars
My strong interest in Porsche cars can be traced back to a few important events:


Writing to my local Porsche dealer in the early 70s asking of a sales brochure for the
Porsche 911 (today you would simply download one from the Internet).



Watching Bill Brown in his 2.8L Porsche 911 RSR battle with Allan Moffat’s Mustang.



Seeing the new G-Series Porsche 911 at the Sydney Motor Show in 1974.



Watching Ian ‘Pete’ Geoghegan race his colourful Porsche 911 at Amaroo Park in 1976.

Growing up in my neighbourhood you became either a Holden person or a Ford person. I was a
Holden person, which meant Allan Moffat’s Mustang was the enemy car (the car, not the
person), which made Bill Brown’s Porsche the hero car. As an adult you graduate into being
either a Porsche person or a Ferrari person. I became a Porsche person, while my many Italian
friends held the flag high and proud for Ferrari, especially the Ferrari Formula One team.
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My Heroes
Sir Jack Brabham


There was never any question as to who
would be my first and enduring motoring
racing hero, Sir Jack Brabham.



It was never ‘luck’ that allowed Jack to win
three World Championships, to stop a car
with no brakes at the end of Conrod
Straight (Bathurst), or to safely land a light
plane on a grassy field in total fog, it was
pure talent (if he had luck he would have
won four world titles).



I was honoured to have attended my
hero’s funeral on the Gold Coast in 2014.

Sir Jack Brabham (1926–2014)

Emerson Fittipaldi


As a young teenager I travelled into the
Sydney CBD to purchase a poster to put
on my bedroom wall.



The poster that I picked was one of
Emerson Fittipaldi in his McLaren M23.



In my opinion, Emerson is one of the most
naturally gifted drivers ever to enter the
motor racing profession.



If you have even a single bad word to say
about my hero Emerson, then I do not
want to hear it.

Emerson Fittipaldi
Niki Lauda


It was not until 1976 that I finally learnt
about Formula One (even though I had F1
posters on my wall for several years).



In 1976 there was just one person I looked
up to for inspiration, and that was Niki
Lauda.



If I could have the focus and intensity of
any driver it would be Niki Lauda.



I was lucky enough to be at Brands Hatch
in 1982 when Niki won the British Grand
Prix.

Niki Lauda (1949–2019)
Keke Rosberg

Keke Rosberg
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It was difficult to choose my final hero;
should it be Alan Jones, Alain Prost or
Gerhard Berger, or a local hero like Jim
Richards or Peter Brock.



Finally I chose Keke Rosberg because of
my admiration for his driving style, his
determination, and his ability to spin a car,
miss all the barriers, find 1st gear while
still spinning, then drive away all in a
single fluid motion.



I was lucky enough to watch Keke win the
Monaco Grand Prix in 1983.
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My tribute to James Hunt
Tribute to James Hunt


In Australia, our first full TV broadcast of a
Formula One race was the final race of the
1976 season at the Japanese Grand Prix,
which resulted in James Hunt becoming
World Champion.



For years I enjoyed listening to Murray
Walker and James Hunt do the
commentary on the F1 races.



The early loss of James in 1993 was an
unfair blow for us F1 fans.

Preparation of the James Hunt drawing
Drawing presented to Murray Walker


I completed this drawing of James Hunt in
his M23 McLaren in late 1993.



The original image comes from a 1978
Goodyear calender.



The drawing was presented to Murray
Walker by the South Australian Tourism
Minister, Graham Ingerson in 1994.

Drawing presented to Murray Walker

The final drawing of James Hunt in a gentle power slide
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My tribute to motor racing heroes

Jackie Stewart winning the 1971 British Grand Prix at Silverstone

Keke Rosberg winning the 1983 Monaco Grand Prix
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My tribute to motor racing heroes

Nigel Mansell gives Ayrton Senna a lift at the 1991 British Grand Prix, Silverstone

Bill Brown power-slides his 1973 Porsche Carrera RSR
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12. Glossary of Terms
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Glossary of terms
Airbox

The engine air intake located above the driver's head in an F1 car. An
F1 airbox may be integrated with the car's roll hoop.

Aerofoil / airfoil (US)

The cross-sectional shape of a wing, blade or sail.

Air dam

A bodywork attachment that partially blocks the air space below the
nose of a car, and which aims to restrict air flow passing under the car.

Angle of attack

(1) The tilt of a wing relative to the approach angle of the air flow.
(2) The tilt of a wing relative to the horizontal (this definition is preferred
for on-track measurements).

Aspect ratio

The ratio of a wing's chord length divided by its span.

Bargeboard

The piece of bodywork mounted vertically between the front wheels and
in front of the sidepods to help smooth the airflow around the sides of
the car.
Also known as a ‘turning vane’.

Bernoulli effect

The condition where an increase in the speed of a fluid occurs
simultaneously with a decrease in the fluid’s pressure.

Bib

The section of a car’s floor or undertray that extends forward of the main
bodywork. On an open-wheeler racing car, the bib is often located
behind the front axle and forms part of the air-flow splitter.

Blanking

The action of partially or fully blocking the inlet duct of a radiator or other
air duct.

Body lip

A small spoiler-type protrusion of the bodywork, but not an ‘attached’
body panel.

Boundary layer

A relatively thin layer of turbulent air that forms adjacent to all solid
surfaces passing through a fluid. In side the boundary layer the air
speed is less than the adjacent free-flowing airstream.

Canard

A small air-deflecting vane attached to the front of a car, typically on the
front wheel guards, used to generate downforce and as a vortex
generator.

CFD

Meaning: Computational fluid dynamics. A branch of fluid mechanics
that looks at how complex mathematics can be used to study the
movement of real fluids.

Clean air

Air that isn't turbulent, and thus offers optimum aerodynamic conditions.

Coanda effect

The tendency of a fluid jet, such as airflow, to be attracted to a nearby
surface.

Computational fluid
dynamics

A branch of fluid mechanics that looks at how complex mathematics can
be used to study the movement of real fluids, which includes the effects
of friction and turbulence.

Cooling drag

Aerodynamic drag that can be contributed to air flow passing through a
car’s body for the purpose of ‘cooling’, such as the air flow passing
through a radiator.

Depth of a wing

The dimensions of a wing measured along the direction of air flow.

Diffuser

The rear section of the car's floor or undertray where the air flowing
under the car exits. Diffusers are designed to slow and expand the air
flow in a manner that allows it to blend smoothly (i.e. with less
turbulence and energy loss) with the air flowing behind the car.

Downforce

The aerodynamic force that is applied in a downwards direction as a car
travels forwards.

Drag

The aerodynamic resistance experienced as a car travels forward.
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Drag coefficient

A dimensionless coefficient used in the drag equation that relates the
fluid velocity, fluid density, and the object’s projected area, to the drag
force experienced by the object as it passes through the fluid.

DRS

Meaning: Drag Reduction System. An active rear wing that allows the
driver to alter the tilt of the trailing-edge flap (in specific circumstances)
in order to reduce the drag force generated by the wing.

Endplate

The enlarged side plate attached to the side of a wing.

Fin

A vertical, or near-vertical body panel attached to the rear of a car to
improve its stability in cross winds.

Flap

A horizontal component of a wing that is attached to the wing and/or end
plates, and is smaller in size/depth than the main wing section. Typically
the angle of attack of the flap can be adjusted separately to the angle of
attack of the main wing member.

Flow separation

A process whereby air flow that was previously flowing close to an
object (often said to be ‘attached to the object), moves away from the
object.

Fluid mechanics

The laws and theories associated with our understanding of the
movement of fluids.

Form drag

Aerodynamic drag that can be contributed to the pressure forces that
form around a body passing through a fluid.

Frictional drag

Aerodynamic drag that can be contributed solely to frictional forces.

Froude Number

A dimensionless parameter defined by the ratio of the inertial and
gravitational forces acting on a fluid. Most commonly associated with
water flow.

Ground effect

The pressure forces generated by the air flow passing between a car’s
floor or undertray and the roadway. In the world of motor racing, the
term is most commonly associated with those cars that actively use this
under-car air flow to generate downforce.

Gurney flap

A small angled-section attached to the trailing edge of a wing or flap that
was introduced to the motor racing industry by Dan Gurney.
Also known as a ‘Gurney lip’ or ‘Gurney-type trim tab’.

Hydraulics

(1) The study of water or other liquid flow in conduits and open
channels.
(2) The mechanics associated with water or oil-based pressure pipe
often used in hydraulic pumps, shock absorbers, and hydraulic rams
and pistons.

Ideal fluid

A fictitious fluid that is free of the effects of viscosity and friction.

Induced drag

Aerodynamic drag that is generated by complex eddies and vortices that
are themselves generated by a car’s body parts.

Kammback

An automotive styling feature where the rear of the car slopes
downwards before being abruptly cut off to form a near-vertical surface.

Laminar flow

A fluid flowing in a manner that looks like individual layers of fluid
passing smoothly over each other. In laminar flow, the stabilising forces
of viscosity over-power the disturbing forces of turbulence; consequently
there is very little mixing between the individual layers.

Leading edge

The point at the front of an aerofoil that has maximum curvature.

Lift

The force generated perpendicular to an aerofoil.

Lift (vertical)

The vertical (upwards) component of the force acting on a wing (i.e.
independent of the tilt of the wing).
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Lip

A small spoiler-type protrusion of the bodywork, but not an attached
spoiler.

Localised pressure

The air pressure associated with the immediate area of interest.

Mach Number

The ratio of flow velocity divided by the local speed of sound.

Moment

The twisting force generated when a concentrated force is applied at a
point that is distant from the fulcrum or axle.

NACA

Meaning: the U.S. National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Nolder

A small aerodynamic shape (a strip, wing, protrusion, lip or profile)
integral to bodywork that lies perpendicular to the direction of air flow,
and is used for the purpose of further managing and refining air flow.

Pillar

The central support for a rear wing.

Plank

A hard wooden strip (also known as a skid block) that is fitted front-toback down the middle of the underside of all Formula One cars to check
that they are not being run too close to the track surface, something that
is apparent if the wood is excessively worn.

Pressure gradient

A condition where the fluid pressure varies with distance. If the pressure
decreases in the direction of flow (which would cause the fluid to
accelerate), then the fluid is said to be affected by a positive pressure
gradient. If the pressure increases in the direction of flow (which would
cause the fluid to decelerate), then the fluid is said to be affected by a
negative pressure gradient.

Projected surface
area

The cross-sectional area that would exist if an object’s physical space
was projected either onto a horizontal or vertical plane (as required for
the numerical analysis). This is the ‘shadow’ that would be projected if a
light were shone onto an object from a specified direction.

Raking

The tilting a car forward such that the ground clearance at the rear of
the car’s undertray is greater than at the front.

Real fluid

A fluid that exhibits all normal fluid properties, including viscosity.

Reynold's Number

Dimensionless number proportional to the ratio of the inertial force over
the viscous force.

Sidepod

The part of the car that flanks the sides of the monocoque alongside the
driver and runs back to the rear wing, often housing the radiators.

Skirt

(1) A flexible extension to the side bodywork of a ground effects car that
extends from the solid floor to the race track surface, or to some
specified height above the road.
(2) A similar flexible extension to the endplate of a front wing.

Slats

An alternative name to wing flaps. Typically used when there is more
than one flap.

Span of a wing

The width of a wing when viewed from the front (i.e. perpendicular to the
direction of air flow).

Speed

A measure of the distance travelled (independent of direction) per unit of
time.

Splitter

A horizontal extension to a car’s bodywork that divides air flow into
upper and lower airstreams.

Spoiler (car)

An aerodynamic device, either attached to the car’s bodywork, or
integrated into the bodywork, that is used to disrupt (spoil) air flow
passing over the car that would have otherwise generated undesirable
lift and/or drag forces.
Spoilers differ from wing by the fact that they generate high pressure
(downforce) zones that extend onto other parts of the bodywork.
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Streamline

A line showing the flow path of air at an instant in time.

Symmetrical aerofoil

An aerofoil that has a symmetrical cross-section such that the shape of
the lower surface is a mirror image of the upper surface. Sometimes
used on acrobatic aircraft.

Torque

The turning or twisting force of an engine. It more closely relates to the
power of the engine at low speeds. It is the pulling power of the engine.

Trailing edge

The most downstream or end-point of the aerofoil (the point of maximum
curvature at the rear of the aerofoil).

Trailing edge flap

A flap located near the trailing edge of the wing. These flaps may
partially overlap the main component of the wing.

Turbulence

Disturbed air flow caused by an interruption to its passage, such as
when passing around a bluff object or over an irregular surface.

Undertray

A separate floor to the car that is bolted onto the underside of the
monocoque.

Vane

A thin-plate panel used to smooth, guide or redirect air flow. When these
vanes are attached to the front of a vehicle they are often call canards.

Velocity

A measure of the distance travelled in a specific direction per unit of
time.

Venturi effect

The phenomenon whereby the pressure of a fluid is decreased as it
passes through a restriction which causes a local acceleration of the
fluid’s speed.

Vertical lift force

The vertical (upwards) component of the force acting on a wing.

Vortex generator

A device or body panel used to create a vortex.

Wake

A region of highly turbulent air flow created when an airstream
separates (detaches) from a solid object.

Width of a wing

The dimensions of a wing measured perpendicular to the direction of air
flow.

Wing (car)

An aerodynamic device with the characteristic shape of an aerofoil that
is used to generate downforce by altering the direction of air flow
passing both over and under the wing.
Wings are normally located a sufficient distance from the car’s bodywork
to prevent the wing from significantly altering air pressures adjacent to
the car’s bodywork.
A wing may consist of more than one component, such as the addition
of a leading-edge flap, trailing-edge flaps, or endplates.

Wing flap

A horizontal component of a wing that is attached to the wing and/or end
plates, and is smaller in size/depth than the main wing section. Typically
the angle of attack of the flap can be adjusted separately to the angle of
attack of the main wing member.

Wing profile

The shape of a wing’s cross-section. The wing’s profile may vary across
its width (span).

Wing tilt

The angle of a wing’s chord relative to the horizontal.

Winglets

Small wings located forward of the rear axle. In 1983, FIA regulations
allowed winglets to extend to the full width of a F1 race car.
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